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TECHNOLOGY FOR EDUCATION ACT OF 1993

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 1993

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Labor and Human Resources,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in room

SD^-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Bingaman, pre-

siding.

Present: Senators Kennedy, Bingaman, and Jeffords.

Senator Bingaman [presiding.] The hearing will come to order.

I am in the unusual position of chairing a hearing in Senator
Kennedy's committee here because he has to leave very shortly, so

before I even give an opening statement, let me call on Senator
Kennedy to maie his statement, because he does have the U.S. Su-
preme Court nominee hearing going on at the same time.

Senator Kennedy.

Opening Statement of Senator Kennedy

The Chairman. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
At the outset of this hearing, I want to pay tribute to Jeff Binga-

man for the leadership that he has been oroviding in the areas of
technology and education, and understanoing the importance of a
comprehensive approach to this issue. We are working very closely

together, and I think this is one of the real prioriW pieces of legis-

lation for this committee and, most important, for tne country.
We want to express our appreciation to all of the witnesses who

are here this morning. We have a very varied group of witnesses,
including some young students who will put on a presentation for

us, and I am grateful to all of them for being here. We want to give
them the assurance that Senator Bingaman and I have been meet-
ing with Secretary Riley and Madeleine Kunin, as well as rep-

resentatives at the White House about the importance of this legis-

lation. We are working with members of the commerce Committee,
who have some different technology issues that are moving along.

But we want to give them our assurance that this is something of

great importance to Senator Bingaman and myself, as well as the
other members of the committee, and we value very highly the
comments and the testimony that will be given today.

I'll just take a moment, and I apologize to the witnesses for not
being able to be here, particularly to Annemarie Ryan, from Massa-
chusetts, a teacher at Charlestown High School. Given the level of

interest in Boston and in Massachusetts generally, and the work
that has been done out in the field in this area over a long period

(1)



of time, we plan to have an additional hearing up in Boston later

in the session.

As Senator Bingaman mentioned, we have Judge Ginsburg, the

U.S. Supreme Court nominee, in the Judiciary Committee this

morning, as well as the Armed Services Committee, which both of

us are members of, so we are pressed in terms of time, and we
apol(mze.
Today we address an issue that has potential to improve class-

rooms throughout the country—educational technology. We talk

often about world class standards and international competitive-

ness, but the reality is that the vast majority of pupils are trying

to learn in the 1990 s with technology that is out-of-date.

The schools of today cannot teach with the technology of yester-

day. We have seen that particularly in our Boston schools. In few
other institutions in our society do professionals have such limited

access to modem technology as teachers in schools especially in our

poorest districts. S. 1040 can change that.

At the hearing today, we will hear from teachers like Annemarie
Ryan, who tau^t for many years at Charlestown High School in

Massachusetts and now teaches other teachers to integrate tech-

nology in their lessons. By creative uses of technology, she has
demonstrated that all children can learn and that all teachers can
learn as well. It is not enough to drill children in numbers and
facts, or with pencil and paper. Through technology, Annemarie
and many Boston teachers have deepened their own understanding

of mathematics and help one another pass that understanding on

to their students. And oy sharing those concepts and techniques

with others, they are preparing students to think and solve prob-

lems on their own.
They are part of a movement in many parts of the country that

is helping to transform the Nation's schools one by one, by creating

a new climate of learning and intellectual stimulation.

The need for tiiis bill has been amply documented. Even in

wealthy districts, technology is often unavailable, or used ineffec-

tively. In January 1992, Education Week reported that the high

cost of purchasing, maintaining, and upgrading equipment, the

lack of adequate software that dovetails with teacher curriculum

needs, the si)sence of assessments that reflect the complex thinking

skills and the dearth of teacher training all work against innova-

tive use of technology in schools.

In a comprehensive way, the Technology for Education Act ad-

dresses all of these issues and gives technology the high priority it

deserves in contemporary American education.

I commend Senator Bingaman for his leadership in developing

and introducing this bill, and I commend Senator Cochran as well.

The legislation has received impressive bipartisan support, and I

look forward to today's testimony and to early action on this impor-

tant bill.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much.
I am sure everyone here is well aware that Senator Kennedy is

the pioneer who started the STAR Schools Program and got that

going. We are trying to build on that very auspicious start, and
Uiat is what the legislation is ahout. He was too modest in giving



me credit for developing the bill; he had a major part in that, and
his staff worked very hard with my staff in the drafting of it. So
I do think this is an area where we can make progress and one
that the Federal Government can make a great contribution in.

So thank you very much for your statement, Senator Kennedy.
The Chairman. Thank you very much.

Opening Statement of Senator Bingaman

Senator Bingaman. I will go ahead with a very short statement
myself, and then well get on with the witnesses. As everybody can
see, we have a lot of interest in this subject, and we have a great
many witnesses—^very good witnesses—and unfortunately, we need
to finish the hearing by 12.

The hearing is focused on S. 1040, which is the Technology for

Education Act of 1993. The idea of this hearing is to make other
Senators and people who observe the hearing believers in the value
of educational technology as a way to help with education in our
coxmtry.

I am very grateful that Senator Kennedy permitted this hearing
to be scheduled at this time. There is a great deal of other business
going on here in the Senate, but we wanted to get this done early

so we can hopefully move the legislation this year.

We have taken a shghtly different tack in composing our panels
this year. The goal was to really catch the imagination of people
about the possibilities that technology presents in transforming the
Nation's classrooms into laboratories for creative learning. We nope
that there will be a real appetite for and an interest stimulated for

the innovative use of technology in the schools as a result of our
hearing.
We have asked our first panel to focus on classroom success

through technology. In essence, they will tell firsthand what tech-

nology has done for them, and in particular circumstances, the
panel of students, teachers and administrators can give eyewitness
accounts of how technology has changed their Hves and opened the
opportunities to explore Uie world of learning.
Then well have a second panel that will focus on hands-on dem-

onstrations of what is currently availsible for classroom use.

Through students and teachers that_we have asked to be here
todav, we can witness some of the exciting opportunities that are
available to schools when the resources are provided.
As you will witness today, technology can make a tremendous

difference in the quality of education we present to our children.

S. 1040 is intended to be a vehicle for funnelling Federal support
and assistance to State and local schools. The bill provides a vision

and a strategy at the Federal level with funding to ease the efforts

by State and local school districts to provide equipment, teacher
training, technical support, as well as incentives to develop the

market for educationaJ products along the lines that are involved
in the testimony today.

Let me make a couple of housekeeping announcements before we
begin. We are going to accept additional written testimony from
other organizations which will be sent in in the next 30 days. If

people in the audience do wish to make their views known, please



send that to the committee, and we'll try to include that in the
record.

Let me also just State for the witnesses—I know this has been
emphasized to you before—that because of die large number of wit-

nesses and the desire to hear from everybody, we will include ev-

eryone's written statement in the record and ask if you could sum-
marize those statements in a few minutes. I think that will be the
best way to proceed.

[The prepared statement of Senators Bingaman and Pell follow:]

Prepared Statement of Senator Bingaman

Good morning, and welcome to today's hearing on S. 1040, the
Technology for Education Act of 1993. I believe that what you will

see and hear today will make you a "believer" in educational tech-

nology and motivate you, as it has me, to press for creative ways
to extend these innovative programs to each and every child in

America. I am grateful to the Chairman of the Senate's Committee
on Labor and Human Resources, Mr. Kennedy, for sanctioning this

hearing. I understand that Senator Kennedy will join us shortty.

I'm excited about today's hearing because we have taken a slight-

ly different tack witii the composition of our panels. Our goal with
this hearing is to captivate your imagination to give you a taste of

the endless possibilities through tecnnology to transform our na-
tion's classrooms—to exciting l^oratories for creative learning.

We hope to peak your interest and stimulate your appetite for in-

novative uses of technology for our children, their parents and
teachers. If we have done our job right, you will walk away from
this hearing with more questions than answers—more information
than you can possibly process in these two short hours!
TodaVs hearing should be a walk on the other side of the looking

glass—leaving behind the traditional classroom in our brief jour-

ney.
We have asked our first panel to focus on classroom success

through technology. In essence, they will tell you, first-hand, "what
technology has done for me." Our panel of students, teachers, ad-
ministrators will give eye-witness accoimts of how technology has
changed their lives and opened endless opportunities to explore the
worldf of learning.
The second panel will focus on "what technology can do for you"

through a hands-on demonstration of what is currently available

for classroom use. Through the students and teachers we've asked
here today, we will witness what exciting opportunities await our
nation's schools through technology. We even have an example of

how defense technology applications have been modified for class-

room use.

We will see demonstrations of state of the art equipment and
complementary software packages, as well as a program enabling
teachers to tailor the curriculum to the swiftly changing flow of in-

formation and the individual needs of the students.
As you will witness today, creative uses of technolo^ by skilled

teachers can change our outlook on education—making teachers
and students partners in the quest for knowledge and the process
for learning. Our problem, however, is that too few of these exam-
ples exist in the classrooms across our Nation.



We could point the finger of blame to any number of factors; but,

for whatever the reasons, our job at the federal level should be to

ease the burden on the state and local schools and to provide lead-

ership and assistance in their efforts to reach the National Eldu-

cation Goals by Uie year 2000. Providing educational technology is

one of the most cost-effective means by which the Federal Govern-
ment can assist States and local school districts to meet the ambi-
tious goals.

S. 1040 provides the vehicle—the means—to funnel this support

to the state and local level. The educational reform effort we, as a
nation, are currently undertaking must be grounded with the goal

of equity £md access for all of America's school children. Our bill

is, by no means, the solution to the serious problem of inequity in

our school systems across America. We believe, however, tliat we
provide the first critical step.

This bill provides a vision and strategy at the federal level, with
funding to ease the effort by the State and local school districts to

provide equipment, teacher training, and technical support, as well

as incentives to develop the market for educational products—along
the lines of what you will see here today.

I want to thank you all for your attendance, and I look forward
to an excellent morning of discovery.

Prepared Statement of Senator Pell

I would hke to commend Senator Bingaman for his interest and
leadership in this most important and intriguing area. With re-

sources scarce, inequities present, and achievement needing im-
provement, technology can play a tremendous role in advancing eq-

uity and excellence in general education, and I regret I am unable
to attend the hearing today.

As some of you know, in last year's Office of Educational Re-
search and Improvement reauthorization, we provided for the cre-

ation of an Office of Educational Technology to pull together the
different technology support programs currently in the Department
of Education and to provide recommendations tor future technology
pohcy development. I understand this remains an area of consen-
sus and hope the proposal will move forward.

I would be remiss, however, if I didJiot point out that technology
is not a substitute for an enthusiastic, qualified and competent
teacher. Technology in the classroom should enhance and supple-

ment teacher instruction. Toward that end, classroom educators
should be provided with significant professional development op-

portunities. If teachers are intimidated by technology, they are not
likely to utilize it in the classroom.
A technology initiative for in-class instruction must be encom-

passed by careful planning, provisions for ongoing maintenance,
compatibility of hardware that can be easily upgraded, and as I

said, substantial staff development. This legislation does that and
more. It is an important component in providing students a world-
class education.
Senator BiNGAMAN. I will call upon the first panel to present

their testimonies, and I will withhold questions until we finish

hearing from the entire panel.



Julie Stogsdill is with the Buddy System Proiect in Indiana and
is someone I have known for many years. She nad a great part in

getting me elected to this job, and I appreciate that, back when she

lived in New Mexico. So I appreciate her being here.

Why don't we start with you, JuUe?

STATEMENTS OF JULIE STOGSDILL, PROJECT COORDINATOR,
BUDDY SYSTEM PROJECT, INDIANAPOUS, IN; ANNEMARIE
RYAN, TEACHER, CHARLESTOWN fflGH SCHOOL, CHARLES-
TOWN, MA; LEA ANNE BRANDON AND JERRY L. KITCHINGS,
HAYES COOPER CENTER FOR MATH, SCIENCE AND TECH-
NOLOGY, MERIGOLD, MS; GERALDINE DIRKS AND PHILIP
ROYBALL, POJOAQUE HIGH SCHOOL, NM; AND VALERIE
WILFORD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS VALLEY LI-

BRARY SYSTEM
Ms. Stogsdill. I am honored to represent the Buddv System

Project, the largest, and we believe the most innovative educational

technology program in the United States today.

Buddy began in 1988 in five 4th grade classrooms in Indiana,

and when we begin school next montn. Buddy will reach 4th, 5th

and 6Ui grade students at 50 sites in 22 Indiana school districts.

The video that you are goin^^ to see will hopefully convey the ex-

citement and the joy of learning that we find evident throughout

the Buddy System.
Senator Bingaman. OK, we have a video now.
[Videotape shown.]
Senator Bingaman. Does that complete your presentation?

Ms. Stogsdill. Yes, that's correct.

Senator Bingaman. OK. Well have some questions later.

Senator Bingaman. Next, well hear from three schools in Massa-
chusetts, Mississippi, and New Mexico. Annemarie Ryan is a teach-

er from Charlestown High School in Massachusetts. Lea Anne
Brandon is an information specialist, and Jeny Kitchings is the

principal from Hayes Cooper Center in Mississippi, and Gerry
Dirks and Philip Koyball are a teacher and student team from
Pojoaque High School in New Mexico.

Let's hear from Annemarie Ryan next.

Ms. Ryan. I hope you understand ihat as a teacher and also a
restructuring coordinator for the high schools in Boston, it is very

difficult for a teacher to talk for such a short period of time.

Senator Bingaman. Well, it is hard for people in Congress, also.

[Laughter.]
Ms. Ryan. Well try.

I am speaking to the classroom successes, and Boston has cer-

tainly led that effort for many vears now. The Office of Technolo©^
in the Boston public schools has for many years tried to break
down the walls of the classroom, and they have done so in four

projects I'd like to briefly describe to you today.

Those four projects are changing how and what we teach. They
are acronyms: TEAMS, EMMAT, Project SMART and BOSNET.
TEAMS stands for Telecommunications Education for Advances

in Math and Science, which is a federally funded program through
the STAR schools. It is interactive distance learning via sateUite,



with L.A., originated in Los Angeles, Boston, Detroit and Washing-
ton, DC.
This proeram teaches students how to problem solve. There are

problem solving activities. There are modules that are created for

the teachers prior to the learning. So this is not just something
that comes over a television and is dumped in the laps of teachers
who do not know what to do with it. There is a serious effort here
to train the teachers prior to each module.

It uses manipulatives, which is very important, technology, com-
puters, and calculators. Each module is taught over 6 to 8 weeks
from Los Angeles. Students have the ability to call that teacher,
ask questions, or ofifer solutions. They work on hands-on activities,

they conduct experiments, and they call in their results and actu-
ally create a community between the classmates in all of those
cities and the teachers. And in fact, two of the teachers, a math
and a science teacher, came from Hollywood to visit the schools in

Boston, and it was like a star had walked into the room. They
knew this person was on television, and they wanted his autograph
and the whole thing. It made the teacher feel great. Also, they
wanted to share their projects.

Each school gets a large-screen monitor, a VCR, a computer and
a modem.
The next program I'd like to speak about is EMMAT, which is

also federally fiuided through an NSF grant, and it is in about its

5th or 6th year. It stands for Elementary and Middle Math and
Technology. And as I left my job in Boston yesterday, I left a large
number of teachers sitting in a high school for 3 weeks, on their

own time, voluntarily learning to be an EMMAT teacher. This is

the 5th or 6th year, and in fact we have so many teachers who
want to be trained in EMMAT that we have to turn away four
times the number of teachers that apply because of funding and for

other reasons.
EMMAT is now being used in 22 middle schools and 72 elemen-

tary schools. Again, it uses computers, telecommunications,
manipulatives and calculators; it focuses on problem solving, high-
er-level thinking skills, estimation, measurement, and geometry.
The importance piece of both of these programs is that the teach-

er is not the lecturer at the front of the classroom, telling the stu-

dents the answers. The point here is Aat the teacher is asking the
student to solve the problem and think about how to go about it,

the strategy—which is, as you know, in careers today and in the
future, what our students need for skills.

The premise here is that learning is fiin. And it is fiin—they
don't even know they are learning geometry and statistics and esti-

mation. Kids have created a geospnere, and they have put tooth-

picks with gumdrops in between, and they have learned a lot of ge-

ometry by doing that.

In met, what the teachers are finding is that as they are using
telecommimication and this technology, the students are going
more to textbooks because they want to find the answers in the
textbooks and use them as a resource. Also, because of television,

students have not been doing a great deal of writing, but with tele-

communication, they are doing more writing because they are com-
municating with students in tne same city, in the same school sys-
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tem, in the same State, in the country and outside of the country.
So this is a benefit. They are writing more rather than less, and
they have seen the benefit of writing.

These teachers who are being trained in the EMMAT project are
not just dropped off after 3 weeks. In September, once a month,
they will come together for an entire day and meet, share, reflect,

talk about problems, learn new things. They also have a chance to
visit other classrooms. Former EMMAT teachers also meet on a
regular basis, so the are just not let go.

An important thing I would like to stress is ongoing professional
support and professional development. Also, the E^E^AT teachers
who have been through the program who have been very successful
are used as trainers. We don't have to go out and hire consultants.
We use the expertise that we have in our own system.
This Federal program has allowed amazing things to happen in

our classrooms. Because of the time constraints, I will not comment
on SMART and BOSNET, but they are both very dynamic pro-
grams that I would like to write more to you about.

I would just like to give you a few examples of what is happening
in our classrooms. We have some second graders in Boston, and
they wanted to put on a multicultural fair. So since they have a
sister school in Bogota, Colombia, they decided to have a live, log-

on telecommunications hookup at the multicultural fair. Well, it

turned out to be much more interesting than they tiiought it would
be because, as you know, they personally experience effects of "El
Nino," the draught, in Colombia. And their sister school only has
electricity for 3 hours a day because they are dependent on hydro-
electric power. So they got a physics lesson, they got a
multicultural lesson, and it took them out of their urban commu-
nity into the world where they are going to have to survive.
We have had other teachers who have had their students track

the amount of rain and the pH balance at their schools, so they
started to compare the pH balance with other schools, and then
they started to compare it with other States. Then tiiey started to
talk about acid rain, and what is happening in your State, what
is happening in our State.
You can also connect a lot of the telecommunications up to com-

munity service learning, but I will not go on with that because I

would go on for a long time. -_

One other example I will give you is that students in one of our
elementary schools said to their teacher 1 day—they had been plot-
ting the phases of the moon for a month—^and they said, "It is a
quarter moon today. Do vou think it is a quarter moon in Japan?"
So the teacher, rather tnan giving them the answer, said, *^ell,
how are you going to find out if it is a quarter moon in Japan?"
They immediately said, "We have the telecommunications. Let's

do the telecommunications." But we don't have a hookup to Japan
vet. So they said, "Let's send a letter to Bogota." So they sent a
letter to Bogota and got a little insulting letter back saying, of
course, the moon is the same size as the moon is in your area

—

which they were a little insulted about. But the point is that in-

stead of giving them the answer, they had to strategize about
where is tJie furthest distance away for us to call; how are we going
to attack this problem and figure it out?
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Did you graph equations when you were in high school? Do you
remember how many hours that took? And what was the benefit

of graphing all those dots? We can graph them on a computer now,
and you can change by the click of a mouse one of those points and
automatically have that graph change. So the important point is

not that you had to sit there for an hour and a half plotting graphs,
but that you are sitting at the computer, asking, "What if I

changed this point; what would happen?" So the concept is more
important than the task of sitting there and plotting graphs.
One other thing I would like to mention is administrators. We

have many teachers who are very frustrated because in both of
these programs, we use a great deal of manipulatives, the TEAMS
and the EMMAT, which are federally funded. And some of the ad-
ministrators who are not familiar with technology and what is

going on come in, and they think the teachers are pla5dng games
with the students, which they are not, and they get called on the
carpet for it.

I was talking to a teacher yesterday at an EMMAT meeting, and
she said, "I can't wait to go back in September because I am going
to tell that administrator I am not playing games. These kids are
learning geometry." So our administrators need to have a little pro-

fessional development here.

If you want long-term hope for the economy, students who are
learning this technology are our hope, and if they don't have it, I

think we are in deep trouble. What does this mean? The positive

side is that technology is providing students with innovative qual-
ity programs. But what is crucial is that we need innovative teach-

ing and staff development, and we need funding.
What is the negative side? We don't have the means to bring this

to all the children in all the schools in Boston. We need profes-

sional development. Our system has not funded professional devel-

opment for decades. We have not had system funding for computers
for 8 years. The corporate world would not get along with the kind
of obsolescent hardware that we are beginning to have because we
have had it so long; they would not get away with no staff develop-
ment or training. Our bottom line is more important; it is the chil-

dren who are coming up for the future.

May I say one more thing?
Senator Bingaman. Sure. —
Ms. Ryan. The positive side for the students is that this in-

creases teamwork and cooperative learning; individualized learning
if the student is below level. So it is nonjudgmental; you don't get

a red mark on the computer. The computer may tell you that you
have made a mistake, but that doesn't mean your self-esteem is

going to be lessened. It is an equalizer.

We have students in our schools who cannot take calculus be-

cause there are not enough students to hire a teacher. If we have
long-distance learning in our system to teach it to many of our high
schools, we could do mat. It gives students a chance to have hanofs-

on learning, and it encourages writing skills. Also, it promotes cul-

tural understanding because of the pairing and the teamwork and
the understanding of individual learning styles.

You first have to reach the teachers and do the staff develop-
ment. And in the past, what has happened is that a computer gets
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put in a classroom, and many teachers don't want to have anything

to do with it; they are afraid of the technology because they have
not grown up with it.

The other problem is when teachers do get training, and then

they don't have access. They get back to the schools, and they give

up because they don't have access to computers.

I give you an open invitation to Boston. Come and see our stu-

dents who are sitting at recess at computers and at distance learn-

ing. Come and see our students who won't go home, and you can't

push them out the door; vou have to literally drag them out.

Teachers have revised, their expectations of even troubled stu-

dents because when they use the technology, it turns those stu-

dents on, and the teachers see them in a whole different light and
all of a sudden find out that that student does have potential.

Again, I would like to in the future write to you and talk to you
more about the hardware obsolescence problem.

Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much. I appreciate that ex-

cellent testimony.
Next, Lea Anne Brandon, who is an information specialist, and

Jerry Kitchings, a principal from Hayes Cooper Center in Mis-

sissippi.

Let me say also that Senator Cochran is my partner in this legis-

lation, so he has a particular interest in your success story. So

please go right ahead.
Ms. Brandon. Thank you.

We come with some documented proof, but we are also hving and
breathing examples that technology really can make a dramatic dif-

ference in the lives of our children, and that is because we see it

happen every, single day.

Two years ago, our commimity came together and decided that

we could no longer afford to do school the way we have been doing

school, that our children deserved more, especially if they were
going to have to Hve and compete and succeed in the 21st century.

We got a consensus of the community, and they decided that tech-

nology would be the answer. It has developed into our vision.

The community sought and won a $1.3 million grant from the

Magnet School Assistance Program. That has enabled us to put

state-of-the-art technology in computers,and other teaching tools in

the hands of our teachers and students at this school. Without this

financial assistance, there is no wav that our children could be

learning and succeeding at the level tney are today.

We would love to invite you to step inside this small, 2-year-old

school. You won't hear any bells ringing to signal the end of a

regimented class period, and you will not see desks lined up neatly

in a row, with a bored teacher standing in front of a board class-

room, lecturing from a textbook.

What you will see is 190 excited students who learning to ex-

plore, to imagine and to create in ways that their parents and their

grandparents and that I never imagined possible for my child. They
are exploring and thinking and learning by doing and by seeing.

You will see at least eight computers in every, single classroom.

You will see a 28-computer station in the lab where students go in

and not only do activities in math and science and reading and
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writing, but where they create their own works using multimedia
tools mat I never dreamed imaginable.
And in every classroom, you'll see a teacher who is energized,

who has been given back her classroom, and has been allowed to

be a professional, to not just disseminate facts and figures to the

children and expect them to absorb them like sponges, but this is

a person who is in charge, who is a "manager of learning," that en-

ables children to find their own answers instead of expecting rote

memorization.
Computers are their tools. They are very important teaching

tools.

I guess the bottom line is that at the Hayes Cooper Center, we
have taken 190 students fi*om every background imaginable—^it is

a 50 percent black, 50 percent white enrollment. We have students

fi'om below poverty level whose homes have just now gotten elec-

tricity and running water, imfortunately; we also have children

from two-paycheck professional university families. But the expec-

tation is the same for every child, and that's not just lip service.

What we have found is that by giving these children the tools,

raising their expectations and giving them what they need to reach

those expectations, they are learning and they are achieving.

We say—and it is not just a phrase—that our children are learn-

ing not just to answer questions, but they are questioning the an-

swers that they find. We are not just giving them an opportunity

to ask us why, but they are asking why not. And then we are giv-

ing them Uie tools that they need to go out and discover their own
answers.

It is exciting. I have never seen anything like it in my life.

Thank you.
Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much.
Dr. Kitchings, did you wish to add some comments?
Mr. KrrcHiNGS. Just a few comments. I could say "ditto" to the

previous two testimonies here.

We at Hayes Cooper began 2 years ago with a magnet school

grant. We are 50 percent minority, 50 percent nonminority at the

school. The summer before we opened our teachers received 2

weeks of intensive training in hardware and software applications.

During the past few years, they received an additional 75 hours of

training on software applications and methods to incorporate these

into the classroom, which is very, very important to us that they

stay abreast of the latest technologies available for our children.

As a result of this training, our teachers incorporate technology

and software throughout the curriculum in math, science, social

studies—the whole spectrum of courseware.
Our classrooms are networked so that all kids have access to all

software that we have at the Hayes Cooper School. For instance,

if a 3rd grade child needs some help in a 1st grade skill, he has
that capability in his classroom. Conversely, if a 5th grade student

needs more practice on a skill that is a 3rd grade skill, he can also

get that.

In our computer lab, we have all the software, but it is a dif-

ferent kind of software, because we want our kids to see different

presentation methods when they go to the lab as opposed to the

classroom. They do the same kinds of things in the classroom, but
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what is unique is that the teacher and the lab teacher can get to-

gether and program the computer so when Johnny comes to the

lab, Johnny only gets what he needs to get. It is not to play games,

and it is not to let Johnny decide what he wants to do.

So with these two combinations, we have been very, very success-

ful at the Hayes Cooper School. We have given the Stanford

Achievement Test for the past 2 years at Hayes Cooper. The first

year, our kids scored at the 76th percentile nationally. This past

April, they scored at the 80th percentile nationally, and we were
very, very pleased witJi that. But the most impressive score of all

that we have at Hayes Cooper—and I don't have those number
with me today—^is that the gap of achievement between minority

and nonminority students is narrowing substantially as compared
to the gap between minority and nonminority students in the dis-

trict as a whole. We feel very, very good about that. We know our

kids are achieving, and we know that all of our children are achiev-

ing. We would like for each child to be successful every day.

I would Uke to compliment the committee on is consideration of

Senate bill 1040. I think if it passes and becomes law, it will pro-

vide much needed resources for all the boys and girls of our Nation.

We have been overly blessed at Hayes Cooper School, and I wish

the same for other schools throughout the United States.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Brandon and Mr. Kitchings fol-

low:]
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Prepared SrATEMEfn* of Ms. Brandon and Mr. Kitcfungs

Jny Rf andon hi-^nt yd lo'^i hh two fronl fctlh but Ire can \r\\ you, without

hc?itntion, n\K)i\\ Uic IlfR cyclr of a racal worm and exactly how that o£f-whlte larva

reacts to ligtit, I'cnt, wn'rt B'kI odor.

I!r. >:now5 bcc3u<;r he's r-atdifxl the wonn bntrh ftotn nr fpg, mcfjurcd It and

c.hartrd its >;fowlh imd rondudcd r.tpcritnrnts ^Ith It ns s larvi, obsTved !t

thtotip'jinit thr pupa sirpc ftnd celebrated like a proud father when it matuied Into 8

shiny, blnrk rdolt bcrllc.

lie c^JT ntiy on a coiwet?n(inn in Stmn??;h w»d lie's plready wthfcn and

rublijhrd hl.«! fir<;f hf^oV -- nl^wt « trip to Di5ncyworId ^vlri be vkited Space

Mountiin, tbn Unnntrd Mansinn nnd tlic Countiy Pear )pmbcre«:.

I!c doe--; his homework at nir.bt under the watchful eye of his parents ajid walcM

In tlic rnnrpinp c:i/;cr to rrturn to a school lhat'8 nothing like llw oncs his parents

attended nt ever flirnincd rxi";te»f.

lie's bunycd by a jclf-confidcnce that jiv^jtcs hito that he Is «;peclal just bcrniise

he is v.ho he is. lie tr.-'tii? bv doinp - mt ju^t by srring or hcaiinp. He cncouiaRCS

his rljis<;innics when they're having didicuMy catching onto a new Idcn. And tJtr next

day, h-i Inni5 frmn those rjnir peers 7.}icn he's Oic one having trouble kccplnR »tp.

He's learning to a-* "Why?" -- and "Why not?" lie's discnvcting where to Rnd

his own no'Jv.crs jn<;!rad of jii*;! turning to tlic nearest adult and expecting someone lo

spoon feed him the infonnntitin

He's rending and writing anrl computing and prohlcm-solvipp, and creating — all

wllli the help cf the laic<;t technology nnd compuler instrnction and with the

assistonrr of a raritip, nvnltning train of tcnrhrrs.

Ajid. in nil of ibis, he is no diffetcnl from the V nlhct second graders studying

?.rid Ic^rnijip daily at Ihr Ilnycs Cooper Center fot Math, Science & Icchnology in

tiny, rotJil Meripold. Mi<;5is-ippi.

Ihcy -- and the rnthe 190 stud-tnt pmollmrnt at the bright, fresh, two year-old

schnril that's housid in nn old, refi'Tbi«;h':d, non-drxcrifrt 32-ycar-old building - we
learning more, probing dcf-per nnd tbtnV'ing more ercniively tlvrn any other bulld'ing

full rt clc'iient?>y sliid^DLs around. And they arc doing all of this smack In Die

middle of tb-: dirt fnor Mirjis^^irpi I^clta siirimipdctl by S'-rnilnp.ly endless cotton

and rice fields, n honkv-ttniV Juke joint and ror-s of rurnslmckle homes.

Dry are Icntninp to find Fohiticns innlrnd of collecting excuse*. Ibey are

exploring tlie possitilljiies - a'l the possibili'lcs.

Their nirnlors hnve worked hnrdcr and Imgcr rnd closer together tino Icnchcrs

and admtnl<:iratnis have ever done before Jind t!i°y \mr. fouryl a rcw way of dolrg

school thai first raisrs c'-peclnlion'; for every child and then gives every one of those

studenis the tools and the tutoring necessary to reach very real, very personal, very

ambilioiL"; poaK.

And they arc succeeding.

BACKGROUND

In the fall of 1990, Cleveland School District officials called together parents,

teachers, principals and businesspcople and gave them a large, blank sheet of paper.

Their instructions: design a school where learning happens like never before.

"Tliey were told lo ignore preconceived notions about what schook were

'snpposwd to be like" and, for at least the time being, disregard what such a program

miglit cost to implement.

They were handed the backing of the Cleveland Schools Board of Tmslees and

offered all the technical assistance they might need in their creative crvleavors.

The result: The Hayes Cooper Center for Math, Science & Technology.

It's a two-year-old elementary school where every shident is learning lo speak a

foreign language and undersland a different adture; is computer literate; is exploring

the worlds of science by getting their hands dirty and observing the world just

outside their classroom door and experimenting with ideas that they previously only

read about in textbooks; and is making mathematics a practical part of their everyday

life with understandable applications and hands-on manipulativcs.
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It's a technology-infused learning center where the future is clearly within sight.

It's a school where learning is a lifelong experience, where parents are active
participants and resource persons for not onJy their own children but for the
enrol linent at large and where mothers and fathers and guardians commit, in writing,

.

to supporting their child's education by making learning a priority at home, reading
with their child and monitoring their homework, classwork, test scores and specia]
projects.

It's the focus of widespread coramunit)' support where businesses not only
donate their money, but commit time and personnel to bring the real world into the
classroom — and take the classroom into local industry and business and government
settings.

It's a whole new way of doing school.

The Ilaycs Cooper Center for Math, Science and Technology in Merigold,
Mississippi, seeks to provide quality educational options for students by offering

them a Kindergarten through Grade 6 (and this fall expanding to Grade 8) academic
program that defies traditional descriptions of an elementary school. The
ever-evolving program combines the be.«;t of traditional teaching methods with
innovative uses of computers integrated into every subject area. ScicDce aixi math
are taught by doing as teachers give students hands-on opportunities to cjcplore the
worlds of science through experimentation, observation and evaluation. Math is

made real through manipulatives and concrete, practical applications brought into the
classroom via technology.

The Center seeks to erase statistical differences in grade level achievement and
standardized test scores among black and white students - a problem that has long

plagued the underprivileged minority school districts of the Mississippi I>elta ~ by
offering every student an individualized educational program tailored to meet his/her.

learning style and academic needs. Ehiring its first year of operation, the Center waS
able to improve nationally normed standardized test scores across all grade levels

and made significant strides in narrowing the gap in performance among shidents of

dtttercnt racial groups to the point where racial minorities can no longer be identified

by test outcomes. At Hayes Cooper, this is accomplished through daily, sustained

use of computers and hands-on learning experiences where children learn by doing

imdcr the direction and guidance of a cooperative teaching team.

High expectations arc institutionalized. Instruction 5s individualiTcd.

Goals of the Hayes Cooper Center envelop and cxparxl tipon the Cleveland

School District's aim that every student will progress academically every day. The

Center brings students of different social, economic, racial and ethnic background

together in an educational setting that is beneficial to all students. Further, it expects

Students to meet and exceed the educational attainment of shidents in other schools In

Clevelpnd, the Delta, the state, the nation, and - eventually - the world.

There is no glass ceiling.

Further, the Hayes Cooper Center seeks to eliminate minority isolation at the

elementary school level by maintaining a 50/50-iacial composition. Culmral diversity

is celebrated as the individual's unique background, interests, goals and desires are

emphasized.

The Center now serves 190 students drawn from every comer of the Cleveland

School District, irrespective of their neighborhood school zone, with plans to more
than double in size by next fall. Attendance is by choice with enrollment selected

randomly from formal applications. Students are not hand-picked because of their

academic ability, social standing or financial status. Therefore, a wide spectnmi of

socio-economic and academic achievement and ability le\cl backgrounds is

intentionally represented in the studcm body. One-third of the smdcnt population is

eligible for free or reduced-price school lunches. Fifty percent of the emollmcnt is

white and fifty percent is black. Many children come from poverty-level,

single-parenL, at-risk households. Others come from two-paycheck, professional

families.

But the higher-than-evcr expectation for success is the same for every child.
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The Hayes Cooper Center is the first and only magnet school of its kind In the

Mississippi Delta - and in the state and region as a whole. When it was only months

old, the school began drawing cunous educators from across the state and the

southeast who would come first to observe, then to borrow and exchange ideas for

teaching and inspiring students. In January 1992, the Center was selected as a model
program in ccnipiiter, math and science instruction by the rrgionaJ education

laboratory SERVE (SouthEastem Vision for Education) and the school's principal

and district superintendent participated in a regional teleconference on how to

replicate such an exemplary program. The Center, in May 1992, was one of six

programs in the Southeast to be featured in a PBS documentary "Southern Solutions

for Reaching the National Education Goals" produced by Jane Matheny and SERVE.
More than 500 educators from almost as many schools and school districts

visited in the school and its clawrooms during the Center's fust year of operation.

And teachers at the Center willingly volunteer as resource persons for other schools

seeking to replicate much of what's going on inside Hayes Cooper's walls.

The Center serves as a working model for 32 other Mississippi Delia school .
•

districts who are working to integrate technology into their curriculum within the

next five years.

In reaching into the community at large, the Hayes Cooper Center works
hand-in-hnnd with Delta State University, a state-supported institution located in

nearby Cleveland. Professors assist Center teachers in developing innovative

curricula where textbooks are supplemental, not dictatorial, and serve as resource

persons for the Center's classroom instruction. University students volunteer to teach

physical education classes for the elementary students. And, in reciprocity, the

Center often serves as a teaching resource and field laboratory for education students

studying at the university.

Organiralion of the Center provides for a homeroom teacher in kindergarten

through Grade 2 who, aided by a teaching assistant, is responsible for all subject

area instruction. Grades 3 through 6 are team taught by a cluster of teachers each

responsible for specific subject areas.

All students, from the youngest kindergartener through Grade 6 are also taught

Spanish by a foreign language teacher three times a week in a special language

classroom decoral&d as a Spanish courtyard, lliey visit a 28-slation computer lab

three times weekly where they log-in and work on compute-r assignments in English,

reading and math that are individually programmed to meet their academic needs for

that day. Also three times weekly, they move to the Ccnicr's fully equipped science

laboratory where they conduct experiments directly related to their classroom

discussions.

Choral music is taught once each week by A district employee. A team of parent

volimteers with university art degrees provide visual art activities for every student

weekly.
Additionally, the Center employs a full-time math specialist v^o works

onc-on-onc with any student who falls behind their peers. Different teaching

techniques, including manipulalives and practica^applications, are used to reach

different learning styles. There is a speech specialist who works with students

needing additional assistance. Two gifted teachers are responsible for an

cxcellerated, enrichment program for academically advanced students. And t

full-time librarian and library assistant assist students in develop research capabilities

using traditional books and magazines — as well as a state-of-the-art multimedia

computer station, CD-ROM players equipped with encyclopedias and

modem-connected networks joining the Center to other schools and data bases across

the nation. A satellile-fod, dosed circuit television system brings each classroom in

contact with leaching sources and learning experiences from around the globe.

In ever>lhing, the theory behind Hayes Cooper is NOT to simply improve on

what's been done before in other schools, but to wipe the slate clean and allow the

teachers to develop something completely new.

For e^^amplc, instead of teaching science by beginning with Chapter One In a

science textbook, students are invited into a laboratory setting that would rival

practically any high school configuration. Then, they are allowed to touch and feel

and measure and experiment - and they learn because they understand. And they
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understand because they have "done h. " When they return to the regular classroom,
they have little difficulty in completing any testing of that materia! because they are
not being asked to recall memorized facts. All they're being asked to do is to

remember what they have experienced — and this sort of knov.lcdge isn't forgotten as

soon as the next subject rolls around. It is internalized informatioD that can be built

upon later that year, the next year and in years to come.

In Spanish, students aren't asked to conjugate verbs or perfect spelling and
punctuation. Ttiey are tatroduced to a sccund language in the same practical,

conrmon sense approach with which they learned iheir first lunguc. Objects are
identified with a naming word - this time in Spanish. Then, simple commands are
given. The students respond physically. Class Is not an observation sport. Il requires

a lCj3l physical and verbal response. And it works. Just ask any kindergartner who
has spent a week or twu in tlie program.

This theory - of allowing students to experience not just absorb information —
is c?nied through into every subject. In English, they don't just learn about the parts

of a book, they WTitc and illustiafc and publish and bind their own. Then, the older

stiKfcnts share their volumes with the kindergartrers during one-on-one reading

pcTJods. In social studies, student don't just read about elections, they researched

both candidates for Mississippi's governorship via electronic documents search,

selected a mock candidate representative of their own, held political conventions,

developed platforms and held an in-school election. (Which, by the way, matched dje

Statewide outcome in the real election within two percentage po'ints.) They also met
face to face with the candidates and greatly surprised the adult politicians with the

piobing, factual questions that were asked. (A local press reprcscntalJvc was even
able to snatch a small "scoop" from the information solicited by a fifth-grade student

during the candidates' forum.)

All in all, the Hayes Cooper Center for Math, Science and Technology is an

cvcr-cvolving educational creation that seeks to educate all children — regardless of

race, backgroimd or intellectual ability - and to push them to achieve more than they

ever dreamed possible and to prepare them to waik out of the schoolhouse door
prqjarcd to meet the ever-changing demands of tomorrow's workforce, to continue

as lifelong learners and to be so dedicated to the importaivre of learning that they will

pass this commitment on to the next generation.

If it is anything, Hayes Cooper is indeed one of the most exciting examples of

what can happen when state-of-the-art technology is infused into every subject, in

every classroom for every single child.
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Stanford AcHmvEMENr Test

Test Date: 4/92

GRADE Reading Math Language Sciences TOTALS

88.7

72.6

71.6

77.7

70.6

73.6

79.7

Scores given are the National Percentile Ranlc and Stanine of the Mean NCE.

Kindergarten
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90 i—

.
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Count & Percent of Students

Scoring at or Above tlie 50th National Percentile

GRADE Reading Math Language Sciences TOTAL

Kindergarten

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Sixth

24
100%
16
64%
18

64%
22
79%
19

68%
16
57%
22
64%

17

71%
19

78%
27

96%
27
96%
19

68%
21

75%
24
86%

IB

72%
22

79%
25

89%
25
89%
24
86%
26
93%

23
96
16
64%
19

68%
24

86%
23
82%
21

75%
21

75%

24
100%
17

68%
22

79%
27
96%
19

68%
19

68%
24
86%

Perceotage score Lodicaies &» percentage of esch grade's total enroUtneint that scored

ai or above the 50th percentile nadonaU^.

Kindergarten

100%
Firel Gr^de

68%

l#0
Second Grade Third Grade

79% 96%

Fourth Grade
68%

Fifth Grade

68%
Sixth Grade

86%
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The success of the Inslniclional program was verified by the Hayes Cooper

Center being recognized by the SouthEastem Regional Vision for

Education (SERVE) as having an outstanding program in mathematics,

science and technology assisted education. The school was selected out

of 100 nominated programs and judged on innovation, effectiveness,

transferabllliy. and cost. The school is featured as part of SERVE'S

Sharing Success program and publicatioDs which are designed to encour-

age other schools to adopt similar innovative programs. In February 1993, The

Hayes Cooper Center was selected by the Interlaboralor>' Research Network, as

authorized by the U.S. Congress, as a national Program of Excellence in math

and science education. This distinction will set the magnet school apart as a

program worthy of replication in schools across the U.S. The Center's teachers

will serve as resource individuals for otlier teachers and administrators seeking to

create similar programs in their local districts. The Center will receive national

publicity and dissimination of its curriculum during the spring and simimer of

1993 as a result of this selection.

Also this spring, Hayes Cooper is exf>ected to be cited by Redbopk magazine as

an innovative educational program in its annual recognition of outstanding

schools. The Center will be cited for its advanced, hands-on science and inath

instruction that begins in kindergarten, its foreign language program for all grade

levels, high academic achievement of its students and the strong parental

involvement in the Center's operations.

The Jackson Clarion-Led ger newspaper, Mississippi's only statewide paper and

the recipient of the Pulitzer Prize for education coverage, has named Hayes

Cooper as "Mississippi's School of the Futute' and featured the Center in two

lead articles in the ncv^spapei's scries on education reform efforts over the past

decade.
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Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much for that testimony.

Well hear from the other witnesses on the panel before we go to

questions. We welcome next Geraldine Dirks and Philip Roj^ball,

who are a teacher £ind student team from Pojoaque High School in

New Mexico.
Grerry.

Ms. Dirks. Yes, thank you, Senator.

In my 21 years of teaching at all levels from early childhood to

college, I have observed what these people before me have said

also, that we are imparting knowledge and many facts to our stu-

dents, and they are tested, and we want to see if they have re-

tained that knowledge and if they have memorized these facts, and
we direct them. And many of our students after they graduate are
having a hard time dealing with the outside world in that they are

not thinking critically, ana they are not able to make decisions.

So our emphasis now seems to be on producing self-directed,

goal-oriented, and lifelong learners, and in that way, they can dem-
onstrate quality work in their community and become contributing

members of society.

We find that our students now belong to the media generation.
A lot of students at home have microwaves, and they go to the
ATM. with their parents to get their money, and they play with
computer games, and they have cable, satellite TV, audiovisual and
videotapes and cassette recorders and compact disks and, again,

fast-moving electronic games.
Outside of the classroom environment, students are surrounded

by technology and again, as they said, in the classroom we are still

using the traditional teaching tools of the chalkboard, chalk, paper,
pencil, and textbooks.
At Pojoaque High School, we have had to be very creative. Again,

schools face Umited funding sources. Our administrators have been
leaders in coming up with innovative programs using and collabo-

rating with the top resources that we have around us, which in our
case is the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
We have a program with the Laboratory that is called the high

school cooperative education program, where our students as sen-

iors come to school half a day, and then they work as interns at
the Los Alamos National Laboratory in the areas of math and
science, engineering, general office work, shipping/receiving, data
entiy, and library media assistance. I guess it was necessary that

our administrators have this vision because we are only 20 miles
from this world class laboratory that solves complex problems that
are of national importance using science and technology.

I wish I could have brought all of my students so that they could
express to you how advanced the technology is that they use at Los
Alamos National Laboratories. Because of our hmited resource at

the high school level, we are providing them with the basic con-

cepts of technology. That's all we can do. But fortunately, as they
go on to the labs, there they have unlimited resources.

Here are some quotes from my students: "Because of my basic

computer knowledge, I was able to move into additional, more com-
plex software programs and applications that prepared me with
statistical analysis and data manipulation skills. My knowledge of

software programs is vital to statisticians. We use SparcH, Unix,
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Mathematica, which enabled me to help my mentor with program-
ming codes and the creation of graphs for statistics."

Anodier quotation: *T4y familiarization with the network called

"Internet** and knowledge of how to receive information from it al-

lowed me to access materials from books and journals from the Li-

brary of Congress in Washington, DC."
Another quotation: **I helped my mentor with a project dealing

with the computerized identification of cells that led to what
caused leukemia."
These are three of my students who were in some of my com-

puter application classes, and I am convinced they would have
dropped out of school, but because we got them into this program
at Los ^amos National Laboratory, they said: **I love my work.

What we learned in the classroom is now real. People out there are

actually doing this."

We also have a program in our schools that deals with special

needs programs, called **Job Labs." These students rotate through

our computer labs, and they have been able to use the computer-

aided drafting program to integrate basic math skills to come up
with structures where they design curves and lines and angles, and
they apply their math skills.

One student is interning with an architectural firm, and after his

experience the computer-aided drafting and design program at our

high school, he is designing buildings, and now he will go out to

the site and see that they are actually up. This is very exciting to

him, because what he designed on the computer is now real, and
he will pursue studies toward a degree in architecture at the Uni-

versity ofNew Mexico this fall.

I have listed only a few examples of how our students are bene-

fitting from programs using technology in the learning process.

Again because of our limited resources, right now we are faced with

just imparting the basic concepts of technology at the high school

level, and we are having to be creative and turn to these other re-

sources around us.

Again, not every State and not every city or village has a labora-

tory like we have in their proximitv, but I think what I am saying

is that we have to be creative ana turn to corporations and busi-

nesses and create partnerships so that our students are able to

have access to this equipment.
I would like to see after this bill is passed many, many avenues

where our students can perhaps work in science, and like Ms.

Brandon said, we can measure the velocity in growth of a plant or

the velocity of something dropping by using a probe and a sensor

connected to a computer and plotting the information on a graph
while tiie item is actually dropping, instead of spending hours plot-

ting or graphing.
Our students at the elementary level will be able to read in their

textbooks aJbout a volcanic eruption, and at the same time their

teachers, perhaps using a light pen, can read the code on her teach-

er's manual which will direct the laser disc to show the eruption

on the screen.

We are taking a step in the right direction, and again I commend
the Federal Government for looking into our needfs. I think that
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without your support, we will not be able to direct our students

and enable them to compete internationally.

Philip Royball is one of our students who participates in the pro-

gram with the Los Alamos National Laboratories, and he will

speak briefly about one of the experiments where he used the ad-

vanced technology offered at the laboratory.

Mr. Royball. One of the components of the high school coopera-

tive program is the science internship program. The program ex-

posea me to instruments, equipment and information that were Ut-

erally mind-boggling. While working with the life sciences division,

I conducted many experiments with both tumorous and normal
cells. I will describe briefly some of the various instruments and
techniques I used in this process.

I will begin with the first step, which was growing colonies. What
we first need to do is decide now much of the sample of cells is

needed for the concentration needed for the experiment. This will

be done with a Coulter Counter, which is a laser-based instrument

which is used to count the cells, and I use an extensive amount of

math to change that to the actual concentration used.

We will then use incubators and grow those cells for a number
of days. Our second step is preparing the sample for the flow cy-

tometer. The flow cytometer is a laser-based system also, but it is

much more complex. It uses three lasers which intercept through

a flow system of the cell, and it is sent through a stream. As it

intercepts, it is hitting receptors that can tell you different infor-

mation about the cells, and that is hooked up to a computer, which
then can be distributed into analytical form where you can use

graphs and different things of that nature. And I will transfer that

to another computer system with which I can make much more
elaborate graphs and different things, and we will then have a
group meeting and analyze this material.

I would also grow cells on slides and use photography with a mi-

croscope, and that was extremely helpful. One of the experiments

I worked on may be published, hopefully. We still need to do a few
more experiments on it, of course, but we'll have to see what hap-
pens. I am still waiting on that. But we had to follow many proto-

cols which included using pH scales and things of that nature,

which I have only read doout in textbooks, and now I am using

them, and this brings it to life. I see this, and I get so excited about

this, and it keeps me interested. It's just such a great program. I

never tfiought I would be working with things of this nature—

I

mean, cancer research—^what more can you want at this age?

Senator Bingaman. Well, I think if you get that solved before you
get to college, you're going to be doing great.

Mr. Royball. Definitely, ves. So these are the keys to the devel-

opment of useful skills which will certainly contribute to furthering

my education by keeping me interested, and of course, a career.

Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much, Philip. I appreciate

that description of what you are doing. I don't pretend to under-

stand it all, but I appreciate it anyway.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Dirks follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Geraldine Rivera Dirks

t\ trknsf orrriBtlcn ef education 1* ur>d«r wayl Tha purposa and

ODSl of thl«i transfomtlon la to praparv alt atudonts to fkoet

tlic challenops t>T today and ©f the El«t century— to be auccaccful

In cultural, p(?reonal , and work-related eltuatlons. The etrphailt

Is to produce eolf-dir acted, goal-or lentod, llftf-long l«arn»r»

viho c.-»n demonstrate quality work In their community and bacon*

contributing members of society.

Todny'r rtudcnts belong to the media generation—f>o«t hava

grown up wl tli TV (cable or Batelllte)* audio/video tapes, video

c»sselt(» recorderB, compsct dlcca, and fast-moving aloctronlc

ganiee. Outside of the classroom environment, atudenta art

eurroundcd by technology, yot miiny clAssrooms ara fctlll using

only the traditional teaclilng toois~th*lkboard, clialk, paper,

pen/ppncll, and textbook. Classrooms who have begun to explore

tlie use of technology In the learning procoea have successfully

produced students wlio are prepared to continue their higher

education or enter Into the work force possessing basic

techrologlcal concepts and skills.

The challenge faced by our scl>eolB In this transformation of

education Is to, at all educational levels, develop and •alntaln

a technology-enharxied curriculum designed to moot the needs of

our students who are so accustomed to the quick pace of

electronic entertainment and to the instant access .of

Information. ^_

Successful results of, using technology as a teaching tool

are evident in the school district where I teach. Credit must be

given to the leadership of Pur cenlor administrators who 15 year*

age had the vision to technologically •nhance our curriculum

through programs such «f computer literacy, computer-aided

instruction, computei—aldec^ drafting and design, computer text

and word processing, computerised accounting, and computer

programming. There was a^ need to enhance our curriculum—our

Students reside within EOj miles from • world-class laboratory*
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the Los Alamos National Laboratory, who •olves conplex problVAS

of national Importance using science and tachnologyl

Technology-enhanced currlculun did rtake • difference in our

school district ac evldenci*d by the following success stories.

Students participate ; In the High School Education

Cooperative Program under the supervision of Los Alamos

National Laboratory and our school district. Students

apply basic computer concepts acquired In the classroom

to Intornchlp positions In the areas of Btathf cclence»

engineering, general .office, shipping and receiving,

data entry, and library assistant. Btudents' quotes

describing their Internshlpi

"Because of my. jbaslc computer knowledge, I was
able to »ovB Into additional, more complex, software
progreois and applications that prepared me with
statistical analysis ^rtd data mnnlpulatlon skills. My
knowledge of software prograns vital to statisticians

—

Bparcli, Unix, Mathefflstlca—enabled me to help my
mentor with programming codes and creation of graphs."

"Fattlliarltatlon , of the "Internrf and knowledge
of how to receive information fro« It, allowed »e to
iiccess materials frclin books and journals from the •

Library of Congress."

'

"I helped my mentor with a project dealing with
the computer Ited Identification of cells that lead to

leukemia."

"I love my work (word-processing)—what we learned

In the classroom Is now reel—people out there actually

do this." (I am convinced this student would have
dropped out of school—this program kept here in end

she proceeded to receive her Associates degree from

Northern Now Mexico Community College)

Our district's compute?—aided drafting and design

program was in place 10 years ego. Our students wsr»

able to enter post-secondary Institutions as classrooffl

assistants, competed in technology' competitions and

consistently placed first. A student working with an

archltectual firm through our work-study program

exclaims;

"The buildings 1 helped design using computer-

aided drafting are now up!" <Thl» student will pursue

studies toward a degree In architecture at University

of New Mexico this fall.)
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Our Bperlai education department In eel laborat ion

Hlth cur vocational education department designed a

*Job L»bs" curriculuBi for our vpecial needs students.

They rotated through the ceirputer lab where they

produced their own publication using nerd processing

and graphics appl Icat ions. The cowputei—aided drafting

and design »ppllcfttleh *llot*e<i the« to design si»pl*

Structures with angles, curves, and lines Intsgrating

siiftple »ath concepts.

I h«v^ listed only a few ex»mples of hoH our students ara

benefitting from our prograTS using technology In the learning

procfrSSt Our students new knoH that electronic equlpr«nt is not

only used for gases and enter ta l n'sent , but to prepare then for

the world around then. They are feallng confident SHd exclttd

and we are excited as well I They ara doing research papers using

our new library acquisition—the encyclopedia on CD Rom as one of

their sources. Their Inforpatlon is entered, edited, saved,

printed, evaluated by their lostructor, retrieved, re-edited, re-

•aved, reprinted and they are happyl Our eleaentary achool

students now reln'orce a eath skill using a eath gama

—

it'i fun-

-they're learnlrgj or track an expedition by LghIs & Clark

learning geography and declslon-aaklng skills In the processi

Perhaps some tl«ve In the near future, we can link Into networks

such ac technet and acquire Information from any library!—or use

E-»all to corrunlcate with parents at their workplacel CXir

science students ray be reasurlng velocity or growth using a

probe or sensor connected to the cooputer and plotting the

Inforration en a graph »lf^Jl taneously . Or reading about a

volcano eruption from their textbook while the teacher reads the

code fren the teacher manual with a light pen to direct the

laser disc to show the eruption on the screen.

Our educational system Is taking a step in the right

direction in beginning to address the technological needs of the

classroom. This step, however, is barely inside the door.

Education wust sc'-ve our students and keep thes coB^otltlve If

our nation Is to regain strong.
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Senator Bingaman. Our final witness on this panel is Valerie

Wilford, who is the executive director of the Illinois Valley Library

System, and she is going to talk about the effects and benefits of

teclmology on library services.

We are glad to have vou here, Ms. Wilford.

Ms. Wilford. Thank you very much, Senators Bingaman, Jef-

fords and Gregg.
I really appreciate the opportunity and am honored to be able to

share with my colleagues in the kind of enthusiasm that has been

demonstrated for this bold new initiative and certainly want to go

on record as an advocate of the obvious.

In fact, Philip and I are trying to set a date for 6 weeks fi-om

now when I am going to be in Santa Fe so that I can see first-hand

some of the work going on in this high school cooperative.

I am a school librarian, but for the most recent years I have been

the executive director of the Illinois Valley Library System, which

is a network of just under 100 libraries in 11 counties around the

Peoria area in Illinois. Of those 100 members, 37 are school dis-

tricts—one, an urban metropolitan school district, Peoria, and then

the remainder, small rural districts surrounding that area. In addi-

tion, in this network participate public college and university and
corporate libraries, like Caterpillar, medical libraries, etc.

These libraries voluntarily join together in a commitment to one

another to share resources and to work together to try to meet the

needs of their patrons. If I had lots of time, I could tell you lots

of exciting things, but I guess I'll just say that as we move ahead,

step by step, trying to bring these libraries into the 21st century,

I am particularly grateful to members of this committee wearing

another hat, who saw fit to grant us a $50,000 library service and
construction grant so that all of our school districts and pubhc li-

braries and academic libraries will in fact have one piece of the po-

tential of a direct connection into the Internet, which will solve lots

of our rural telecommunications problems as it relates to automa-

tion.

I am really excited about the kinds of things that you are trying

to do, and I applaud and appreciate your inclusion and awareness

of the role that school library media specialists can play in helping

our students of today reach those educational goals that loom
ahead of us, particularly in the selection and evaluation and use

of a wide variety of different kinds of resources.

And I do not, Senator Bingaman, want to make what I need to

share with you in any way a downer or a sense of a lack of enthu-

siasm for the initiative, but from my perspective, as you are shap-

ing and refining the kind of direction you are going, I want to

share witfi you a parallel concern that may not be appropriate for

1040; it may be need to be a parallel kind of activity. And that is

really the very serious problem that school library media centers

across our country are having in trying to meet information needs

of learners with really antiquated and outdated resources.

I am sure you all are probably more familiar than I am with the

history of what happened with the Elementary and Secondary Act

in 1968. And as we have done national and, recently in Illinois, a

State study of, for instance, the average copyright date of materials

in key areas, particularly science, what we are discovering is that
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average age of materials in 1968 and 1969, collections have deterio-

rated since we have pulled away that sort of categorical earmarked
funding that went into building school library and media centers

in the Tate sixties and early seventies. When it sort of got included

in Chapter II block grants, you began to see a deterioration. And
the situation across the United States—^and I have cited in my
written testimony some of the specific information about what is

going on—that, coupled with the escalating cost of materials today,

means tiiat school media centers in many cases spending an aver-

age of $5.83 per child, in today's world with our 6 percent inflation

rate, are not even able at the secondary level to buy one-fourth of

a book, let alone CD-ROM, any of the software applications that

are so critical to developing the kind of critical thinking that some
of the students present today have been demonstrating.

I also cited in my written testimony a recent study that was done
in Colorado which is a very dramatic demonstration that the single

most important variable in determining and assisting in student

achievement is the existence of a wide variety of all Kinds of re-

sources to support their learning.

Now, you all are the experts legislatively. I can only tell you that

as I observe resource sharing going on in my area among Hbrar-

ies—and I do want to tell you that last year, among my 100 hbrar-

ies, there were over 286,000 information exchanges among those U-

braries—that the ones that are falling further and further behind
in their ability to share in the resource sharing are my school h-

brary media centers.

The other libraries are within the restrictions of copyright and
their own budget and staffing concerns, doing what they can do to

hopefully supply the extraordinary materials, but the school librar-

ies are not able to supply basic needs of their students. And I ain

not sure what the most appropriate way to deal with this is,

whether it be taking a look at the reauthorization of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act, earmarking a percentage of dol-

lars in Chapter II or rolUng them into Chapter III, to make sure

that at the same time this exciting momentum that you are build-

ing is paralleled with the development of collections.

As my colleague is concerned about hardware obsolescence, I am
concerned about resource obsolescence and the fact that those re-

sources are not there. —
So I hope I did not diminish the kind of excitement going on here

today, but as you shape and refine this bill, I hope that you will

remember the Henry Skanatchewein High School outside of Peoria

which, in 3 months, will have the same access as the Sidwell

School in Washington, DC to resources on the Internet if your Hnk
moves ahead—4Dut they are not going to be able to participate in

this fragile resource snaring going on which is so exciting unless

we do something about the resources that are available to students

in our schools.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Wilford follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Valerie J. Wilford

Clinlrman Binjioman and tlie othrr dlstlngulBhcd oembers of the
Senate Cctcmlttce en Labor end Murran P.ceources, 1 air honored to
be JnvJted to prrscnt tpftlmony as you consider S-lCtO, the
Teclvnology In Education bill.

My name Is Vnlcrle Wilford, I pm o school library ipedla special-
ist end om curicntly Chair of the American Association of School
LJbrsilans IJationftl Cotiference, ShBpe_ the Vision to be held in

Indinnapolls in the fsll of 199'«. For tfie pait several years, I

.h«vG served es Executive Director of an eleven county regional
Hbrnry systetu In Veet Central llllnolG with a oneoberehlp of

Jurl under 100 school district, public, academic and special
libraries committed to resource sharing.

TeclujolotY ln_Educ8tion represents a bold and dramatic leglala-
tJvr lespotise to'thinallopfl 1 Educntlonal GoalB. This Is a

significant piece of legislation which represents a major struc-
tural reorgnnlzat ion.

1 applaud, eprreclste and support the recognition and Inclusion
of the nation's school library tuedia centers and school library
medio specinllRte as an integral-- an essential element, a part-
ner, in tlie cducBticnal infrastructure. If ve are cofumltted to
-achieve the National Educational Goals, the need for strong and
vital school llbiBiy tredln progrnmR is clear. In order for our
nation to nchieve s ninety percont (90X) graduation rate, a

perfect adult litetacy rate, and achieve national leadership
in tPntF end Fclence by the year 2OO0 students will need to devel-
op the ability to access, evaluate and use Information. Frovld-
ing and etisuritig access to and the effective use of Infottration

and resources Js a long standing responsibility and commitment
of sc)iool library media specialists. (AASL, p27)

TpclinoJogy Is playing and vlll continue to play a key role in

providing nccess to the Infoitratlon critical to the development

of Icmorrov's leader!. The recettt revolution In Information and

5n-.tTuct JoTinl lechnolog Ins lias provided school library media
spocJaUsts with unpt ecrdctited opportunities and chnllenges ae

tlicv provide IcadrrnhJp for thf incorporation of educational
trciuiologlcs Into the school's currlculnr program, assess, and

promote the effective utilization of those technologies. (AASLi

1989)

Yes, technology will play «n important part in the achievement

of our nation's educational goals but it is not the only

part. A blend of technoloRV, access to a wide variety of re-

sources and vital school liorary media programs will be required.

Funding available for education in our local school districts
has declined. Every decision to spend money takes on Increased

importance. There is often a etronR temptation to buy new
technology to satisfy our desire to be "on the cutting edge."

I commend you on the inclusion of two of the elements from

S.266, the Element ary and Secondary School Library Media Act

in S.IOAO. Technology is only one element in the solution.

However, an essential component of S.266 has been ignored -- the

need for strong school Horary media collectiona and programs.
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SCHOOL LIBRARY HEDIA PROGRAMS "AT RISK"

The reality is that our nation's school library media progranjs
are "at risk." Funding for school library media centers has
declined significantly over the last ten yeara.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 provided
targeted, separate funding for school library media prograros and
resources. During the last dozen years, however, all funding
for school programs were merged into the block grants of Chap-
ter 2 As a result of this consolidation funding for school
libraries declined dramatically, and I might add total funding
for the Chapter 2 Block Grant Program has decreased in the paat
several years.

"Expenditures for Resources in School Library Media Centers
FY1989-1990" is the fifth in a scrlos of S chool Library Jour-
nal (Miller, Shontz 1991) reports summarizing expenditures for
public and private school library resources In the United
'States. The report docujuents the steady and continued erosion
of funding to school library media programs. An update of the
survey is under way now and preliminary data reveals an even
more deplorable slLuation.

In my own state, during the Spring of 1993, the Illinois School
Library Media Association conducted a study of Illlnoia public
and private school library media center collections in tne areas
of astronomy, space science and the solar system; ceneral biolo-
gy and ecology; and human anatomy, physiology and hygiene. The
results of the study have not as yet been published but I would
he happy to provide a copy for the record at a later time. I

would like to share just a few of the highlights of that re-
search with you.

The Illinois survey data documents the national trend
that funding for school library media center programs
has eroded over the past decade.

The data suggests that IllinolB school library media
center collections in the topical areas surveyed are
old, reflecting funding of the late 1960s and early
1970s.

Sixteen percent (161) (N-tOi) of the respondents report-
ed that they spent less than "T3. 00 per student for li-
brary media resources in 1991-92. The average cost of a
book in 1991 was $13.07 at the elementary level and
$62.12 at the secondary level. (Bowker, 1991) Thus, a
$3.00 per student expenditure in 1991 would buy less
than l/itth of an elementary book and less than 1/lOth of
a secondary title.

Eighty-eight percent (881) of the respondents reported
that astronomy, space science and the solar system vas a
part of their school curriculum, but forty-five percent
CiSI) have fewer than 20 titles on these topics. Forty-
three percent (63X) have fewer than six books published
between 1990 and 1993 about these subjects. Sixty-six
percent (661) responded that they have more than 20
titles published before 1970, twenty-three years ego.
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PRICE OF LEARNING RESOURCES HAS ESCALATED

Learning materials are very expensive!! The average cost of

books and other resources has escalated in recent years. The
average children's book cost Just over $3.00 in 1965; now it

costs over $15.00. A secondary book title today averages over
$ii2.00. (Bovker 1991)

Today's students require a wide variety of resources, not only
books and periodicals, in order to be infonnation literate.
Access to infortcation in newer fonnats such as CD-ROM, video,
and computer software while crucial is priced out of the reach
of a majority of school libraries.

STRONGEST PREDICTOR OF ACHIEVEMENT TEST PERFORMANCE
IS SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA EXPENDITURES

Two studies, both published in 1993, explored the contribution
of the school library media center (SLMC) to student achievement
and the value of free reading.

Findings from the Colorado study (Lance, 1993) include:

-- The size of an SLHC's staff and collection is the best
school predictor of academic achievement.

-- Among school and community predictors, the size of the

SLHC staff and collection is second only to the absence

of at-risk conditions, particularly poverty and low
educational attainment among adults.

-- Students who score higher on standardized tests tend to
come from schools with more SLMC staff and more books,
periodicals, and videos -- regardless of other factors,
including economic ones.

-- The instructional role of the school library media spe-
cialist shapes the collection and, In turn, academic
achievement

.

-- School library media expenditures affect SLMC staff and
collection size and, in turn, academic achievement.

Conclusions from the Power of Reading (Krashen, 1993) support:

-- Voluntary reading is the best_predictor of reading com-
prehension, vocabulary growth, spelling ability, grammat-
ical usage, and writing style.

-- Access to SLMCs results in more voluntary reading by
students.

-- Having a school library media specialist makes a differ-
ence in the amount of voluntary reading done.

-- Larger school library collections and longer hours In

crease both circulation and amount read.

The combined Colorado study and the Krashen review of research
present "a poverful argument for the support of Strong library
media programs as an essential component in every school. Ade-
qvinte SLHC budgets, materials, and staffing, as well as tech-
niques that encourage the effective use of library resources,
lead to higher student achievement." (Loertscher, 1993)
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FEDERAL I'S FOR SCHOOL LIBRARY RESOURCES WILL GO
MUCH FURTHER IN 1993 THAN IN 1958

Within the school Betting, it is often the librariajis, more than
those in any other disciplines, who have embraced and enhanced
automation. They did this NOT to make their Jobs easier - in
fact, automation opens up so many opportunities and makes so
much possible that the librarian's job Is more complex now than
it ever vas. It is ever so much easier to simply say, "I'm
sorry but we don't have that" and move onto other things than it
IB Lo master the intricacies of remote database searching.

But librarians DID embrace and enhance automation, and they did
it because of their commitment to the concept of equal access to
information. What started years and years ago as library-to-li-
brary sharing through the exchange of handwritten requests has
evolved to the instantaneous transmission of full text documents
from sites all over the world. But the bottom line has never
changed for an instant - access to information, for absolutely
everyone who needs It.

Indeed, the school office uses automation to prepare schedules
and computer grades; various "technologically-minded instruc-
tors" make available computer programs to enhance their curricu-
lum (those programs usually are ordered by, cataloged by, demon-
strated by, housed by, and maintained by the librarian); and
more and more students use computers for word processing.

But it is the librarians who have consistently and doggedly lead
the way in the application of automated systems to enhance learn-
ing. And all of this research, development, and application has
been done with the understanding that one of the primary purpos-
es of library automation is for resource sharing.

Here's the bottom line -- at this moment, thanks to the insis-
tence, creativity, and philosophical foundations of American
librarians, the student in tiny Henry-Senachwine High School in
Henry, Illinois has virtually the same access to the same materi-
als as the student in the Sidwell Friends School in Washington,
D.C.

And librarians are justly proud of this...

But there is another side to this story - and it is this side of
the story that you must concern yourself with the most.

In just the past few years, the focu^iTof library service has
changed so dramatically, so rapidly, that now it often tiroes is
easier to secure hardware and software than it is to keep on the
shelves an updated collection of books. Foundations continue to
fund innovative uses of technology, and the PTA is zealous col-
lecting enough soup can labels to get the school district a new
computer.

And all of that is WONDERFUL -- but wh a t about the books, the
resources, the sharinR in resource sharing...

Consider again Henry-Senachwine High School. Here is a school
library with a collection of fewer than 5,000 volumes, most of
which are so dated as to be virtually worthless. It is little
wonder that when the Henry-Senachwine Library was able through
grant funds and creat local effort to secure a computer and
modem, the school principal and the school board member present
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at the installation were elated. Now their students would have
access to library collections throughout Illinois and throughout
the United States. In the ten minutes it took to hook up the

computer, the students in this school went from acccaa to 5,000

dated volumes to the entire collections of thirty-six colleges
nnd universities in IlHnols, to the collections of major metro-

politan UbraricG, even to more than twenty-eight million •

records of the Library of Congress now accessible through the

INTERNET.

But In the midst of all of this excitement, there was one indi-
vidual who had reservations -- the school library media special-
ist. Katie Grumbine, who has been at the school long enough to
remember when this year's seniors were starting kindergarten,
had tears in her eyes when these final connections were made.
More than anyone else in the room, she knew the significance of
what was happening.

But, her first words to me had nothing to do with what databases
she could search, with what possibilities now were hers. Her
very first question was, "...but what can ve possibly have to
share, to give back, to loan to other libraries?"

And there it is. . .

That attitude Is the norm among librarians. Were it not the
norm, ve never would have gotten this far. We never would have
reached this level of resource sharing. We never would have had
librarians so eager to allow remote access to their collec-
tions. Vic wou]d never have seen this incredible development of
library automation. System designers are not in the business of
creating systems that will not be used. The sophistication of
the Byetems that have been developed atteats to this attitude --

there is among librarians a market for the tools of sharing.

But as Katie Grumbine realized, in order for this to make any
sensc~at ell, we must have something to sKare...

Katie Grumbine now has the ability to essentially eliminate her
book budget and rely on the collections of others. But that
will never happen. Instead, Katie will devote even more titne,

energy, and expertise to the development of her collection, and
she wiil participate wholeheartedly in coordinated collection
development - programs designed to enhance the cooperative plan-
ning of and sharing of materials. This ia where remote access
really shines. This is what can make all those automation dol-
lars worthwhile. The combination of~coordinated collection
development and automated resource sharing is what can save
American libraries from the consistently shrinking tax dollar.
It is a cost-effective approach to guarantee equal access.

But there must be something to share...

In 1968, federal dollars were used to put a collection of books
in libraries A, B, C, and D. Students In Libraries A, B, C, and
D then had access to the very latest print information. That
program in 1968 was a tremendous boon to school libraries and to
education.

But here is the remarkable thing...

Resource sharing is built on a foundation in which school librar-

ies (oil libraries), strive to meet the basic needs of their
students and teachers at the local level and then share with one
another those resources required.
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T\ec8u?;e of llbrarian'e comoitorint to equal access to
information, adherence to the provitlons of copyright restric-
tions, and the autooated resource sharing systems thereby engen-
dered, federal dollars for tchool library resources in 1993 will
go nnuch, much farther than in 1968. Is there any other area
of government spending vhlch csLn make the same claim?

In 1993, federal dollars can be spent to put a collection of
resources In library A, a different collection in library B,
still a different collection in library C, and yet another col-
lection in library D. Through automated systems for resource
sharing, through fax technology, throueh the INTEPJIET , each
collection will be accessible to each library. Moreover, each
collection will also be accessible to libraries E, P, G, H, and
all the rest.

CONCLUSION

Ae you deliberate and design a legislative response appropriate
to the achievement of the nation's educational goalsi

-- I implore you to guarantee student access to the vide
variety of school library media center resources and
skills that will enable them to become lifelong learn-
ers

-- I ask you to reexamine the components of S.266, the
Elementary and Secondary School Library Media Act.

-- I ask you to recognize legislatively that "library media
centers and their collections are not fixed assets.
Adequate local educational programs cannot be developed
unles?; a wide variety of learning resources are regular-
ly replaced and updated." (Miller and Shontz. p. A3)
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Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much.
Let me also say that Senator Simon, who has been a real leader

on this issue here in the Congress for a great many years, would
have liked to be here himself He is also, like Senator Kennedy,
committed to the hearing on Judge Ginsburg today, so he is not

able to be present at our hearing.

Ms. WiLFORD. Thank you.
Senator Bingaman. Let me just ask a couple of questions and

then defer to my colleagues here.

I was struck by the point that Annemarie Ryan made about the

fact that the result of this activity in Massachusetts is that stu-

dents are going to their textbooks more rather than less. I think

that is an interesting insight into what we are talking about trying

to stimulate here. This is not an alternative to traditional forms of

learning; it is a way of incentivizing and motivating students to

pursue that.

I do not know whether you have any further comments on that,

Annemarie, but I thought that was a very interesting point.

Ms. Ryan. I thought it was an interesting point, too, and it has
come up before, but it came up quite a bit yesterday when I was
talking to some of the EMMAT teachers about coming down today

to testify and wanted their opinion and to see if tney had any
input. Ajid time and time again, if you enhance a child's learning

so that it empowers him to find that information rather than re-

quiring paper and pencil—open your book to page 42—he is going

to want to go to the book. That is what we are finding, ana the

other interesting item of that piece is that for so long, kids have
gotten away from writing—everyone has—^you make a phone call

now. You don't write a letter home.
For instance, when you pair students on a computer—and many

of the teachers have said to me, "I would like a computer on every

desk," but there are teachers a little bit more, to me, astute—that's

my opinion—in that when I taught computer science at the high

scnool level and also for special needs students many years ago, the

pairing of a student was vital to the process especially if you had
a low-level student and high-level student.

Now, many parents get upset at that and ask, "Why should my
high-level student be working with a student of low level?" And the

interesting thing is that if that student, when he graduates, goes

into a manufacturing plant or into a business and is a manager for

other people, then he is going to have to learn to deal with all

kinds of people, and that is what happens. And also, instead of

having kids make fun of other kids, they pull them into this proc-

ess and say, "Well, let's look it up in the book," or "Let's find out

more information," or ask the teacher where can I go for this infor-

mation. Where would you go? You would go to the library. We are

finding it more and more.
Senator Bingaman. Let me just ask another question for any of

the other witnesses who wish to comment. We have tried in this

bill to sort of lay out a comprehensive approach to Federal support

for use of technology in the schools, and there are a lot of different

items in that—^funds for planning how schools can better utilize

technology, funds for training of teachers, funds for purchase of

equipment. We are obviously going to be scarce in Federal funds
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even if we are able to pass this. Which of these things is the most
important thing that the Federal Government can dof

Dr. Kitchings, did you have a point of view on that, or any of the

rest of you?
Mr. forrcHiNGS. That's an issue I feel very strongly about. I feel

very strongly that the key to the whole process is to train the

teachers first. We can have all the equipment and software that we
need and want or ever dreamed of having, but if the teacher is not
committed to this, it is money not well-spent.

So fi-om my vantage point as a school administrator, the teachers

must buy into this process.

Senator Bingaman. Do you think more programs like that one
described in Massachusetts, this EMMAT—^what does that stand
for

Ms. Ryan. Elementary and Middle Math and Technology.
Senator Bingaman. All right. Yes, Gerry?
Ms. Dirks. I think it will be impossible to equip every classroom

with the technological equipment that we need and train eveiy
teacher. All the conferences that I have attended on technology, it

seems that some of the answers or some of the suggestions that
have been mentioned are that we have labs that are manned per-

haps by two or three people who are very knowledgeable, and that

those labs are accessible to all students. That way, not everybody
has to be trained at first, anyway. And I think that those labs

should probably be at the library media center. The library media
center should have four or five people who can work with students

in research, in computer-aided instruction. I think there should be
equipment that the science teacher can check out and use LCDs or

probes or sensors when they need them. But right now, I don't

think that we will be able to train everybody, and I don't think we
will be able to equip every classroom.

Senator Bingaman. Julie?
Ms. Stogsdill. The chairman of the Buddy System Project is Dr.

Arthur Hansen, the president emeritus of Purdue. And now that

we are in our sixth year, and we have some byproducts that have
sprung off. Dr. Hanson is working with several deans of education
at Inmana colleges and universities, and his personal goal is to

work with the deans of education to encourage teacher training

witiiin the university. We provide training as do these other pro-

grams, and all of our teachers say that they could not exist without
it. But Dr. Hanson believes that we need to work with the xmiver-

sities and colleges so that teacher education includes technology.

Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much.
Let me defer to Senator Jeffords for any questions he has.

Senator Jeffords. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First, I have a
statement that I wish to make a part of the record.

Senator Bingaman. Without objection, it will be included in the

record.
[The prepared statement of Senator Jeffords follows:]

Prepared Statement of Senator Jeffords

Thank you. Senator Bingaman. I am looking forward to the op-

portunity to explore the use of technology in our nation's schools

in more depth. In a rural state such as Vermont, the use of tech-
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nology in the schools can no longer be thought of as a luxury but
rather as a necessity if we are to Keep pace with a changing society

and expect students to be able to compete in a global economy. We
live today in an information society and access to technology pro-
vides students, especially those students living in isolated areas,
with access to information. In many areas, where certified teachers,
extensive libraries, and other resources are in short supply, tech-

nology is essential to make those important linkages to tiie outside
world.
Although you might think that a state in which most schools are

in rural ustricts would be rich in technology, that is unfortunately
not the case. In fact, Vermont ranks 41st among the 50 states in

what is called "microdensity;" in other words, Vermont has fewer
computers, VCRs, televisions, satellite dishes, and other tech-
nologies per student than the vast majority of States. Even among
districts within the State, wide disparities exist and some students
have access to new technologies while others do not. As you can
imagine, those students who could benefit the most have the least.

In fact, the students that often have the least are in the most
remote rural areas. Although we often focus on the glaring edu-
cational needs of the inner cities, when it comes to technology, it

is the rural areas that have the most difficulty and the largest ex-

pense in obtaining technology. I think that any federal legislation

will need to account for the nigher costs of connecting students to

technology in rural areas.

At this point, I am interested in finding out more about what the
appropriate federal role might be. I know that schools, teachers,

and students desperately need funds to purchase technology be-

cause they simply cannot afford it in their local school budgets. I

also know that teachers must be trained to fiilly integprate any new
technologies into their teaching.

I am looking forward today to hearing fi-om teachers and stu-

dents about how the best technology is presently being used in the
schools and to hearing fi:x)m software and hardware developers
about what new technologies we can look for in the future.

Senator Jeffords. I am veiy interested and have been for many
years in what can be done with technology that is available in edu-
cation, but I also get discouraged. I have oeen around here now for

18 years, and I have worked with emplejrment training over in Bal-

timore, witJi the Plato programs back in the early seventies, saw
the IBM Writing to Read programs come in in the late seventies
and early eighties. And yet I see really very little change in the ac-

cess of students.
I come fi^m Vermont, a very rural State. We are advanced in

some areas, like interactive television, but we are 41st in terms of

density of the number of computers available, especially in our very
rural schools.

You all apparently come firom areas that seem to be doing very
well in the sense of access. Are any of you fi*om a poor area, either

urban or rural?
Ms. Brandon. Our little school is in the poorest region in prob-

ably the poorest State in the Nation, and I think the contrast has
been what is so amazing. These children have almost been written
off. They can learn to a certain level, and that's all we can come
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to expect. But what we have found is—and we could not have done
it without Federal assistance—the economy in the local area as
well as the State of Mississippi could not afford for us to do some-
thing hke this. That is the unfortunate part of all of this. The stu-

dents have been given the tools, and they can do it. It is heart-
breaking to see, 2 miles up the road, a school with a computer, but
it sits in a dusty room because nobody knows how to turn it on,

and that's all they have.
There is a great disparity here that needs to be corrected, and

we are an island ri^t now. There is so much that could be accom-
plished if other schools could do it.

Senator Jeffords. What is the biggest problem with respect to

better utilization of computers? Is it inertia with school boards, in-

ertia with teachers, lack of money—what do you all think is the
great problem we have in spreading the utilization of educational
technology?

Dr. Kitchings.

Mr. KrrcHlNGS. From my vantage point, I think it goes back to

what Ms. Ryan and Julie said. I think the training must be there.

If teachers coming out of the schools of education have some com-
puter background and can be shown the advantages of incorporat-
ing the technology into the classroom, for lack of a better word, I

think they will worry their administrators enough tJiat they will

seek funding from whichever source is available.

So I think it is an all-inclusive problem there; I think everybody
has a share of the problem.

Senator Jeffords. Geraldine.
Ms. Dirks. I think another problem is that technology changes

so rapidly. I mean, 5 years ago, our XTs were fine. Our XTs are
obsolete now. Every time we turn around, there is something new
on the market that is being marketed to schools. Right now, we
don't have a plan as to what is going to be used, and because of
the rapid changes in technology, public schools cannot afford to

keep up with it.

I think that is why we have to—I don't know if the Government
has to offer incentives to the corporate world to share with us, but
something has to be done so that we can keep up with all the tech-

nological advances that are springing up every, single day that the
school districts cannot afford.

Again, 2 years, and the equipment is obsolete. That is why we
try to focus on the basic concepts and then turn to the Government
agencies or to the corporate world to help us with more advanced
equipment.
Senator Jeffords. What information or expertise is available to

you all to determine as to whether or not something new on the
market is worth the money that would be required? Are there any
coordinated educational institutions that provide that information,
or are you just at the mercy of the salesman?
Ms. Dirks. That's it. We attend technology conferences, and all

the vendors are there, but in reading your bill, I see that you might
give some leadership in affording to us a consortium or a commit-
tee of people who can kind of State what we should be doing, per-
haps, at tile secondary level, and what should be done at the uni-
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versity level, to guide us through what equipment or what concepts

we should be stressing to prepare our students.

Senator Jeffords. Yes, Julie?

Ms. Stogsdill. I would like to say, though, that being a program
that works for 4th, 5th and 6th graders, the kind of technology that

elementary school students need is not the same kind that students

directly preparing for the work force need. We consider a 6-year ob-

solescence cycle for our consider. The school district chooses its own
platform, so we have about half and half, DOS-based and Apple-
Macintosh platforms, so the students are also able to negotiate be-

tween platforms even when they have never been exposed to the

other because of their level of self-confidence.

So elementary school students, in our opinion, do not need the
most current thing that is on the market, and some of the basic

software integration programs—and an example of that is

Microsoft Works, for example, which we use extensively—work well

and will work well for a long time for elementary school students,

and that gives them the confidence, then, to learn the more sophis-

ticated equipment when they have access to it.

Senator Jeffords. If I am an administrator in an elementary
school, whom would I go to to help me make a decision as to what
software or hardware I should buy?
Ms. Stogsdill. Within the Buddy System Project, we have an

implementation manager, and this is a woman who was for many
years a classroom teacher and has a great deal of expertise in edu-
cational technology. She oversees the entire education program.
But the school districts

Senator Jeffords. Is that for the State, or locally?

Ms. Stogsdill. For our project; so, for 50 schools. But most
school districts, I believe, now are having an educational tech-

nology coordinator—that person has different names—but there

usually is a person within districts—not within tiny, small dis-

tricts, but within districts—who helps to make those decisions. But
once a school district is chosen for the Buddy System Project, it has
some assistance. But the school district still chooses its own cur-

riculum.
We use a private line switching telecommunications network for

all of our students that runs over Micfosoft Works, but they are not
forced to use a specific kind of software.

Senator Jeffords, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have to go onto the floor for the national service bill. Thank you

very much. You have been very helpful.

Senator Bingaman. Thank you. Senator Jeffords.

I think all of this testimony has been very useful. We do have
to move on to another panel, but I appreciate the witnesses all

coming and testifying, and we will include your fiill statements in

the record and use this testimony in trying to persuade our col-

leagues to pass this bill.

Thank you all very much.
Let's take about a 4- or 5-minute recess \vhile the second panel

comes forward and takes their positions at the witness table.

[Recess.]
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The idea of the second panel is to demonstrate opportunities

available to classrooms through technology. We have an impressive
array of options for educational hardware and software.

We have three major presentations here of three types—on be-

half of public television, Stanley Johnson, who is a teacher at
Thomas Jefferson Jimior Hi^ here in the District of Columbia,
will demonstrate the media fusion project with two of his students,

Jacqueline Fisher and Lateef Abney.
why don't you go right ahead, Stanley?

STATEMENTS OF STANLEY JOHNSON, TEACHER, THOMAS JEF-
FERSON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOM-
PANIED BY JACQUELINE FISHER AND LATEEF ABNEY, STU-
DENTS; JOHN KERNAN, CHAIRMAN, JOSTENS LEARNING
CORPORATION, ACCOMPANIED BYW^ GERALD CALDWELL,
JR^ EDUQUEST MARKETING PROGRAMS AND SUPPORT DI-

RECTOR, AND JEFFREY H. ORLOFF, MANAGER, NATIONAL
PROGRAMS MARKETING FOR APPLE; RICK LANE, CO-FOUND-
ER, MODERN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER, ACCOM-
PANIED BY MICHAEL S. SWETNAM, GTE INFORMATION
PROCESSING SYSTEMS, VALERIE THAMES, TEACHER, AND
AUDREY HELLMAN, STUDENT
Mr. Johnson. Thank you very much, Senator.
My name is Stan Johnson, and I am a teacher here in Washing-

ton, DC at Jefferson Junior Hi^ School. I am here to describe the

media fusion project, which is a collaborative effort with PBS,
WETA, which is our local PBS affiliate, and Apple Computer, In-

corporated out of Cupertino, CA. With me today are two of my stu-

dents, Mr. Abney Lateef and Ms. Jacqueline Fisher, and once I am
through with the demonstration, I will ask them to explain some
of their experiences with the project.

We used the "MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour" as our central core of

information, and what media fusion actually does is allow students

to get behind the news from many discipline facets. They can ex-

plore information from a mathematics perspective, a science per-

spective, which is my discipline, and also a social studies perspec-

tive.

I would like to direct everybody's attention to the screen here,

and what you are going to be seeing is a video clip from a
"MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour^ that we edited down to 2 minutes for

the actual project, and this particular piece is on global warming.
[VIDEOTAPE SHOWN]
Mr. Johnson. Let me turn this down for a minute to explain ac-

tually what happens. Students, prior to actually sitting down and
viewing the snippet that you see here, are introduced to the con-

cept within the concept of the classroom, and the original, 20-

minute "MacNeil-Lehrer" piece. I usually try to find out what their

baseline knowledge is relative to that particular issue being dis-

cussed, generate some questions so they are clued in to what is

going to be going on relative to the unit of study, and then put
them in front of the computer to let them analyze the information.

What is being referenced is information relative to the amount
of carbon dioxide increasing over a 30-year span, and what you see

happening now, as that video piece runs, it triggers an online
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database which causes the information that is referenced in the
video piece to appear on-screen.
Now, what makes this a little bit different than some of the other

pieces of software that youll see out there now is the fact that stu-

dents can actually go into the dataset and amend it. So if there is

any information that is missing from the particular dataset, they
can go out to other outside resources to amend the dataset, put
that information in, and it automatically becomes a variable in the
unit of study that is being analvzed.
Once they have gone througn the entire set of information and

views of the data that we have, I usually have them work coopera-
tively in front of a computer, three or four students in front of a
computer, and find out what information they have gotten from
both the video and from their own discussion that they would like

to analyze further.

What you see on the screen now is Mr. Abney, and I am going
to take you through an argument that he developed relative to his

analysis of this information. [VIDEOTAPE SHOWN]
Mr. Johnson. Now what you see happening is that the informa-

tion that he has referenced is highlighted in the upper right-hand
comer. [VIDEOTAPE SHOWN]
Mr. Johnson. That is called a "video note," and what makes our

project a httle bit more dynamic is the fact that we are not only
working as a community of learners here in Washington, DC, but
we are sharing this information with our sister school in San
Rafael, CA, Davidson Middle School. So this 'Video note" was cre-

ated, and we sent it by way of our VSAT satellite connection which
is provided by PBS.
So I am going to now go to the next note in the series that Da-

vidson sent back to us in response to Lateefs note. [VIDEOTAPE
SHOWN]
Mr. Johnson. So they had a question as to his analysis—what

are you talking about, Lateef? And when he got this back, I have
never seen a student take to his own personal analysis the way I

have seen students take to working with this particular piece of
software. He was compelled to make sure he got this particular
piece of information analyzed correctly and to put it back out on
the airwaves. And I think one of the reasons is that he has taken
complete ownership of the information^He is not only worldng with
the information, but that actual video Unk has made him part of
it, so he has taken complete ownership of it.

And when Lateef got that response back the next day, he stayed
until 5:30 that following day to make sure that his analysis was
correct and that information was going back. And most kids, at
3:15, are trying to knock down the door; he was there very much
until dark, making sure his information and analysis was correct.

[VIDEOTAPE SHOWN]
Mr. Johnson. So you have just seen one example of an argument

that was started on one end, shared synergetically, and developed
within the community of learners and evaluated. And that is what
we are moving toward. As an instructor, it changed my dynamic in
the classroom. I am no longer the sole giver of information. I have
become more of an academic facilitator or an academic coach, and
we set up the parameters as educators for them to work within.
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and they are allowed to explore freely, without ridicule, things that
they find interesting. This would not have been possible without
the donation of hardware and software and technical expertise by
Apple Computer and PBS.

I just finished demonstrating this particular project in front of

the members of PBS stations at the annual meeting—over 351
member stations—and PBS has made education their number one
goal going into the next century. When Mr. Christianson put that

out, it was met with a roar of applause and affirmation. So PBS
has now committed themselves to making education their number
one priority.

At this point I'd like to turn the demonstration over to Mr. Abney
and Ms. Fisher, and you can feel free to ask them about some of

their experiences.
[The statement of the Association of America's Public Television

Stations follows:]

Statement of the Association of America's Pubuc Television Stations

The Association of America's Public Television Stations is a nonprofit membership
organization, representing over 350 public television stations nationwide. We appre-

ciate the opportunity to testify before the Senate Labor and Human Resource's Com-
mittee hearmg on S. 1040, ^e Technology for Education Act of 1993. In view of the

fact t^at our oral testimony will consist of a demonstration of our Media Fusion
project—whidi is just one example of public television's extensive work in edu-

cation—we are submitting this formal written statement to provide broader infor-

mation on the role that public television is playing in education, and how we can
contribute to the goals expressed in S. 1040.

APTS strongly supports The Technology for Education Act of 1993. It is of enor-

mous import. It provides federal leadership and support for technology in the class-

room which win bring schools into the 21st century. The need for this legislation

cannot be overstated. Unfortunately, for far too many schools, state-of-the-art tech-

nology is slate and chalk. But we do not live in a slate and chalk worid. The gap
between tedinology in the classroom and use of technology in the world beyond the
classroom otows ever wider, and we may soon reach a point where we cannot catch

up. The puoUc television conMuunity is well aware of this great disparity, and we
are alarmed and concerned by the growing gap.

PUBUC TELEVISION STATIONS BRING LIFELONG LEARNING TO HOMES, SCHOOLS AND
WORKPLACES

Public television has had a long history of partnerships with schools, sdiool sys-

tems, educators and parents to promote greater learning. Local public television sta-

tions, PBS, and CPB have sought at every turn to bring their rich educational pro-

gramming and engineering resources to bear on improving education nationwide.

Public television was created when the new Iscnnology was television. With the

forward march of progress, public television is now adapting new technologies for

use in education. Public television stations serve as a community resource Tor this

purpose. They are locally based, serving local constituents and communities. They
offer schools and other educational institutions in their service area experience and
expertise in using technology and telecommunications. They have developed part-

nerships with the educational community, they have 'Veversioned" their program-
ming wr instructional use, and they play a central role in adapting technology for

education. A survey by the cable industry showed that public television, among aU
program sources, is the most used by teachers in the classroom. Quite frankly, if

public television stations didn't exist, we would have to create them as an edu-

cational resource for every community—to help communities use video and ail the

other tedmologies available for education.
During the hearing we chose to demonstrate the Media Fusion project—a partner-

ship between Thomas Jefferson Jr. Hi^ School in Washington, D.C., PBS, WETA
ana Apple Computer Inc.—to demonstrate what may not be widelv known: that pub-

lic television is not just a broadcast signal. It is more accurately described as a local

telecommunications center, providing educational services through a vast array of

technologies designed to best fit the needs of schools and learners. Due to the enor-

mous capacity of new technologies to provide universal access to educational and in-
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structional programming—access which breaks down the barriers of geography, in-

come, disability and race—public television is reemphasizing its mission and finding

that its true identity is recognized as the same as when it hegan over 40 years ago

as Educational Television.

The Media Fusion project is not direct broadcast. Rather it is a combination of

computer, PBS VSAT tedinology and satellite transmission. This unique integrated

technology has enabled PBS to "reversion' The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour for in-

structional use in the classroom. Students are able to view the NewsHour on the

computer and to hig^^t particular points for further discussion. The computer
segment is connected to an interactive database that allows students to construct

graphs and charts which illustrate their knowledge and understanding of the issues.

Students then create text and video notes stored on the computer to share with each

oUier or to send over satellite to their partner school.

This interactive use of television and technology is a far cry from passive instruc-

tion. Rather, it encourages students to become actively engaged in tlieir own learn-

ing and to take some initiative for their own education. The power of the medium

—

visualization—is a significant motivational factor in igniting a student's interest in

learning. This integration of computer and television is being used extensively in

other educational programming. For example. Thirteen /WNET, New Yoric will soon

launch an interactive simulated safari series teaching geography, inquiry, science,

history and social studies. WGBH has developed a Columbus 1492 series, which
through a combination of video, data and text, combines instruction in history, geog-

raphy, social studies and humanities.
This integrated technology offers an advanced approach to learning. But it is just

the beginning of a technology revolution which will greatly transform the way we
think about teaching and learning, dramatically change classroom practice, and fa-

cilitate a sharing of resources that will help to alleviate the disparity of financing

among sdiools. It is another successful example of how technological advances can,

and should, be converted or adapted for educational purposes.

In addition to Media Fusion, public television is bringing its programming and ad-

vanced technology to bear on classroom practice in a whole series of initiatives. At
the end of this year, PBS will launch its Telstar 401 satellite. This satellite, sup-

ported by Congress, has the overwhelming capacity to provide close to 80 dedicated

channels for educational purposes.

PUBUC TELEVISION STATIONS ARE VALUABLE COMMUNITY PROBLEM-SOLVING PARTNERS

Here are but a few examples of what public television is doing in education:

Contributing to math and science competency. Public television is training teach-

ers in new methods of presenting math and science content and giving them access

to a whole new feneration of video programs designed to meet national goals for

the year 2000. Tnrou^ partnerships between public television state networks and
chief state school officers, math ana science courses are being delivered via satellite

to students in districts that could not offer them otherwise.

PBS has announced that it vrill soon launch Math line, a service that will

be the first telecommunications system devoted to improving the math achieve-

ment of American students. The service will include video, data and voice com-
munication systems for teachers, students-and parents. PBS is working with

the National Council of Teadiers of Mathematics to implement the new NCTM
curriculum and teaching standards by enrolling teachers in a year- lon^ struc-

tured training program designed to help them implement the standards m their

classroom. We nope that this will serve as a blueprint for similar future dedi-

cated channels in other core subject areas.

In Ohio, WNEO/WEAO (Youngstown and Akron, Ohio) are working with the

University of Akron, Kent State Universitv and Youngstown State University

to help schoob in 15 Ohio counties to implement the state's new mathematics
curriculum. Math Movers, funded by the Ohio Department of Education, uses

a unique teachers-training-teachers approach in which master teadiers on tele-

vision guide classes throu^ an activity while demonstrating instructional tech-

niques to the teadier. At a follow-up teleconference, teachers can evaluate their

performance and ask questions.

Teacher Training. Public TV organizations at the local, regional and national lev-

els are devoting significant resources to providing teachers with inservice training,

access to experts and the information that is needed to put educational reforms into

practice in tne classroom. Satellites are helping to reach large numbers of educators

m cost-effective ways. For example:
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The Satellite Educational Resources Consortium, Inc. (SERC), a partnership

of departments of education and public broadcasting networks in 28 states, of-

fers teachers a number of distance learning opportunities to brush up their

skills and gain graduate credit.

WNET in New York in partnership with Texaco, Inc. established The Na-
tional Teacher Training Institute for Science, Television and Tedinology to train

elementary, middle and secondary school teadiers how to teach with instruc-

tional television. To date, the institute has trained more than 17,000 teachers.

Promoting School Equalization. Public television has the power to break down the

traditional barriers of school walls, by bringing hi^ quality educational instruction

to all schools. It offers a highly cost^ffective means of promoting equality among
school systems via universal access, thus helping to solve one of the toughest edu-

cational policy challenges faced by many states throu^out the countiy. Kentucky
is an excellent example of where this has been demonstrated effectively. Faced by
court order to meet sdiool equalization requirements, Kentucky's legislature was
desperate for a plan that would satisfy the court, but not bankrupt the state. It

turned to Kentucky Educational Television (KET) for help, asking the public tele-

vision experts to find a telecommunications solution to the problem. KET proposed

a distance learning astern. The state then installed a satellite dish in all 1,600

schools in the state. Now students in isolated and disadvantaged sdiools are taking

the same courses in German, Latin, advanced math, and physics as their peers in

wealthier school districts.

Enhancing educational use of technology. Public television adapts new tech-

nologies for educational use, TnaTciTig them accessible to schools, teadiers and learn-

ers. In addition, we create programs that expand the use of interactive educational

technol(^es and train teacners to use these new technologies effectively. Some ex-

amples include:

PBS ONLINE, a nationwide, two-way interactive data teleoomnaunications

network providing educational services to schools, colleges, universities, busi-

nesses, libraries and homes. Expansion plans for PBS ONIJNE include provid-

ing multimedia services (combining video, graphics, and photographs) in addi-

tion to data services.

PBS ONLINE provides teachers, students and parents with curriculum-based
resources and communications tools. It offers supplementary services to public

television's instructional television programming, which include "stand-alone"

instructional materisQ that supports in-school and at-home educational activi-

ties. Professional development services are also provided to teachers and other

professional educators.

Managed by PBS in conjunction with public television stations throughout the

nation, PBS ONLINE ofiers a powerful, two-way interactive data distribution

system providing online access to a multitude of products and services;

databases, managed forums, bulletin boards, special projects, electronic mail

and an electronic student magazine.

Current services include:

PBS Learning link, a dynamic curriculum tool and professional resource for kin-

dergarten through 12th grade teadiers and students. PBS Learning Link is the na-

tions largest non-profit educational online service for teachers and students. The
system merges the strengths of nationally respected organizations with local or re-

gional resources of expertise.

What many do not know is that PBS Learning Link provides teachers and stu-

dents access to INTERNET as well as other forms of information services and elec-

tronic mail.

Services in Development include:

PBS Math Line mentioned above; a Readv to Learn ONLINE to be used in con-

junction witJi the development of a national Ready to Learn video service for pre-

schoolers, parents and duldcare workers; and a PBS Program Segment Library ena-

bling teachers to research and preview topic spedfic programs that will enhance or

supplement spedfic curriculum units. Programs can then be delivered by video cas-

sette, directly off satellite, or over-the-air from local public television stations, and
ultimately diiectly to the teacher's computer disk.

Ongoing Educational Technology Projects are offered throughout the country by local

public telecommunications centers, such as:

In Massachusetts, WGBH On-line offers an Educators' Conference for specific

programs or subject areas. WGBH also created "interactive NOVA", a multi-
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media education computer program which WGBH has been using in state

schools.

In Vermont, Vermont ETV serves over 93,000 students in more than 400
sdiools throu^ access to more than 1,000 instructional television programs. In
addition, Vermont ETV maintains a television Ubrarv service for teachers who
cannot use programs when they are aired, or for schools with poor reception.

In Illinois, WYCC is one of the handiul of public television stations whose
programming is entirely instructional. All of the stations' broadcasts consist of

telecourses tor college and GED credit, En^H^ as a Second Language, literacy

training, remedial math or instruction for c^dren.
In New Mexico, KNME, co-licensed by the University of New Mexico and the

Albuquerque Public Schools, devotes 51 percent of its programming to general
education.
In Iowa, responding to its educational needs, the state called upon Iowa Pub-

lic Television (IPTV) to organize and operate a statewide educational tele-

communications network. Iowa has become a national leader in interactive tele-

communications by taking advantage of the public television infrastructure al-

ready in place. The Iowa Distance Education Alliance received a $4 million Star
S<^ools grant in 1992 to implement distance learning plans including curricu-

lum development, teacher tndning, public iaformation and other activities. K-
12 teachers throughout the state regularly incorporateparts of a full school

day's wortti of instructional pro^ranuninc provided by IFTV. The netwoik has
also assisted Iowa schools in settmg up telecommunications systems.
In South Carolina, South Carolina Educational Television (SCETV) estab-

lished an extensive statewide closed-circuit television netwoik for the sdiools as
early as 1960. Late this year, it will b^n operating an extensive satellite svs-

tem that will greatly expand the emicational opportunities now available

throu^ SCETV. Over 83 percent of South Carolina public school students view
instructional television. South Carolina's 20,000 teachers select from over 245
educational series, many produojd by SCETV. SCETV also provides staff devel-

opment programming for teachers, administrators, aides, custodians and district

staff.

In Mississippi, the Mississippi Educational Network operates Mississippi

2000, a distance learning pilot project that uses a fiber optic network to link

the Mississippi Educational Netwoik with four high sdiools and two univer-
sities, and various other distance learning projects offer a total of 30 courses

in 151 schools.

These stories serve as hi^di^ted examples of what is happening in communities
and states across the country—strong working partnerships between public tele-

vision and sdiool systems to make the highest quality education accessible to all

students. In fact in 24 states, public television stations are either state owned or
operated, in large part devoted to educational purposes. In short, public television's

story is so much more than Big Bird and Masterpiece Theater.

PUBUC TELEVISION IS FOR EVERYONE

The education projects developed by these partnerships are different in each com-
munity, tailored to the specific needs of schools and educators in each service area.

In addition, they are "tecnnology neutral" builctiag upon, or bridging with, the exist-

ing telecommunications technology and infrastructure of eadi community.

Recommendations:

As a result of all this activity nationwide, public television has gleaned important
experiential knowledge which we believe ctm help to strengthen your legislation as
it moves throu^ the Committee. Specifically, we offer the following;

1. Planning. We greatly applaud the planning provisions in your legislation, spe-

cifically in Section 202 of Title 11. Developing technology systems for classroom use
is an expensive proposition. Extensive planning must precede purchase of equip-
ment and implementation of activities. Careful consideration and analysis must be
given toward identifying and subsequently investing in systems which are fully

interactive with other information svstems, which can be most adaptive to future
breakthroughs in technology, and which fit specific school needs in the area. The
most expensive equipment in the world will not promote educational improvement
unless it directly ad(&esses the needs of the students and teadiers who will be using
it.

America's Public Television Stations strongly support S. 1040's language whidi
makes public telecommunications entities a partner in this planning process. It is

particularly important that schools have access to the tedinical expertise and expe-
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rience available from a local public telecommunications center. Public television is

"technology neutral". It deUvere its instructional programs via a broad range of tech-

nologies. It can adapt to any communications system—be it satellite, twisted copper,

cable, fiber, VSAT. CD-ROM or digital compression. How information is delivered

to a school is largely based on school budgets and existing communications resoiirces

in the community. Public television offers schools the kind of neutral advice that

will enable them to make prudent selections among a vast array of dazzling tech-

nologies. Few schools have the necessary in-house tedinical expertise to make these

decisions. Public television offers the Wind of technical assistance that will enable
school systems to wade throu^ this plethora of products, and chose a system that

win best fit their own needs—and their budgets. We believe this plannmg nrocess

could be further strengthened by continuing uie plaiming partnership throu^ ongo-

ing technical assistance once the technology is implemented in the scnool.

2. Access & Ekpiity. One of the ^atest advantages of tedinology is that it can
promote access and eauity in a hi^y cost-effective manner. This is because its

reach is extensive, and in the case of public television, universal. The example of

Kentucky's reliance on public television's distance learning to solve their school

equalization problem proves this point. However, as the federal government invests

in school technology, every effort must be made to insure that it vrill serve all stu-

dents, particularly needy populations. Federal investments in information systems
must result in universal access to high quality. There is a great danger that federal

grants could serve to exacerbate, rather than reUeve, the inequity of resources

among school districts by failing to be sensitive to equity needs in the grant-making
process. Again, we believe that public television offers the best method for solving

this riddle, as its broadcast signal reeurhes 98 percent of all American homes.
3. Build Upon Existing Resources. S. 1040 represents a sizable, but critical, in-

vestment of federal dollars. It is important to recognize that Congress has already

made a considerable investment in our public telecommunications infirastructure.

For example, on top of the $4 bUlion already invested in the nation's public broad-

casting infrastructure. Congress provided $150 million for the deployment of Telstar

401, the PBS educational satellite. In addition, federal funding through the Corpora-

tion for Public Broadcasting provides on average 16 percent of financitd support for

local stations, and more than double that in rural areas. These federal incentive

funds attract another $5 for every $1 of federal monies, much of which are invested

in local educational services. In the interest of vnae public policy, it is therefore im-
portant that these new dollars be used to buUd upon, rather than duplicate, what
the federal government has already supported ana is currently in place. We there-

fore recommend that every effort is maae in the legislative language of S. 1040 to

see that programs funded through this Act support projects which bridge existing

noncommercial public telecommunications services, and that they not be used to du-

plicate what is currently in place. The last thing we need is a whole series of dupli-

cative systems which cannot speeds to each other.

5. Teacher Training and Ancillary Services. We have found that this is the critical

factor for insuring that technology actually promotes learning rather than becoming
a tool unto itself. We know this Committee well remembers the esroerience of the

National Defense Education Act, its legislative response to the launching of Sputnik
over 25 years ago. That Act supported purchase of state-of-the-art equipment lor the

classroom which at that time was a television set. However, when the evaluators

came to examine the effectiveness of the program, they found many of the television

sets hidden away in the closet. The problem was that everyone forgot that without

adequate teacher training to integrate the television into classroom practice, it of-

fered little educational utility.

Teacher training is an integral element of public television's involvement in edu-

cation. Public television's education partnerships not only provide teacher training

in the use of technology, they also offer opportunities for ongoing professional devel-

opment and interaction with colleagues. In addition, public television provides sup-

port materials and training manuals which will enhance use of its educational prod-

ucts both in the classroom and at home. It is one more example of the enormous
resources that local telecommunications centers provide to local schools and school

systems. We therefore strongly urge you to specificjilly mention partnerships be-

tween public telecommunications entities and local schools, LEAs or SEAs as eligi-

ble recipients of funds under Section 204 of Title II; Section 303 of Title ID; and
Section 403 of Title IV. While it is true that nothing in the legislation would pre-

clude them from applying, specific language would give a clear legislative signal

that these kinds of partnerships are an appropriate and ideal use of the federal dol-

lar under this Act. Without such language, we are greatly concerned that these pub-

lic television pwirtnerships wiU be ignored in the regulatory and competitive grant-

making process.
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The legislationyou have introduced is powerful, moving schools in a direction that

is long overdue. We offer our recoDMnendations not as criticism, but as carefully de-

veloped suggestions for strengthening what you have introduced so that schools may
best be served by the provisions contained in S. 1040. We hope that you wiU give

our recommendations serious consideration as 3rou move your legislation throu^
the Congress. We hope as well that you will recwaize the vast degree of commit-

ment and experience public television has had in facilitating the use of technology

to promote learning, and thereby acknowledge the advantages of continuing the

strong role that public television should play in improving education nationwide by

expanding the partnership provisions between public television and schools, LEAs
and SEAs in your legislation.

Senator Bingaman. OK, fine.

Lateef, did you have anything to add about what this project in-

volved, or anything else you are doing that is related to this?

Mr. Abney. I did want to add that the problem with the database

was that we had our own glossary which would tell us the defini-

tions of what the chart would turn out to be, so if we wanted to

compare something like GNP to CFC in 1989, we had to show we
knew what it was and what function it would do to help us out.

So we would have to take time—^instead of just making a chart, we
had to think about whether what the chart is going to show is

going to be of any relevance to what the topic is.

And my mistake was that in my glossary, the GNP definition

was a mistake, and the people at Davidson were confused, and they

did not understand what I was trying to compare, because it did

not make any sense. So it was good that they came back and cor-

rected me, and I corrected myself, because it had no relevance to

what we were talking about with the greenhouse effect.

Senator Bingaman. That's great. Now, you did this project as

part of your science class, is that right—which class was it?

Mr. Johnson. This was actually a research and development ef-

fort that they gave up their lunchtimes for

Senator Bingaman. Oh, I see. You didn't even get class credit for

this.

Mr. Abney. No. We gave up recess, lunch, and after school most
of the time we stayed until 6:00.

Senator Bingaman. That's terrific, a very impressive operation.

Go ahead, Jacqueline. Do you want to tell us about your involve-

ment in this?

Ms. Fisher. Yes, but first I wanted-to say that when you asked

what class is this—I don't think you can actually say it was science

class or math class, because it is a combination of math, science,

computer, and all of those are skills that we need for the future.

So I don't think there is a class tiiat you can label it into.

Also, as far as not getting any class credit for it, it all depends

on how you look at it, because these are credits that we would get

that are not so much on paper, but are in our minds, that will turn

out to be wonderful pieces of information when we get out into the

work force in the future. If you look at the classifieds today, almost

all of tliem require computer experience, so getting this now is

much better than when you are older, 30-some years old—^well,

older than what I am ri^t now—because when you get older, it

becomes hard to change. [Laughter.]

Senator Bingaman. I think that's right. I find that myself. You
get over 30, and you are pretty much over the hill. [Laughter.]
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Ms. Fisher. Also, I would like to say that this is one of the best

things that you can have, because with the databases, you can pick

what you want to find out. You can ask yourself questions that you
want to know, and then you can find things to back it up without
looking in the textbook or anything like that, because I feel that

if more kids had tiiis kind of learning tool today, then I think more
kids would be in school. We do have a high dropout rate, and I

think a lot of kids think school is boring, but these kinds of things

change it so it is not boring anymore, and it enables you to do so

many different things.

Senator Bingaman. That sounds terrific.

How many students in the Jefferson Junior High School are get-

ting to participate in this kind of activib^ right now?
Mr. Johnson. In terms of the media fiision project?

Senator Bingaman. Yes.
Mr. Johnson. It being a research and development tool, the ex-

perimenters at Apple asked us to keep the number down to about
15 right now, just so they can build credibility for the information

they are getting relative to this being a viable learning tool. But
we completed the second phase of the user study Jime 12th, and
we are still waiting for the papers to be written. There is also an
accompanying videotape to what we have been doing that I think

at some point is going to be submitted as part of the official testi-

mony to undergird some of the things you have seen here.

Senator Bingaman. So you hope that you can demonstrate this

for use by a lot of classes.

Mr. Johnson. Yes. Actually, Apple made the mistake of giving

me all the hardware and the software, and I have already started

incorporating this into my lessons for the fall.

Mr. Abney. One thing I wanted to say was that, besides mvself
and Jacqueline learning, also there were a couple other children,

and there were otiier people who also wanted to get the experience,

but unfortunately were not able to use the software. Through this,

hopefiilly, we can be part of the fiiture of education. Actually, right

now, we are changing the way children will be learning, and also

the other children who work with us also learned, too, so it was
like a group effort because we didn't all just do one thing. Every-

body had something tiiev had to do. And that was the hard part,

to get along with your niends, and teamwork. It taught you how
to use new technologies.

So this doesn't just give you the computer. It gives you new tech-

nology, it teaches you teamwork, it teaches you what kinds of fu-

turistic things will be happening, and hopefully, it might be in-

stalled in classrooms all across America and the worlcL so we can
keep in touch with and learn new cultures, new ways of living, and
all kinds of things.

Senator Bingaman. I think that's great, and I appreciate know-
ing ^out this program.
Mr. Johnson. Thank you for allowing us to speak.

One addendum. I think the real beauty of what is happening
with this particular piece of technology is tne fact that they are ac-

tually given a form to build those nigh order, critical reasoning

skills that we have gotten away from in education, and it does it

in a very nonthreatening and very supportive sort oi medium.
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Thank you for your time.

Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much. We appreciate it.

I just got a note here that I am fouUng this up by asking ques-

tions as we go, so why don't we have the other two demonstrations,

and then I'll ask questions at the end.

Next, we are going to see a demonstration coordinated through

the Software Pi3)lishers Association. John Keman, who is chair-

man of Jostens Leamine Corporation, will introduce three dem-
onstrations from IBM EduQuest, Apple Systems, and Compton's
Multimedia Encyclopedia, with the assistance of Gerry Caldwell,

who is with the EduOuest marketing programs and support direc-

tor, and Jeff Orloff, who is the manager of national programs mar-
keting for Apple.
Gentlemen, why don't you go right ahead?
Mr. Kernan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am the president of the Software Publishers Association, which

is the Nation's trade association for the personal computer software

industry, and I am also the chairman of Jostens Learning, which
is the largest educational software publisher.

Mr. Chairman, we want to commend you and the members of the

committee for Senate bill 1040. This bill deals with three important

issues in technology in schools. The first issue is the funding, and
the provision of Federal guarantees for low-interest loans will real-

ly help to further the deployment of technology in schools.

The second thing you have done well in this bill is to focus on
technology planning. And perhaps the biggest thing that this bill

focuses on, and others have said it here, is teacher training, which
is critical for the effective use of these technologies.

But from the software industiys point of view, we are concerned
about S. 1040's emphasis on a single software standard for schools.

We think that this would limit the creativity that you are going to

see in the programs that are demonstrated today. I have oeen in

the software business 25 years, and I believe tnat any standard

that we would develop would be obsolete long before it is ever de-

ployed to schools.

So let's take a look at some demonstrations. The first one is a

product from our company, Jostens Learning. It is the Compton's
MultimecUa Encyclopedia, which is a complete 26-volume encyclo-

pedia on a compact disk. —
Let's use the encyclopedia like a student would. The first exercise

that this student is doing is a science paper on the human heart.

[VIDEOTAPE SHOWN]
Mr. Kernan. We search the entire encyclopedia and find the arti-

cle on the heart. The cameras are pictures, and the little movie
cameras are animation. Now students can see how the heart works.

That article has 31 pages.
Now let's say a student was doing a history paper on Dr. Martin

Luther King. This encyclopedia has a time line of U.S. history, and
you can go through the time line. We have gone through it and
gone back to 1968, and we are calling up Martin Luther King, and
we can listen to his speeches. Most m the kids in school today were
bom after that speech was delivered.

And finally, let's say the student wanted to do a social studies

paper and was interested in the U.S. Senate. I'll be that is in the
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encyclopedia. There are apparently a lot of "Senates" in the ency-
clopedia, so well look at the one for the United States. Here is the
one we want. We can call up the article, and there it is. A student
can even open a word processor and begin taking notes from the
encyclopedia, and the student has started to do mat here: ^ like

the Senate almost as much as MTV."
Senator Bingaman. That's hard to believe. [Laughter.]
Mr. Kernan. Mr. Chairman, Jostens Learning has installed this

product in thousands of schools, on tens of thousands of work sta-

tions, and diere is a consumer version that is available for you to

use at home that is sold by Encyclopedia Britannica.
And Mr. Chairman, vou might also be interested in the fact that

this all-electronic product was just adopted in the State of New
Mexico as an official textbook. This is a copy of New Mexico's latest

textbook, the electronic Compton's Encyclopedia. Forty kids can
read the textbook at the same time, and we update it every year.

I will now turn it over to G^rry Caldwell from IBM EduQuest.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kernan follows:]

Prepared Statement of John Kernan

Mr. Chfiirman, members of the Committee, I am delighted to have the opportunity
to ST)eak to you today about a subject that is near and dear to my heartr—getting
students excited about learning by integrating technology in the classroom. My
name is John Kernan, and I appear before you today wearmg two hats. First, I ap-
pear before you as the President of the Software Publishers Association (SPA), the
principal trade association of the personal computer software industry. The SPA has
over 1000 members comprised of large and small software publishers and developers
in the education, business and consumer software markets worldwide. Many of
these companies are involved in the publishing or distribution of educational soft-

ware for tne K-12, home and higher education markets. These include such well-

known companies as Apple Gsmputer, Davidson and Associates, Broderbund Soft-

ware, EduQuest, Edmark, GeoWorks, Jostens Learning Corporation, Leamingways,
Macmillan/McGraw Hill, MECC, Novell, South-Westem Publishing, and The Learn-
ing Company. A complete list of our education members divided by their home
states is attached as Exhibit 1 to my testimony.
Second, I appear before you as the Chairman of Jostens Learning Corporation, the

laigest suppber of educational software and the largest CD-ROM publisher in the
world. I helped start Jostens Learning Corporation in 1985. Since that time we have
grown from a handful of people to nearly 2,000 employees.
With me today to share our experiences of providing education tedinology to

schools and to answer any questions you may nave are representatives from two
other SPA member companies, W.H. Gerald (Jerry) CaldweU, Jr., the Director of
Marketing Programs ana Support at EduQuestr-an IBM company, and Dr. Jef&ey
Orloff, Manager of National Education Markets for Apple Computer, Inc.

Mr. Chairman, we want to commend you and the other members of this Commit-
tee for the leadership you have shown in producing S. 1040, a bill which is vitally

needed to provide all students with access to modem learning technologies. As you
are aware, for mairy children, traditional American schooling is a painful and dif-

ficult experience. While their world outside the classroom is awash in electronic

media, inside the classroom they often find only chalk and paper. Deprived of engag-
ing stimuli, many children quickly lose interest in schooling.

But this needn't be the case. Today there are many high quality curriculum soft-

ware ^^OCTams that use the same tecnnologies that have turned kids on to Nintendo
and MTV. They're designed to grab students' attention and make learning fun. Im-
pressive achievement gains at schools eauipped with such software programs pro-
vide compelling proof that use of technology in schools can help students develop
the critical thinking skills they need to meet the challenges of the 21st century. De-
tails of how the use of technology can help students to leam at a faster rate, feel

better about their woric, and interact more productively with their teachers, are set

forth in this report on "The Effectiveness of Technology in Schools 1990-92", which
was commissioned by the SPA and conducted by an independent educational tech-
nology consulting firm. Interactive Educational Systems Design, Inc. Mr. Chairman,
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I would like to leave you and the other members of this Committee with copies of
this report.

The SPA believes that it is crucial that schools be provided with a range of soft-

ware choices, and indeed, SPA companies offer an abundance of quality software
that run on appropriate hardware. Yet a well-developed, tedinology enhanced cur-
riculum remains out of reach for many schools and teachers. Ine problem for

schools is threefold:

1) Financing. Not everv school can afibrd the technology they need to educate
their student. S. 1040 addresses this concern by providing low-interest loans for

state and local education agencies to acquire education technologies under the
"Connie Lee" program, which is administered by the College Construction Loan In-
siirance Association.

2) Comprehensive technology planning. In many schools, what passes for a tedi-
nology plan resembles a house built by a committee without a leader. Our experi-
ence suggests that merelv putting computers in classrooms does not mean that they
will be used effectively. Successful computer integration requires several key compo-
nents. These relate to curriculum materials, teacher training and support, the class-

room environment, parent involvement and research and assessment. 8. 1040 ad-
dresses this also.

3) Staff development. Without adequate staff training, technologpr wUl not be inte-

grated into the nber of classroom activities. Providing teachers with comouter soft-

ware but not with appropriate staff training is like giving them a textoook with
blank pages. Yet many schools give short shrift to staff development. This issue is

also aadressed by S. 1040.
The creation of an Assistant Secretary for Technology within the Department of

Education is a key element of this bill: Sudi leadership is necessaiy to manage the
technology infrastructure support programs, to ensure that technology is distnouted
to all school districts so that no student is disadvantaged, and to acmse and coordi-

nate federal programs on uses of technology in education. Although other ofQces in
the Department of Education touch upon education technology issues, their missions
are not directly related to education technology as an important instructional mate-
rial. They do not have the mandate or the resources to give education technology^
the attention it needs. Technology in education is a national priority. Thus, a F^-
eral office exclusively for that purpose is appropriate and essential.

Also important is the development of strong partnerships among industry, the fed-

eral government and education agencies. Many of the success stories that SPA's
education software publishers report are due in leirge part to the fact that industry
has listened to educators' needs, and have stood by uiem to make sure tliat teachers
are adequately trained and supported, and that the programs meet the needs of
their curriculum. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a variety of examples of industry and
education partnerships that have produced improved student learning through the
use of technology.
Althou^ this bill is a badly needed vehicle for giving all Aniierican students the

technology based skills they need to become the workers of the future, I must cau-
tion the Committee on certain presumptions in the bill that could undermine this
noble purpose. S. 1040 appears to contain a presumption in favor of setting a single
standard for educational hardware and software. We believe that standard setting
in this area is completely inappropriate for the following five reasons:

(1) Standards set by the government will render existing systems obsolete, under-
mining the investments in equipment and training already made by school systems.
There is no need to mandate the reinvention of the wheel, and we must not limit
the ability of school systems to get the maximum use out of the technology they al-

ready have.

(2) The choices schools make in their purchases of education technology depend
on many factors that school personnel are best quaUfied to assess. The Feaeral gov-
ernment should not make those choices. It does not choose textbooks, and it should
not standardize choices in education technology either.

(3) Standards result in a decline in competition in industry, which leads to hi^er
monopoly prices. This bill seeks to make education technology more available to

schools. Driving up price is contrary to that goal.

(4) Competition will lead to better emd more cost-effective products. The computer
and software industry are intensely competitive. That competition has just in the
past year resulted in the introduction of many technologically advanced products at
prices that are lower than the products they -are designed to replace. In our indus-
try, prices have been going down, enabling schools to significantly stretch their edu-
cation technology dollars.

(5) Standards are simply impracticable and impossible. This is still a young and
growing industry. It would be virtually impossible to establish a timely standard.
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My 25 years plus in this business tells me that by the time all the key players agree

to a sinffle standard, the tedinology would already be light-years ahead, thus ren-

dering tne standard obsolete and useless. We need to promote creativity, not pro-

hibit it.

In sum, the presumption for a single standard that pervades this legislation is

unprecedented in the United States, and ultimately would be adverse to the inter-

ests of the school systems the bill ia designed to help. But enough said. A picture

is worth a thousand words, and it is now time for me and mv colleagues to dem-
onstrate some of the wonderAil products and programs available to schools to make
education come aUve for students.

Mr. Chairman, education is the cornerstone of our nation's global competitiveness,

and today, technology is its driving force. With a responsible, carefully craAed S.

1040, miUions of chfldren in schoofe will have new opportunities to learn and suc-

ceed throu^ the systematic integration of technology mto all schools in the United

States. We salute you for your euorts. Thank you.

[Additional material is retained in committee files.]

Senator Bingaman. OK Thank vou.

Mr. Caldwell. Senator, one of the main points I would like to

emphasize that was brou^t out in the earlier testimony is that if

you look at applications of technology in education as thev have
evolved and improved over time, they have gone from initially sort

of mechanizing existing processes—for example, drill and practice;

the technology could help do that. But now it has actually gone to

where new processes undergirded by technology can be accom-

plished. I think the prime one is this is point that has been men-
tioned about actually changing the classroom model, and in that

new model, the key point is that the student is being engaged, the

student is the worker. The student naturally has an affinity for

technolo©' and will put more mind on task in this role. The teach-

er's role nas changed to be more of the guide or manager of the

process, which many teachers think is the most professional role

that thev can do.

So I tnink that is an extremely key point, and of course, making
this work would be the software that is designed for this integra-

tion into the direct classroom, as well as the training so that the

teacher is comfortable with it.

There are thousands of classrooms in this country that have
made that transition, and it is working, and the results are really

indisputddle at this point.

I want to show you today an application with multimedia to

show how it can engage students. This happens to be a book we
call "Illuminated Books and Manuscripts," and what I am going to

show you is a little bit of a classic work, the poem "Ulysses," writ-

ten by Tennyson. It happens to be written about 130 years ago, and
it is a poem, so it would not be natural turn-on to kids today, but

it is a classic.

YouHl see here the text, and I will just have a chance to illustrate

some of the things. But let me hit "Interpret," and youll have a

choice. I am going to click on "Seeing," and then it will illuminate

this particular passage on the son. ^d by clicking on that, HI get

a list of people who could read this to us, Shakespearean actors

and so on, who can do a very professional job. So I am going to

bring Mr. Revill into the classroom and ask him to read to the class

today this passage. [VIDEOTAPE SHOWN]
Mr. Caldwell. I'll click that off, because I think you get the feel-

ing. But obviously, the power of having the very best come into the

classroom is very, very popular.
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Now let me show you another capabiHty. Ill click "Seeing," and
this time, "Interpret." We might want to get an expert to give us

an interpretation of this. So once again, I'll get a menu of real ex-

perts in the field. In this case, 111 click on Nicki Giovanni, who is

a Poet Laureate, and get her thoughts on what does this particular

passage mean. [VIDEOTAPE SHOWN]
Mr. Caldwell. Again, we could go on further, but I want to fi-

nally show you just a little bit of uie power of this. In this case,

what I'd Hke to show you is—think of this as a student proiect

—

I mentioned having the students actually involved—think of tnis as

we want to get a group of students to kind of show us a synopsis

of what this poet meant to them. They worked on it, and they used
the tool of multimedia to produce this. So we are going to give you
a httle bit of this. This is the students' work of what does this

poem mean. This poem is about heroes, villains, issues of the day.

So think of this as a powerful little piece that students put together

expressing what this poem means to them in summary. [VIDEO-
TAPE SHOWN]
Mr. Caldwell. I think you'd agree those students were engaged

in their learning, and the power of that shows through.

Senator Bingaman. Yes. That was very impressive.

Mr. Caldwell. If siny of your committee would like to see that

or see more of this kind of tning, the Library of Congress has this

sort of equipment available, ana they could visit and really explore

this more at length.

Thank you.
Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much. That was very mov-

ing, no question.

Mr. Orloff.

Mr. Orloff. Thank you. Senator.

I am going to take you for a few minutes to the other end of the

student's life to the preschool children aged 3 to 5 years old and
show you some software programs and a screen interface that have
been developed for children of that age.

I am going to be showing you one that explores the area of math-
ematics and one in language arts. But the first that I am showing
you is a screen that makes it a little easier for a very young child

to use the computer. It uses a software program developed by
Apple Computer called "At Ease." You-will notice there are only six

buttons or icons on the screen. They are animated, and for those

students who cannot read, if they just move their "mouse" over to

the button, it tells them what the name of the program is in a
child's voice to make them feel much more comfortable.

We find that programs for young children need to be interactive

in nature, because they need to require the child to be proactive.

And in fact, you will find these quite engaging, and they actually

ask the student to participate in a very, very powerful way. So let's

take a look at two.

The first one I am going to show you is fi'om EdMark Software

Company, located in the State of Washington, and it is called,

"MilHe's Math House." [VIDEOTAPE SHOWN]
Mr. Orloff. With most preschool software programs, you will

find extensive use of sound, music and graphics. So what we have
here are a number of exercises for students in discovery areas, and
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I'm going to pick on just a couple. The first one I am going to pick
on is the one in my upper left-hand comer.

I am going to chck on one of these characters. "Big" says, "I need
shoes." So you have to go over to the shoe rack and pick a pair of

shoes that meet the needs of "Big." I am going to take a medium
pair of shoes and see what happens. He (K>esn t look too happy. I

am going to pick a small pair now. Then, when I pick the big pair
of shoes, look at how pleased "Big" is.

Now I am going to click on an activity called "Build a Bug."
Again, it requires the student to be a participant. In this case, you
actually put a bug together. I am going to select a face—and now
I have to fill in the bug with a variety of body parts. Students learn
by using this that a number, in the case of the number 3, really

means a quantity of something, not just a number. So let's select

eyes, and well give the bug three eyes. And let's give it ten feet.

At this point, I can print tiiis by just clicking on mis icon, and I

will get a page that I can then color in; I can write a story under-
neath or wnatever I'd like to do.

You will notice in the bottom right-hand comer, there is a little

icon which provides additional information for teachers in school,

or parents at home, on the way this program can be helpful in

working with their young children.

The next program I am going to show you is called "Living
Books," from Broderbund, a Caliwmia company. What Broderbuna
has tried to do here is to make books actually come alive. I think
you'll really enjoy this.

One of the unique aspects of this program is that given that
more and more schools across the country are entering students
who speak a variety of foreign languages, this program comes in
such a format that you can choose to see it either in English, in

Japanese, or in Spanish. In this demonstration version, what I will

show you is two pages, one in English and then one in Japanese.
Now we go to the first page of the story. [VIDEOTAPE SHOWN]
Mr. Orloff. So the book reads to the student; we get some ani-

mation, and what we end up with is a page that is quite inter-

active. I can make any number of things happen just by clicking

on a variety of areas. For instance, I am going to click on this flow-

er right here. [Pause.] Or the mailbox; a fi*og jumps out. And one
of my particular favorites is this fence.

What we are going to do now is go to the next page, where we
will end up on a beach, where Japanese is the language. The bus
pulls up at the beach, and again, this story will go through a num-
ber of activities, and the student can participate by clicking on a
number of areas.
So what we have seen here are a couple of software programs

aimed at preschoolers, one dealing in mathematics and one dealing
in language arts; very interactive in nature and requiring our stu-

dents to 1>B quite proactive in their learning.
Thank you very much.
Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much. That is very impres-

sive.

Our last demonstration is Rick Lane, who is co-foimder of the
Modem Educational Technology Center; and Michael Swetnam,
who is the director of GTE Information Processing systems. And to
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introduce a demonstration called "GTE Kiosk System," we have a
student-teacher team of Valerie Thames and Audrey Hillman

Rick, why don't you go right ahead?
Mr. Lane. My name is Rick Lane, and I am co-founder, along

with David Rosenblatt, who is also here today, of the Modem Edu-
cational Technolosr Center, Inc. On behalf of our organization, we
would like to thank the committee for giving us the opportunity to

testify in support of tJiis important legislation.

METEC is a nonprofit corporation located in Montgomery Coun-
ty, MD. It was created to help ensure the best education available

for Montgomery County students by assisting in the coordination

of parent-school-business partnerships involving educational tech-

nology.

Our written testimony will provide the committee with a unique
perspective on the Technology for Education Act of 1993. It will

fiimish the committee with a representative model of an edu-

cational private-public partnership specifically designed to help fa-

cilitate t5ie implementation of educational technology initiatives.

The testimony is based no our experiences of developing an entity

fi-om the grassroots, the successes we have had, and the obstacles

we have had to overcome.
The primary message that the testimony delivers is that S. 1040

will benefit both the local school district and its students and will

encourage more educational public-private partnerships similar to

METEC.
We are here today testifying with one of our founding corporate

members because we, too, believe that Federal commitment and
leadership is vital for the success of METEC's goals and those of

partnerships like ours, as well as for the successful implementation

of local educational technology plans throughout the country. This

is why METEC strongly supports S. 1040, the Technology for Edu-
cation Act of 1993.

I would like to now introduce Mike Swetnam, director of GTE
Government Systems, representing one of our corporate founders.

Mr. Swetnam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving us the time

to appear in front of you.

Senator Bingaman. I am glad you are here. Go right ahead.

Mr. Swetnam. As you know, GTE Government Systems has been
a prime developer of advanced communications and intelligence

systems for the United States CJovemment for almost 30 years.

During that time, we have been involved with some of the most ad-

vanced technology that the Federal Government has sponsored
anywhere.
Over the last year, we have been endeavoring to utilize that ex-

tensive background in communications and intelligence and tech-

nology in other challenges in our society, and in particular in edu-

cation.

We are going to show you today a short demonstration of a sys-

tem called "Kiosk," a multimedia classroom which is based upon
technology that was actually developed for the intelligence commu-
nity to present multimedia briefings in the White House for the

President. If you will, we are transitioning technology from the

White House to the school house.
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We have with us today, as you mentioned, Valerie Thames and
Audrey Hillman, who will present to you a short, multimedia les-

son that they actually developed using the Kiosk system over the
last 24 hours, and hopefully it will incorporate a little bit of this

hearing in it.

Valerie?
Ms. Thames. Today, we are going to be learning about our Grov-

emment, and we are going to start by looking at some pictures.

[VIDEOTAPE SHOWN]
This is a picture of our White House. This is a picture of our U.S.

Supreme Court. What is this a picture of?

Ms. Hillman. The Capitol.

Ms. Thames. Do you know what happens at the Capitol?
Ms. Hillman. No.
Ms. Thames. Well, let's go and find out. Here, we see the Capitol.

Tell me about your picture here.

Ms. Hillman. This is my mommy, and this is my daddy.
Ms. Thames. Come on up here and show me mommy and daddy.
Ms. Hillman. This is mommy, and this is daddv.
Ms. Thames. Do you know wnat happens therer
Ms. Hillman. No.
Ms. Thames. Well, let's go and find out. Yesterday, we made our

classroom rules. We did that by first discussing them, then voting
on them. Let's take a look at what the Capitol does. Basically, we
know that at the Capitol, they make rules, or what is known as
law.

Let's take a look in today's paper and find out what is happen-
ing. We can see that they are working on education, my favorite

topic. Let's go live there and find out what is happening. [VIDEO-
TAPE SHOWN]
This was taped this morning, and these are the people who are

going to help to make our classrooms a better place.

Thank you.
Mr. SwETNAM. Thank you, Valerie. Thank you, Audrey.
Mr. Chairman, that touch-screen interface was developed for

very senior policymakers in the White House, and we find that it

works very well in elementary schools as well. [Laughter.]
I would submit to you, sir, that today our classrooms are in the

technological equivalent of the 1950's, and this will not change
until you commit to invest in the technology of learning. Many in

industry will experiment, and some will build big businesses
around education, but not until the Government takes a leadership
role will the full technological power of our industry be focused on
this vital area.
The power of U.S. industry almost always follows the Federal

Government on R and D spending. Isn't it time for an education
version of "Star Wars," or a classroom-based version of the Man-
hattan Project? We believe that an awfiil lot more can be accom-
plished, some of what you have seen today, for very little money.
This is why we are very much supportive of S. 1040, which you

have helped bring in fi-ont of the Congress today. It will establish

research and development as a priority, and it will provide the
fiinds that will ensure industrial participation. As a technological
Nation, we have shown the world that no one can compete with our
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Smart bombs, our Stealth aircraft, or our lightning-fast tele-

commimications systems. Let us now show the world that no one

can compete with our high-technology, interactive, multimedia

classrooms.
Thank you very much, sir.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Swetnam follows:]

Prepared Statement of Michael Swetnam

Good morning Senators. I am Mike Swetnam the Director of Information Process-

ing systems at GTE Government ^tems Corooration. It is my pleasure to present

a short demonstration of GTC's concept of the ^assroom of the Future".

GTE Government Systems has been a prime developer of advanced communica-

tions and intelligence systems for the US government for almost thirty years. Dur-

ing that time we have been associated with the most advanced technology available

in the world. We were a proud partner in the successful Cold War struggle. We are

now attempting to utilize our extensive experience and technological resources to

address the other challenges within society. We are going to present a short dem-

onstration today of a multimedia classroom system called Kiosk. The system utilizes

technology originally developed to support US intelligence briefings in the White

House. We refer to this transfer of technology as going from the White House to

the school house.
The Kiosk system that you will see today incorporates a flexible touch screen

interface designed for use by very senior policy makers. We find that it is also an
ideal interface for the classroom. It is a system developed to rapidly access text,

voice, and video data bases almost anywhere in the world and provide to the teacher

or student the tools to manipulate, display, and interact with the data. This system

is unique in that it incorporates a set of tools that allows teachers to build custom

lessons from available multimedia data, allows students to interact with the data,

and provides a new creative media for student expression. The system can also dis-

play canned multi-media lessons developed by other vendors, but it really shines as

a teaching tool for the development ana presentation of custom lessons designed by

a local teaching staff.

The lesson denaonstrated today incorporated data on the US Congress pulled from

a video archive, scanned in by the teamer, and drawn on the screen by the student.

Some of this <^ta, including the Chairman's opening remarks, were added to the

lesson just moments before my testimony.
These features were key developments incorporated to satisfy timeliness and use

ability remiirements of the US Intelligence Community. We believe that the incorpo-

ration of these technologies in classrooms is a small but worthy example of the con-

cept ofDOD technology transfer.

The system was adapted for classroom use through a cooperative arrangement

with the Montgomery County Public School System in Maryland. The school system

allowed GTE to deploy a prototype Kiosk system into a local elementaiy school and
use the experiences of teachers and students, real users, to drive the continued de-

velopment of a useful system.
ifes cooperative arrangement has led to the advanced development model that

you see today. We hope to continue the development throu^ to full commercial

product deployment in late 1994.

GTE Government Systems Corporation firmly believes in a government leadership

role in technology development and utilization. We witnessed the vast efforts in nu-

clear technology development that resulted from government priority in nuclear re-

search. We participated in the massive development of intelligence systems as a re-

sult of government investment in the technology of data collection emd processing

for national security. And, we marveled at the significant advances in communica-
tions, aerospace, and computing that are a direct result of government investment.

I would submit today tnat our nation's classrooms operate in the technological

equivalent of the 1950's and this will not change until the US government makes
a commitment to invest in the technology of learning. Some in industry, like GTE,
will experiment with technological applications in schools, but the industrial and
technological power of the US will not locus on this vital area until the Federal Gov-

ernment establishes the priority of technology in the classroom.

Simply put, the power of the US technological industry often follows government

R&D investment. Isn't it time for an education version of Star Wars? Or a classroom

based version of the ManhatUn Project? ] believe that for far less money just as

much can be achieved.
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I firmly encoixrage you to support the bill before you today. It will establish edu-
cation research eina development as a priority and it will provide the funds that will

ensure industrial participation. As a technological nation we have shown the world
that no one can compete wit^ our smart bomb, stealth aircraft, and listening fast

command and control systems. Let us now show the world that no one can compete
with our interactive, multi-media, hi£^ technology classrooms.

Thank you.

Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much.
This has been a very impressive demonstration; all of them were

very impressive.
Let me just say a couple things to conclude our hearing because

we do have another hearing starting up right away in this room.
But I want to thank all the witnesses and those who put on these

demonstrations. I think it has been very useful testimony and will

be very helpful in persuading other members of the committee and
other Members of Congress in going forward with this legislation.

We have, I think, a real opportunity to use technology to achieve
our national education goals, to help States and local school dis-

tricts achieve those national education goals, and I think we have
seen some concrete examples here today of how that can be done.

So I am very excited about the possibility of moving ahead with
this legislation, the possibility of getting the Federal Government
in much more of a proactive role in helping to see this occur.

So again I thank you all.

Let me particularly thank some of the staff who have worked so

hard on this legislation and preparing the hearing. Gerry Anderson
has been very helpful throughout the process of preparing the leg-

islation. Ellen Giney is on Senator Kennedy's staff, who have been
essential and crucial to our ability to get this legislation where it

is. Doris Dixon on Senator Cochran's staff; Ray Ramirez, who was
on my staff and was key in getting this legislation prepared; and
Beth Beck, who has been the person who really did yeoman's work
in getting this hearing together today.

Let me stop there and mank you all again for being here. I think
it has been a very useful hearing.

[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]
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Additional Material

Answers to Questions of Senator Simon from Valerie Wilford

Question 1. At the hearing, yoxir panel was asked that given the tight fiscal times,
if we could Aind only one thing under this act, what should that be?
Answer 1. I believe that the training of teachers and school library media special-

ists in the effective use of tedinology is crucial. Mastering the use of new tech-

nologies and the strategies for Uieir integration into the instructional program can
empower teachers, students and entire schools. Sdiool library media specialists and
teachers need on-going training to enable the curriculum to evolve and to enable
students to experience the creative techniques of information-seeking with tech-

nology.

Question 2. School libraries and media centers seem like a natural for new edu-
cational technologies. Do you agree with this view and why?
Answer 2. Sdiool library medial specialists must play a key role in the evaluation,

selection, and integration of the new tedinologies into the instructional program.
They are educated to evaluate, select and manage the new technologies that will

make ideas and information accessible. However, the ability of school library medial
specialists to perform that role is seriously impacted by the lack of current instruc-

tional resources in a variety of formats. Once a vear, Marilyn L. Hiller and Marilyn
Shontz, library educators at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, pre-

pare a survey sununarizing developments in public and private school library medial
programs. This year's survey, to he printed in the October 1993, issue of School Li-

brary Journal states, 'TRegeu^Uess of now the data is presented the picture of Library
Media Center book collections in the United States is indeed a devastating one. Li-

brary Media Center book collections are stagnant. Only in the very smallest of
schools with under 250 students enrolled is one book per child being added to the
coUection."

Question 3. In your testimony, you spoke about the dire situation many school li-

braries face. What steps at the federal level should be taken to address school li-

braries' needs?
Answer 3. I would hope that the legislature, specifically the Senate Committee on

Labor and Human Resources, will recognize the critical need to make current infor-

mation in a variety of formats Sbooks, periodicals, CD ROM products, laser discs,

etc.) accessible to our nation's students tnrough a federal program of sustained sup-
port. I would recommend that Senate Bill 266, which you mtroduced earlier this

year, be incorporated into the upcoming reauthorization of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act. Such a federal initiative would represent a significant com-
mitment to the enhancement of educational programs throughout the country. An
alternative suggestion would be to earmark a percentage of Qbapter 2 funds specifi-

cally for schoollibrary media resources.

Prepared Statement of Tom Tauke

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: Thank you for the opportunity to

submit comments for the record on S. 1040, the "Technology for Education Act of
1993." My name is Tom Tauke and I am Vice President, Government Affairs for

NYNEX Corporation. NYNEX is a leader in helmng people communicate using in-

formation networks and services. The company's Telecommunications Group—which
includes New Englsind Telephone & Telegraph Company and New York Telephone
Company—provides voice and data communications services in the northeastern
United States. NYNEX Worldwide Services Group provides network and informa-
tion systems in the United States and in seventy otiier countries, wireless commu-
nications services in the Northeast, and directory publishing worldwide. NYNEX
also offers financial services. Today I am submitting this testimony on behalf of all

seven Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs): Ameritech, Bell Atlantic,

BellSouth, NYNEX, Pacific Telesis, Southwestern BeU, and US West.
Over the past few months, I have had the opportunity to testify on two occasions

about the future of the telecommunications infrastructure and, more broadly, ad-
dress various aspects of what is coming to be known as our evolving National Infor-

mation Infrastructure (Nil). L^slation such as HJl. 1757, the "National Informa-
tion Infrastructure Act of 1993, and its companion legislation. Title VI of S. 4, have
promoted great interest throughout the telecommunications and information indus-
tries, as well as the education, health care, and various other user communities. The
legislative process has served as a catalyst to bring these disparate groups together
for constructive discussion of veirious important issues regarding the Nil.
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Mr. Chairman, I want to commend vou for the Committee's attention to the needs

of the education community. As set forth both in Section 2 (Findings) and Section

3 (Purpose), S. 1040 seeks to maximize the use of emerging technologies to provide

exceptwnal new opportunities for students and educators alike to enhance the learn-

ing process. I am nappy to report that utilizing telecommunications technology in

ed&cational appUcations is not a new concept for the seven RBOCs. Collectively, our

companies are involved in dozens of pn^rams throughout the United States, rang-

ing from the Buddy System in Indiana, which the Committee featured during the

July 21st hearing, to various distance learning programs in numerous states such

as Minnesota, Colorado, Arizona, Idaho, and Norui Dakota.

For the Committee's consideration I have attadied a sampling of the education

projects and programs in which veirious RBOCs have participated.

Before reaching the specifics of S. 1040, I would like to take a few moments to

discuss our view of what we believe is necessary to effectively develop the Nil. S.

1040 undoubtedly fits into the Nil landscape of the fixture, and thus we have ana-

lyzed the bill within this framework.
In its May, 1993 report entitled "Vision for a 21st Centuiy Information Infrastruc-

ture," the Council on Competitiveness noted that the Nil will "enable all Americans

to access information and communicate with each other easily, reliably, securely and

cost effectively in any medium—voice, data, image or video—aiytime, anywhere.

This capability will enhance the productivity of work and lead to dramatic improve-

ments m social sciences, education, and entertainment." According to the Council,

the essential components of the Nil include: a set of widely accessible and

interoperable communications networks; digital libraries, information databases and

services; easy-to-use information appliances and computer systems; and tredned peo-

ple who can build, maintain, and operate these resources.

Numerous oAer groups, such as the Computer Systems Policy Project, have es-

gmsed similar principles, witii which we are in fiiU accord. Indeed, the seven

BOCs joined with six other communications companies and signed a statement of

principles outlining the companies' view of the proper policy position for the develop-

ment of the NH. That statement is also attached. As it contmues to evolve, the Nil

will be driven by the desire to meet urgent societal needs, and be shaped by the

markets it will both create and serve. Along the way, as we all strive for universal

access and global interconnectivity, the Nil will undoubtedly become more and more

user fidendly. • r ^v
Making the Nil broadly available to schools, residences, and a variety of other

users will obviously require an extremely laree investment, and the participation of

numerous organizations with various skills. To achieve this goal, a policy framework

which appropriately balances the roles of government and the private sector is criti-

cal. Accordingly, we believe that the prime role of the government should be that

of a catalystfor development of the Nil, providing needed support for. users; lead-

ing-edge technology development and testbed networks; research in user-friendly ac-

cess and use of networks; training; and research into applications and services.

In return, the private sector will develop products and services driven predomi-

nantly by mari^et demand. Tlie fiill benefit of this market demand can only be real-

ized if there are substantial changes in public policy as regards the pricing of com-

munications services, and if all potential service providers are permitted to compete.

Even with these changes, we recognize that market demand may have to be supple-

mented with public policy actions that will guarantee ubiquitous deployment of the

Nn. Overall, however, there must be adequate incentive for the private sector to m-
vest in the Nil if it is to become economically sustainable. In the end, competition

can flourish if the government makes the right public policy choices.

Specifically with respect to the Nil and education, it is clear that commercial

service providers—such as the RBOCs and a wide variety of others—have developed

and are continuing to develop and offer services that will meet various needs of toe

K-12 education community. Obviously, these investments are undertaken in the

hope and expectation that the K-12 community will view them as the best value for

their limitea resources. Only where these investments do not result in the appro-

priate services being offered should the K-12 community resort to creating or pur-

chasing the services from networks that receive federal funds. Moreover, if a private

netwo^ is chosen—and that network receives government support—we feel stroMly

that such private network should not be allowed to resell services to others and that

access should be limited to the government mission for which the funding originally

was granted.
In the absence of such restrictions, a large disincentive for private sector mvest-

ment in networking infrastructure would be created and, of course, the fixed cost

of current commercial networks would have to be recovered from a smaller base of

users, thus raising their prices. The fact that subsidized providers of services m
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competition with unsubsidized, comixierdal providers can produce such undesirable

efTects should not be surprising to anyone.
With that backdrop, Mr. Chairman, I want to commend vou for the Subconunit-

tee's hearing on July 21st, which served as a showcase for the difference tedinology

can make in the leamingenvironment. I was delisted to see the video regarding
Indiana's Buddy System Project in which Ameritech plays an important role, and
I was very impressed with the enthusiasm of the various students who were present

and participated in the demonstrations. I share with you your desire to find creative

ways to extend these types of programs to every child in America and can assure
you that the RBOCs want to continue to be part of this essential endeavor.

While we applaud the general purpose and focus of S. 1040, it is important to

share with you our concern with certain aspects of the legislation as it is currently

drafted. As a general matter, we have concerns with various provisions of S. 1040
whidi would appear to encourage tiie development or continuation of private tele-

communications networks for educational purposes regardless of the availability and
appropriateness of the use of existing and future commercial networks.

After discussion with your staff, however, we understand that S. 1040 is not in-

tended to achieve that result. More specifically, we understand that S. 1040 has not

been crafted purposely to exclude the participation of commercial network service

providers, limit the choice of technology to be used by awardees of funds authorized
by this bill, or, perhaps most importantly, encourage the construction of parallel net-

works that duplicate existing facilities or services.

Accordingly, we are confident that S. 1040 can be amended to address these con-

cerns so that the entire telecommunications community will remain able to fully

participate in new and exciting education concepts. Please allow me briefly to ad-

dress a few of our specific concerns.
Appropriately Target Subsidies, and Treat All Alike. S. 1040 makes extensive ref-

erence to "noncommercial telecommunications entities" as defined in the Commu-
nications Act of 1934, Section 397(7). These include any network that is owned and
operated by a State or its subdivisions or departments, or any network organized
primarily for the dissemination of cultural and educational programming. Commer-
cial network providers including telephone_ companies, value added networks, and
many Internet service providers are not noncommercial telecommunications entities,

and would not be able to participate in those activities reserved for noncommercial
telecommunications entities. Commercial providers are beginning to introduce new
services that can benefit the educational community, and provisions of this legisla-

tion that limit participation in some activities to noncommercial telecommunications
entities may delay the deplojrment of these services. A more productive approach
would treat all telecommunications entities alike. Neither commercial nor non-
commercial networks should receive direct federal subsidies to provide commercially
available services. Rather, in that case, subsidies should be provided to customers
or their consortia. Providers of networks—whether commercial or noncommercial

—

appropriately should receive subsidies to stimulate research in networking tech-

nologies and applications and in certain other circumstances.
Specific Technologies and Construction of Duplicate Networks. A substantial por-

tion of S. 1040 adcfresses the Star Schools program, created by Congress in 1988.

Section 902(dXA) on page 73 of S. 1040 rehires that "not less than 25% of the
funds avaUsible 9 to the Assistemt Secretary m any fiscal year under this title shall

be used for telecommunications faciUties and eouipment. Section 904(b) specifies,

in some detail, the characteristics of the network to be constructed with the funds
authorized by this bUl. The net effect of these provisions is to encourage proposals
for expensive solutions based on purchasing facilities and equipment, ratner than
more cost-effective solutions based on purchasing services from network service pro-

viders. We are concerned with the preference in the legislation for the construction
of private networks based on newly installed telecommunications facilities over the

purchase of network services derived from the capacity of existing network service

providers.
In general, we believe that the public will be better served by allowing all inter-

ested parties to compete on an equitable basis in the growing market for network
services. Government, in its role as leader, should seek to allow cost-effective part-

nerships to flourish, and the exclusion of commercial service providers from various
portions of the bill is not consistent with this role.

The effects of the bill (as currently drafted) on the development of the communica-
tions infrastructure are worrisome. Current investments by commercial network

Providers in network services that can benefit K-12 education (such as ISDN and
rame Relay) are based on the expectation that costs can be recovered from a large

customer base. K segments of the market are encouraged by government subsidies
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to 10 seek private network solutions, the incentives for the commercial providers to
invest in the infrastructure will be reduced.
For this reason, we favor a policy that encourages consumers to use commercial

network services whenever they are available. The construction of private networks
should be considered only if commercial services are not available, or if some ex-

traordinary need (such as national security) dictates the use of separate facilities.

When private networks are created with govenmient grants, we believe that access
to these networks be limited to those who are part of a specific government mission,
and that these netwoiks be prohibited from reselling excess capacity to other users.
This prohibition will ensure that commercial providers will not have to compete un-
fairiy with subsidized or free networks, and will preserve the incentive for private
investment in the infrastructure and the ability to share infrastructure costs across
a large customer base.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that all these specific concerns we have identified in

S. 1040 come down to a basic question of ue best and most appropriate use of
scarce federal resources. Unnecessary duplication of network resources is simply not
a good idea; providing the private sector with sufficient incentive to continue build-

ing the Nil is a good idea. While both K-12 and other Nil users should be encour-
aged to fill unmet needs any way they can, competition between subsidized net-
works and commercial ones wiU not lead to long-term economic sustainability of the
system. Mr. Chairman, I thank you again for allowing NYNEX, on behalf of all

seven ROBCs, to submit these comments. We look forward to working with you and
your staff on this important legislation.

Prepared Statement of Stanley D. Zenor

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: Thank you for the opportunity to

provide comment on S. 1040.
The Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT) is the

oldest, and one of the largest, associations for educators involved in the application
of technology to improve learning and instruction. The more than 25,000 educational
media and instructional technology professionals represented by AECT are pleased
that this legislation recognizes the vital role that technology, in all of its forms, will

play in the iinprovement of our nation's schools as we implement strategies to reach
the National Education Goals by the year 2000.
The strength of S. 1040 is the comprehensive and systemic nature of the legisla-

tion. This BiU sets forth a vision on the use of technology to improve education and
establishes an Office of Technology within the Department of Education to carry out
this vision. Through the provisions of the Bill, mechanisms are established for. in-

formation dissemination; technology training; the development, production and dis-

tribution of curriculum-based instructional materieils; and for researdi on and the
assessment of technology in education. Every section of this Bill is interrelated.

Establishing an Office of Educational Technology within the Department of Edu-
cation, under the leadership of an Assistant Secretary, is a critical first step in
bringing our sdiools into the technology age. The current structure of the Office of
Educational Research and Improvement (OERD within the Department of Edu-
cation does not provide a focal point for technoloay leadership. In recent years, with
the exception of^the Star Schools legislation, OERI has shown little, if any, interest

in the role of technology as a tool to improve our nation's schools. The currently
funded programs with technology emphasis or components are spread throughout
OERI. Tliere is no apparent centralized leadership or coordination of programs.
The OfBce of Educational Technology will provide for the coordination of tech-

nology-related programs and activities within tne Department of Education. Without
this leadership, funding programs involving technology will continue to be disjointed

rather than comprehensive and complimentary. Without this leadership, it is un-
likely that the role of educational technology in our nation's schools will ever become
a priority within the Department of Education. It is essential that we have the lead-

ership of the Office of Educational Technology if our schools are to realize the power
of educational technology to improve the education of our nation's students today
and in the future.

Title II of the Bill, School Technology Support, ties leadership at the federal level

to leadership at the state level. Through the State Technology Planning Grants,
states will have funding available for comprehensive educational technology plan-

ning. Through the coordination of these grants, the duplication of planning enorts
between states can be reduced, the sharing of resources enhanced, and strategies

developed that wiU enhance the development of comprehensive state, district and
building level technology plans.
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The funding in Title 11, Section 203, will begpn rebuilding the infrastructure of
technology-based curriculum materials available in our schoollibrary media centers.

The quaSty of learning resources materials available in our schools has diminished
in recent years throu^ the lack of federal fundinff support. The majority of school
budgets cannot keep pace with the demand to replace such traditional print mate-
rial as ein atlas that Ivecomes dated and of limited use almost overnight due to glob-

al upheavals like the recent breakup of the Soviet Union or the unrest in Yugo-
slavia. Securing funds to acquire technology-based curriculum materials is even
more difiicultTTo truly rebuild this infrastructure, funding approaching the level

contained in S. 266 is needed. Additionally, this funding needs to be categorical in
nature. Experience with block grant funding progi*am3 has shown that funds have
often been diverted to activities or functions for which they were never intended.
Only by reinstituting categorical funding can we be certain that authorized federal
funds will be spent in the manner intended by the legislation.

Funding under Title n, Section 204, School Tedmology Resource Grants and
Loans, also needs to be categorical in nature. By developing categorical funding
under this title of the BiU, you wUl be certain that federal funds are spent on the
appropriate technology resources for our nation's classrooms. Without categorical

funding, it is possible that these funds could be diverted for other "technolo^ uses
within the scnools, such as administrative computer systems, limited use telephone
systems, and other non-curriculum based uses.

Title in of the Bill will create, for the first time since the NDEA legislation, the
appropriate mecheinisms for the dissemination of information on the effective uses
of technology to improve student learning, and pre-service and inservice teacher
training on the applications and integration of technolo^ into the classroom cur-
riculum. Ongoing training will enable teachers to effectively utilize available and
emerging tedinologies in their classrooms. Technology alone cannot change what
goes on in the classroom. Simply placing equipment m our schools will not make
me difference. The difference will be achieved when teachers have the ability to in-

tegrate the technology into the teaching of Mathematics, Science, Language Arts,
and so on across the curriculum. The various sections of Title HI make it possible
to provide the training resources and opportunities necessary to prepare our teach-
ers to effectivelv use these tools for teaching and learning.

Title IV of the Bill is of significant importance in that it supports the develop-
ment, production, and distribution of technology-enhanced curriculum materials
through a variety of programs. In addition to reauthorizing the Star Schools Pro-
gram, the Bill provides funding for the development of curriculum materials by con-
sortia of private industry and businesses in partnership with educational institu-

tions. This provision will insure that quality a curriculum materials developed with
federal assistance will be made available to the larger educational community
through the private sector.

Title V of the Bill establishes funding to support research on the effectiveness of
technology in education and on advanced uses of technolo^ within education. This
research will help to transfer the adv£mced technologies bemg utilized in the private
sector into our classrooms. The research will also point the wav toward the most
efficient and effective uses of these technologies to improve our scnools. Additionally,
the annual assessment of the state-of-the-art uses oi technology in our schools will

help guide future federal, state, and local efforts to infuse technology into every part
of tne school curriculum.

This legislation represents an opportunity for our schools to begin moving into the
technology age. Through this Bill, the Department of Educational Technology within
the Department of Education wiU provide leadership in guiding our schools forward
as they deal with implementing and integrating technology into the classroom cur-
riculum. The systemic provisions of S. 1040 ofier a comprehensive approach to re-
solving the problems facing schools today. S. 1040 will have a positive impact upon
our scnools and upon the students they serve.

Statement of the American Psychological Association

THE technology FOR EDUCATION ACT OF 1993

Chairman and members of the Committee, we are pleased to have the opportunity
to provide testimony on behalf of the American Psychological Association with re-

gard to the RTechnology for Education Act of 1993, introduced by Senator Binga-
man and sponsored also by Senators Kennedy and Cochran.
Our names are Susan R. Goldmsm and James W. Pellegrino and we are Professors

of Cognitive Science. We are writing as Co-Directors of the Learning Technology
Center, located in Peabody CoUege at Vanderbilt University. We have been conduct-
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ing research and development activities for the past decade in sin effort to under-
stand how technologies can be used to create environments that enhance student-

teacher interactions around learning goals thereby improving student learning and
teacher effectiveness. At the Center, our development activities are alwavs groiinded

in empirical research into basic processes of learning and cognitive development, es-

pecial^ in the content areas such as mathematics, science, language and language
arts. Along with our Center colleagues we have pubhahed numerous articles on the

role(s) tedanologies can play in reshaping classroom instructional environments.

In our testimony we will describe (1) tJne strengths of the Technology in Education

Act; (2) areas of concern- and (3) issues regarding the implementation of the man-
dates outlined in ^e Bill. In so doing, we will also offer suggestions that deal with

the needs and concerns that we see. On the whole, we support enactment of such

legislation and we are impressed with the care and attention given to the issues re-

lated to educational technology and its potential impact on schools, teachers and
students.

Strengths of the Bill

The initial findings section is an excellent statement of the issues regarding the

role of technologies in improving American education and achieving the National

Education Goals. Equally significant are the purposes of this act and the high level

objectives contained therein. Educational tecnnology is a significant component in

America's educational planning and future. To date, this field has been fi-actionated,

with a lack of coordinated activity within states and at the federal level. Creation

of an Office of Educational Technology is a major step in the direction of rectifying

this problem. Placing a unit like this in the Department of Education under the di-

rection of an Assistant Secretary is extremely appropriate.

A major strength of the bill is the recogmtion that major teacher training activi-

ties—^both preservice and inservice—and ongoing professioned development activities

are critical to creating a climate where the potential of tedinologies can be realized

and sustained. Funding to support both the acquisition of technology and the train-

ing and support services on an ongoing basis are absolutely critical. Our own experi-

ence in classrooms in multiple states continually shows teacher training and on^-
ing teacher support as major stumbling blocks in the adaptation of technological m-
novations to local situations. The current bill contains a number of provisions and
funding mechanisms in support of this set of activities. Equally critical are the pro-

visions to ensure linkages of teachers, students and schools to electronic networits

such as INTERNET and the developments related to NREN. K-12 education must
be a major pjirt of an electronic supeiiiij^way and mechanisms to insure adequate
analysis of how this can be achievea are an important component of the present bill.

Technological innovation is a slow process since it requires changing the climate

of the schools at multiple levels and the opportunity to work with technology within

learning environments that are "organic. A strength of the current Bill is that ihe

initial mnding commitment of 5 years is the minimal amount of time needed to in-

sure adequate progress toward achieving the many purposes of this legislation with

the hope of rejisonable return on the investment of funds throu^ sufficient time

for evaluation of initial efforts.

The current bill contains a research component in Title V which is critical to the

success of this endeavor in the short and long term. However, the research fiinding

and agenda is not nearly large enou^ relative to the broader goals and activities

to be supported by the current bill provisions in Titles I-IV.

The bill has a number or provisions representing an effort to identify and encour-

age standards for heirdware, software and communications protocols. These are im-

portant to insure that states, systems and schools who participate early on in the

process of technology adaptation are not penalized by the many rapid changes in

the technologies of interest. It is certainly not clear when, or if, stabilization will

occur. Thus, plans proposed one year may be outdated 6 months later unless they

are specified in terms of the pedagogical goals of the learning environments and the

ways in which technologies are to be usedto enable them.

Areas of Concern

Too much emphasis appears to be placed on technology qua technology as a solu-

tion in and of itself and not enough on the learning goals and outcomes desired-

Technology is not a universal panacea. Too often in the past technology has been
"put* into schools with the expectation that education would change because of the

presence of technology, e.g., the influx of closed-circuit television in the late 1950's,

early 1960's. This is exactly the wrong way to think about technology and edu-

cational impact. Technology needs to be thought about from the perspective of what
the educational objectives are and how specific kinds of technology and technological
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resources can support achievement of those cognitive objectives. This is the niajor

weakness in the current presentation of this educational technology initiative. This
is especiaUy apparent in section 403.b where reference is made to increased achieve-

ment levels. An implementation of this Bill needs to carefully define what kinds of

achievement are sou^t. Especially important is the fact that technology opens up
several opportunities for enriching the kinds of skills that students master in

schools ana tiius attention must be paid to clarifving what those skills are or mi^t
be, how they are framed and assessed, and whether there is appropriate tedinology
support in the classroom for their attainment. Related to this concern is the fact

that the Commission composition lacks representation from members whose spe-

cialty is in the area of leeiming and development. It is critical that the agenda and
analysis of issues achieve greater balance oetween a research perspective and the
technology development and service delivery perspectives.

The bul provides for a number of dimensions related to teadier training and pro-

fessional development but does not appear to give adequate attention to administra-
tors as well as teachers. For teachers to succeed there must be knowledge, training
and support across vertical levels within any system. In addition, the emphasis in

implementing support should be continuing and on^rng support needs and on the
development of programs for the latter rather than just initial training and startup
activities and programs.

In the area of research, the agenda appears limited. Materials development and
evaluation research, of the types proposed in the current Bill (Title V;. are only
some of the many types of research that should be supported and pursued. Prospec-
tive research studies need to be done on learning goals and aictivities so as to avoid
the concretization of a prototype that is not producing the desired outcomes. The
research agenda needs to remain flexible and broad, including basic research studies

of learning processes. The latter are critical to insure that knowledge wiU be avail-

able to support any modifications that can and should be made in the development
of specifications for technology designs. The doUars provided for researoh should be
expanded, especially given the scope of the researdi agenda, and adequate provision

must be mack to insure that field initiated proposal competitions are a major vehi-

cle for research support.

Concerns regarding implementation

Our concerns regarding the mandates and implementation of the Bill are of two
general types. The first is that the mandates and activities in Title 1 specified for

oth the OfBce of Educational Technology and the Commission are so enormous in

scope that they may be unattainable within the given time period, especially consid-

ering the limited funds provided for each entity. Some of the mandates might be
better accomplished by tne Office of Technology Assessment in a 2-3 year in-depth
study or by making use of the excellent reports on technology that they have been
producing over the past several years. If the OTA is involved they should work with
the Commission, rather than in parallel.

A second and related concern is that the Bill emphasizes many aspects of inter-

agency coordination. For an educational technology agenda to succeed such coordi-

nation is important across the various agencies oi the federal government. Specify-

ing that such coordination is necessary is not the same as providing an exphcation
of the mechanisms and authority by which this is to be achieved. The current Bill

does not make clear the authority vested in the Office, the Assistant Secretary, the
Commission or the Department of Education to insure cooperation from other fed-

eral agencies.

Statement of the Business Software Alliance

This statement is submitted on behalf of the Business Software Alliance (BSA).
BSA exists to promote the continued growth of the software industry throu^ pro-

grams to eradicate software piracy. The focus of these programs is understanding
and compliance with software copyright laws in the UnitedStates and around the
world.
Member companies of BSA include: Aldus Corp., Apple Computer, Autodesk,

Borland International, Computer Associates, GO Corp., Lotus Development,
Microsoft, Novell, and Wordperfect. These companies account for 71 percent of the
prepackaged PC software publi^ed by all UjS. companies.
BSA applauds Senator Bingaman and the original cosponsors of the "Technology

for Education Act of 1993" (S. 1040), Chairman Edward Kennedy and Senators Tom
Harkin and Thad Cochran, for recognizing that the utilization of technology in our
nation's educational system is an essential element to the successful development
and maintenance of a technologiceilly literate citizenry and internationally competi-
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tive work force. While supporting the goals of the legislation, BSA is opposed to pro-
visions contained in S. 1040 which contemplate the establishment of national
"standards" for educational software. BSA is strongly opposed to the estabUshment
of national standards for educational software for the following reasons:

National Standards Are Unlikely to Keep Pace with Rapidly Developing Technology

The technology in the software industry chemges at a rate virtually unknown in
anv other industry or segment of the VS. economy. The feasibility of altering estab-
Ushed national "standards" quicklv enou^ to reflect rapidly developing industry
practices and advances is doubtful. Indeed, the market has already demonstrated
that it is able to respond quickly to interoper^ility and user interface concerns. No
software manufacturer today can survive by nummacturing products that work only
within their own product lines. BSA does not believe that tne establishment of na-
tional standards would aid this process, but rather could actually impede it.

National Standards Would Bestow Market Advantage to Particular Companies,
Have Detrimental Impact on Industry and Drive Up Costs of Technology Prod-
ucts for Schools

The establishment of national standards raises the problem that the particular
software company or companies whose product or promicts are chosen as "the na-
tional standard" would be given a definitive market advantage over other companies
which would have a crippling effect on the companies whose products are not oiosen
as well as a negative unpact on the software industry as a whole. Indeed, to the
extent national standards reduce competition, the prices of education technology
products will increase thereby further depleting the limited resources of sdiools.

National Standards May Actually Inhibit the Ekiucation of Children in the Area of
Technology

The establishment of national standards may actuallv inhibit the education of
children in the area of technology: children educated under a system that provides
only a singular glimpse into an extraordinarily wide-raneing industry may find
themselves confused and disadvantaged when they go into the T^al world" and face

the array of software technology available and in use. It would be particularly unfor-
tunate ii the actions t£iken to improve our nation's educational technology were un-
duly narrow and thus limited a student's opportunity to learn.

BSA believes that a better Eiltemative to the establishment of national standards
for education hardware and software would be to establish objectives to ensure that
educational technology products for use in schools use industry-developed standards
for hardware, software, multimedia technologies, and communications technologies
that (1) support maximum interoperability nationwide; and (2) are accessible and
usable by all persons.
BSA appreciates having this opportunity to express its views on S. 1040 and looks

forward to working with Senator Bingaman, Chairman Kennedy and the other
members of the Senate Labor and Human Resources C!ommittee as this legislation

moves through the legislative process.

Statement of Jeanne Hayes

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Labor and Humam Resources:
Thank you for this opportunity to present information on behalf of Quality Edu-

cation Data, Inc. (QED) relating to S. 1040, the Technology for Education Act of
1993. Since 1981, QED has gathered and published data on the installed base
growth of instructional technology in the nation's schools. Beginning with the com-
puter and growing to include the latest multimedia, telecommunications and dis-

tance learning tecnnologies, QED has seen th use of instructional technology vir-

tually explode. Our reports on the usage and purchase plans of educational tech-

nologies in schools have been cited in many periodicals, including the New York
Times, Wall Street Journal, U5. News and World Report, USA Today, Educational
IRM Queulerly, Washington Post, and congressionaUy commissioned studies on
schools, such as Power On and Linking for Learning. QED has also been called upon
to assist state education agencies, such as the Texas Education Agency, in equity
of education issues. Mr. Chairman, I have included copies of two oi our reports for

you and the other members of this Committee.
I would like to applaud you and the other members of the Labor and Human Re-

sources Committee Tor the leadership you have shown in preparing this bill and
your recognition of the value of technology in teaching students in the 1990's and
beyond. This bill provides a comprehensive strategy and infrastructure to prepare
the nation's elementary and secondary students for the competitive work force they
will one day face.
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As a former educator I am very much aware of the value of technology in edu-

cation—the motivation it provides for students to seek out new information and gen-

erate new ideas. I am also aware of how frustrating it can be for many educators

to afford, implement and manage technology-based curricula. Clearly, a BUI such as

this can only benefit both the students wno will learn from technology-based in-

structional programs and the teachers and administrators responsible for using the

technology to its greatest instructional capacity.

The purpose of this testimony is to help shed some light on the issue of eauity

and how uua Bill could resolve equity discrepancies. From our compiled database

of all U.S. public schools, I have prepared some figures regarding access of students

to instructioned computers and how this access differs among schools of varying de-

mographic characteristics. This access can be described by a term we call

Microoensity, or the ratio of total student enrollment in a school divided by the total

number of instructional computers in that school. While we collect data on the usage
of other instructional tedhinologies, including CD-ROM, Interactive Videodisc, Inte-

grated Learning Systems, Networiis, Modems, Cable and Satellite Dish, the access

to personal computers—^the "core" instructional technology, provides the best barom-
eter to gauge equity issues in educational technology.

The national average Microdensity for the 1992-93 school year was 16 students

per computer. While this ratio has gradually improved over the years (down fiiom

125 stuoents per computer 10 years ago), unpoveriahed schools and schools with

high non- white enrollments maintain student/computer ratios similar to the na-

tional average 4 years ago. In contrast, wealthy schools and schools with high white

enrollments exceed the national average of students per computer. The following ta-

bles illustrate my f>oints.

Microdensity (students/computer) by Ethnic Enrollment

Public Schools—1992-93

Non-white (pemirt) Total

0-24 15.1»

2M9 15.3

50-74 16.2

75-89 17.2

90-100 21.1

School El
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students qualifying for Chapter I funds and schools located in "downscale" nei^bor-
hoods. The ratios become even worse as the school enrollment grows.

Clearly, the measures provided by S. 1040 are essential to oalance the access of
students to instructional technology regardless of the school's ethnic and nei^ibor-
hood makeup. The bill also makes it possible for schools to upgrade their existing
base of computer hardware, which is essential in order to t^e advantage of the
newer multimedia instructioneil software programs that require more advanced
heirdware systems.
For years, schools have kept inventories of 8-bit computers, the type first intro-

duced in schools in the early 1980's. These computers are nearly obsolete as far as
new instructional software packages are concerned, but, due to budget constraints,
schools and sdiool districts contmue to use these machines. To truly realize the
power of technology in education, many schools will need to upgrade their current
installed base of computers. The following table illustrates tne current installed
base of computers by brand in the nation's public sdiools.

Microcomputer Market Share in U.S. Public Schools

1992-93 School Year

Brand Total Units

Apple Computer:

Apple II _ 1,633.056

Apple IIGS 190.806

Madfrtosh 702.480

Total 2.178,919

IBM 467,769

IBM PS/2 261,448

Tandy Co.:

Radio Shack „ 66,175

MS-DOS Tandy 106,782

Total Tandy 150,795

Commodore (incl. Amiga) 54,056

MS-DOS Other „ 478,749

Atari 12.035

Franklin ..„ 5.492

Tl „ 4.732

Other 105.603

Total 3.719.598

The total number of computer units per brand is calculated using an equation
that imputes a total for the school year based on QED^s January, 1993 report. Tech-
nology m Public Schools, 1992-93. The total for the entire school year, throu^ June
1993, is calculated using installed base growth rates from the 1991-92 to the 1992-
93 school year and a projected growth rate for the 1992-93 school year. Missing data
are also accounted for in calculating 1992-93 installed base figures.

Mr. Chairman, to position America as a competitive force in tomorrow's work-
place, we must focus our efforts on improving the education of today^s elementarv
and secondfirv school students—^both the advantaged and the disadvantaged.
Through a well-designed and well-implemented S. 1040, we will certainly create an
effective environment to accomplish this. Thank you.

Statement of Dennis L. Bybee

Mr. Chairman and members of the United States Senate Committee on Labor and
Human Resources:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on S. 1040.
As the largest society of professional educators working with technolora^ in Amer-

ican education, we are pleased to see the Congress consider this "historic legislation"

which will support the development, acquisition, and use of technology in schools

across America.
The Sponsors of S. 1040 are to be commended for their leadership and foresight

in recognizing the potential uses of technology as a tool in the learning process to

improve all aspects of education while creating a technologically literate citizenry
and internationally competitive work force.
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Supports systemic reform (^education in America

This Bill provides much needed essential support for systemic reform in American

education by establishing a critical focal point for Federal leadership on technology

for education issues in^e United States Department of Education and bv creating

a comprehensive national educational technology infrastructure which will: encour-

age State educational technology planning; address equity in student access to mod-

em learning technologies; provide information on effective educational uses of tech-

nologies; support local teclmical assistance and teacher training; promote education

technology product development; stimulate research on the application of advanced

technologies to meet educational needs; help develop educational access to hi^ per-

formance computing and telecommunications networics; create assessments on the

effectiveness of teclmology in education; and provide decision support reports on the

state-of-the-art with respect to school uses of technology.

Implements the administration's commitment to the establishment of high perform-

ance computing and telecommunications networks ^

As a companion to Senate Bill 4 and House Resolution 1757, this Bill will ensure

that the Administration's expenditures on high performance computing and tele-

communications networks as our "highways of: the future" will be of maxinaum ben-

efit to all Americans. Since this Bill supports the identification of educational re-

quirements for hidi performance computing and telecommunications networks and

stimulates parallel development of local school technology utilization resources, re-

gional technical assistance and teacher training consortia, and commercial develop-

ment of needed technology products and services for use in the educational enter-

prise, its passage as a companion measure is absolutely essential.

Implements the education Secretary's commitment to elevating the Department of

Education's leadership role on technology issues by creating an assistant sec-

retary for technology

This Bill implements Secretary Riley's expressed belief ". . . that technology can

play a vital role in helping our nation's schools implement systemic education re-

form, and . .
." [his] . . .^»mmitment to elevating the Department of Education's

leadership role on technology issues." * by establishing an Assistant Secretary for

Technology to manage an Oflice of Educational Technology within the Department

of Education. o ^ r
The United States Department of Education must have an Assistant Secretary lor

Technolo©^ as a focal point for this leadership, to manage the Department's tech-

nology iiSrastructure support programs, and to advise and coordinate Federal pro-

grams and uses of technofogy in education—both within the Department and among
me various Federal Agencies.

This organizational structure is consistent with the way that such leadership and
managerial functions are performed by technology support components in State and

local education agencies and is the way that they snould be performed at the De-

partment to provide an articulation of support functions between local. State and
Federal education agencies. Without which, the coordination of technology progranM

throughout the nation will not occur and educators who are in various stages of im-

plementing new learning technologies will not benefit from the experience, success,

and mistakes of others.

Provides school technology support

Equity is the "heart" of this Bill and resources are its "life blood."

More than any other learning resource known to educators, technology has the

greatest potential for helping all learners achieve the highest levels of excellence de-

manded by our survived as a society in the Global World Economy. Unfortunately,

technology also has the greatest potential for creating inequality of opportunity

among learners because of their socio-economic status or the wealth of the commu-
nity in which they reside. . .

Whereas differences have always existed in the kinds of learning opportunities

made available to students throughout America, the result of differences resulting

from the amount of financial resources available for education in different commu-
nities have been insignificant when compared to the differences in learning opportu-

nities which are now possible as a result of expenditures on modem learning tech-

nologies.

^"Technology for America's Economic Growth: A New Direction to Build Economic Strength ,

President William J. Clinton and Vice President Albert Gore, Jr., February 22, 1993.

2 Secretary Richard W. Riley, May 28, 1993, in a letter to the Associate Executive Officer of

the International Society for Technology in Eklucation.
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When one student has a 2-year old textbook, another has a 5-year old textbook,

and yet another has no textbook at all but does have access to an effective teacher,

no significant differences in achievement are expected. But, when one student has

a learning tool as powerful as a personal computer connected to the world of infor-

mation available over modem communications networks, and another has none,

simple logic suggests that the anticipated differences in learning opportunities are

intolerable in a democratic society committed to "equality of opportunity for all its

people."

"In America, all students must be ^aranteed access to learning technologies in

their educational program whenever it is needed without regard to gender, race,

ethnicity, socio-economic status, mental or physical limitations, geographic location,

or the wealth of tiie community in which they reside."^

Equity begins with planning. The Federal government must encourage technology

for education planning by State and local education agencies to ensure that their

limited resources are used effectively and for the benefit of all students. Therefore,

the Bill's provisions and funding for State technology planning are extremely impor-

tant. Certainly, the planned level of Federal funding in the Bill will not support all

the needed technology planning activities throurfiout the United States. But, the

planned level of Federal ftinding in tiie Bill is sufficient to encourage such planning

and concomitant expenditures by State and local education agencies should be ex-

pected as a result of the Bill's planning provisions.

Elementary/secondary school library/media center deficiencies must be corrected.

According to the American Libraiy Association, "our Nation's elementary and sec-

ondaiy school libraries are primarily dependent on a core of deteriorating and out-

of-date library materials purchased with original funding from the Elementaiy and
Secondary Education Act of 1965; school library media center expenditures, when
adjusted for inflation, have declined 16 percent in public schools since 1979; and

small and rural school libraries are further disadvantaged because of small budgets

based on low student enrollments, and limited access to resources, services, and per-

sormel."*
This Bill provides leadership for assessing and redressing these elementary and

secondary school library/media center deficiencies by establishing a Division for Ele-

mentary and Secondary School Library/Media Center programs within the new Of-

fice of Educational Technology. As a fiindamental infrastructure issue, this organi-

zational component and the proposed "categorical" funding for this purpose will en-

sure that Ubrary/media center needs are addressed within the overall context of the

Federal government's efibrt to improve access to modem learning technologies for

all students.
< >. a r

School resource grants and loans. It has been estimated that about one-third of

our nationals school districts caimot afford to resource minimal levels of technology

to ensure group access to modem learning technologies and that still another one-

third—that can provide group access—cannot afford to provide small group and in-

dividual student access to modem lesu-ning technologies.

For the "poorest" school districts, this Bill provides outright grants to help ensxire

that individual learners will be able to access modem learning technologies throu^
their school's effective management of group learning resources.

For predominantly "middle class" school districts, this Bill ensures that long-term,

low-interest loans are available (at no cost to the government) to support their im-

mediate acquisition of modem technologies for individual and small group learning

activities.

For "upper class" school districts, this Bill promotes development of more effective

and afforai)le learning technologies through its several product development, prt^

duction and distribution provisions; but, more importantly, it enables State and

local education agencies to use currently available Federal resources to acquire

needed teclmologies to accomplish objectives in all Federal education programs.

In these £ind other ways, tnis Bill removes barriers and creates equity in access

to modem learning technologies for all students.

Creates a national educational information dissemination system and establishes re-

flonal technical assistance and teacher training consortia t?iroughout the United

tates.

An information management crisis. In the modem information age, it is incred-

ible—but true—^that many educators do not utilize the most effective learning tech-

3 VISION:TEST, International Society for Technolorar in Education, February 1991, page 4.

* American Library Association as cited in Senate Bill 3307 which was introduced by Senator

Simon of Illinois in the 102nd Congress.
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nologies that are available. And, many educators do not utilize the learning tech-

nologies that they have available to them in the most effective ways.

In reflecting on this crisis, one must find that there is a wealth of information

available (i.e., in researdi and in the expertise of practitioners) on what learning

technologies are effective and there are many educators who know about them and
can help others to learn about them and to use them more effectively.

So why is it not happening? Perhaps, there is too much information creation and
not enou^ information dissemination! This Bill moves to resolve the crisis by creat-

ing a coordinated infrastructure to manage the information. It creates a muoi need-

ed electronic dissemination network (using existing and anticipated nublic facilities)

to make what is known about effective learning technologies available to anyone
who needs to know it—fix)m and at anywhere in America.

Moreover, this Bill creates an infrastructure of regional technical assistance and
training consortia to ensure that human resoiirces are available when needed to

help s<Jiools pl£in, develop, implement, use, and manage education tedinolog^es ev-

erywhere in America. Technical assistance and training are essential components of

this Bill—without whidi—its resourcing provisions would be ineffective and waste-

ful.

Stimulates technology product development, production, and distribution

Classrooms of the future. One of the most innovative provisions Of this Bill is the

way in which it envisions development of materials for its "classrooms of the fu-

ture".

For many years, the Federal government has literally WASTED its education dol-

lars on so called "model programs". In what can only be justified as a "rationing"

process, the Federal government has conducted a variety of competitive grant pro-

grams whose only impact on America education has been to improve the educational

programs for students at the schools who won the grants. When projects were inef-

fective, the grants naade "no significant" difference. When projects were effective,

there was local improvement but no improvement in American education generally

because dissemination of good ideas has never been effective. There is simply no in-

centive for a successful locaJ or State education agency to disseminate iniormation

about their project outside the local district or State.

This BUI starts with development and dissemination of good ideas by design. By
requiring product development consortia to consist of business and/or industry in

ptirtneruiip with educational group(s), development and dissemination of successful

products is ensured from the start! The educational group has an incentive to de-

velop successful products for its students; and the business and/or industry partner

has a free enterprise interest in disseminating successful products.

The product oevelopment and dissemination provisions of this Bill should be con-

sideredfor use in other competitive grant programs as an efficiency measure.
Instructional broadcasting and Star Sdiools. Certainly, there are no more well

known success stories in the field of educational technology than the broadcast pro-

grams such as Sesame Street which began as Federally mnded initiatives and the

Star Sdiools telecommunications projects which have provided meaningful distance

learning opportunities throughout America.
ThisBill reauthorizes Star Schools programs and corrects legislative oversights

which have inhibited their further development. What was learned in the Star

Schools program is reflected in the Bill's instructional broadcasting provisions.

These two distance education initiatives are essential and their further authoriza-

tion will ensure that there are educationeil resources available for use with the hi^
performance computing and telecommunications hi^ways which should be devel-

oped under provisions of S. 4 and H.R. 1757.

Funds research on advanced technologies for education; supports identification of
high performance educational computing and telecommunications requirements;

creates assessments on the effectiveness of technology in education; and provides

decision support reports on school uses of technology

Research on advanced technologies. The research supported by this legislation is

on tiiose advanced technologies which have already been shown to be effective in

business, industry, or government operations. This is very important since there are

many examples of technologies being used effectively in business, industry or gov-

ernment operations and too little effort has been made to transfer these successful

experiences to education. Focusing research on transference of successful tech-

nologies will ensure that education research dollars are leveraged by—and not wast-

ed on—"basic research".
High performance computing (HPC) and telecommunications networks. The HPC

provisions of this BiU will ensure that appropriate educational uses of HPC and tele-
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communications networks are identified and communicated to HPC and tele-

communications network developers. Without these provisions, it is possible that the
education conununities' requirements may not be adequately adaressed by those
who vdll ultimately develop them as our hi^ways of the future.
Assessment. It is interestiiig to note ^at the assessment component of this Bill

will not only provide traditional programmatic feedback (i.e., formative and
sununative measures of effectiveness) but that it will also create status reports and
market surveys which the Congress and business interests can rely upon to manage
public and private investments in educational technologies.

Funding cuithorizations reflect targeted cUlocation offederal resources

The strength of this Bill is that it is a systemic solution. While it may appear
that substantial resources are allocated overall (i.e., about $340 million), funding for

eadi of its several provisions are minimal and carefully targeted to maximize the
inipact of Federal support.
For example

—

State Planning. Ten million dollars to encourage State technology planning (with
no less than $100,000 per State) is not excessive and most States can be expected
to match or exceed these funding allocations as they develop their State-wide tech-
nology plans. Support for planning is an effective expenditure of Federal dollars.

Regional Technical Assistance and TrEiining (Consortia. Fifty million-dollars to es-
tablisn and implement ten regional technical assistance and training consortia is

not excessive wnen one considers the number of schools, districts (over 15,0(X)), and
teadiers (millions) who will be supported by these consortia. In fact, the Federal
government must expect that schools, districts, and States will allocate funds from
existing resources to obtain additional technical assistance and training services
from consortia personnel. Here again, the use of Federal dollars to create a national
infrastructure is an effective investment.

The bill is a systemic solution and its integral components must not be deleted or
significantly altered

If any parts of the Bill are deleted, the resulting legislation will suffer the con-
sequences of incomplete system design. AH parts^ the Bill are needed; because

—

as a whole—it presents a systemic solution to America's Technology for Education"
needs.
On the other hand, if only some parts of the Bill are retained while others are

deleted, the resulting legislation may produce limited results even for the most
needed component. Training is an example of an extremely important component
which must not be deleted; yet, if training is provided to educators on tedinologies
that they do not have available to them at the time of training, such training efforts

can be wasted.
In considering this le^lation, please be very careful not to delete or significantly

alter any of its systemic provisions. To create an effective national tecmiology for
education infrastructure, the Federtd government must—^Establish the position of
Assistent Secretary for Technology and assign that person responsibility for manag-
ing provisions of this Bill with an Office of Educational Technology; Provide re-

sources for school technology support; Facilitate information dissemination; Create
and maintain regional technical assistance and training consortia; Ensure availabil-

ity of educational technology products and services; and Promote technology re-

search, development, and assessment by passing and funding this "historic edu-
cation legislation."
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July 19. 1993

To tbe Honorable Merabcrs of the Cornmittce:

1 h3\\t had the <JtstirigiTL"dr.d privUepe of stniug m chflnw»n of the Buddy System Frojcct, i

oniqwe aid inDo>Ttivc pn:^gr»n) Tthjch hM bcao tcnncd "the most esdtiug e>ducptionrf pi'jrct in tfie

nmlon, bar nonr." When wc 0m entered clfl.^Krooras wid borne? In five school districts fa 1988, It

TVI8 coa'Td-icd jJttpostErous by m«ny. Todiy, cthci states ind even the country rf Finlind wr
pl>ijnlri to brpJcnjcnt our conc^t ihii full,' v.ilh the hrip of thr. IndJsna Genera! A«senbly as

welt M contini'cd ptivitc sector assistance, we tviD provide the Buddy opportunity to 50 schools

and over 5000 Hoosler families.

Our viiijon is » corapotcr in the home of every Indiauna student In pades 4-12 tBfd to extend

kBmIng beyond the cla.^5TOdm. Ihe hotrc comcutcr en? urr-«; eqnal sr^scss for all cWlrtim to tfie

mcny resources and Bdv»ntrgc«: aTforded in the Information Afc and allows each child, rcgardlcM

of socioeconomic backgiovnd, the opportunity to rr^ch hJs or hnr pot^tial for a productive and

foTiU'ng life. Ihb vWon also cccoTnpnsscs adultn as wdl, sc^ilne the p^xenti^O to involve parents

in the education of tlv.lr children; to iinDro\"c tx^ult work force and technology skills; and to

TCTDodiatc and dcAl with the sociclal problem of llll«cr»cy.

Ihe home k not the only loutce of cK-\nge evident with the Buddy Syttcra. Meeting the chaDenjes

and oppoftnpitJK tlint lrcbnolof;y ilToids our Baddy Icvocrs dcmend^ tltat significant change

occurs in tfie cl«s.<;nx)m as wcl' M In tl>e t^v:hipg strntcgjcs etnrloj-cd by cducalorp. The tmditionil

linen between schoolwork and hcmework, bct\\ ccr teacher »na learner, n well as between work,

and fun, have blurred. In roost Buddy clarjimotns. gone arc the de^s in ne^lv arraDged roves --

grouped dcnh."; and * orV area tables are often tlic noim, Including a tniniUb of computers which

are in coa<<iAnt u«e throvghoat the d-^y. Rng-yj^d leaj-pen no longer need to ftop wotk al 3:00 FM
when tlicy Ro home. Teacher; bsvt become Jeimirg g'tidcs" wd are now tcti\'e learnrts In their

omi righi Students f re more ronficknl and rJf-reUim, drmonstrrting rerponsibility in their woric

hpbits and rcjpect for fellow clRS»n3a!E.^ Ihe Joy Of diK0\-etj- and Icwulng CThlblted by awdentt

and the <Wight of teachers In tbdr own professional renewal is perhaps the most telling evidence of

positive change.

Chm'BC \vi produced slgnUlcimt results with our srjdcnts. AnnuiJ cvBluJ«tions of project objec-

tl%-es hive fnr c-rccf dr d our curectatirins. The cN-jJiutor polnw out that In twmf of roDipotrr fKlls,

Buddy student?: we in another league from corac«lron<tudrnts. Hecontini^ ti'at be wooW no<

.

be sirpri'^d to Cnd many high j'-hool r»5oT» v,i\o ha\-e less conipttr sHTs than the elrmcntsiy

grade Faddy studcniv 5tudtnts rp=nd W 65 mlnine< per day at tome en the ccmputer and lon^
periods on wryktodj. AfVr homrr'otk h coinr''^^, stnHits tJouble their tinwm the cctnovnf x

ey wotV^nf or acti\1tics abo\T n<\ btvond wo ».t»:gncd hotneNvori:. Tochers indy-.atclhstBuddy

Students of all K:hlr.v«reot le\Tls do Hi^rs qutUw woit, more rorrpfc^ work, and nritmrtiaBy
^

roore borr^vak. Mo«l iraportoitly, educators and pvtn's rgicc that ftudcnts are rooir lnten»ied

in pchool, hftve ga'jn->d seU-ronildcjrr, and ftie mote highly motivaltd becarse rf tbcii Poddy
c^retlD>ce. riTntj havp. al»o premly be*»rCtcd from (he ptojcct Nearly hilf of parents^report

gnltiln^ valuaMc job-relnted snlls. Anecdotes abound of pm;rts who have become motivates to

cbtaha a GBD or who have obtained employment as a result of skills learr>ed dirough Buddy.

As trdted as 1 am hy the Purit'y Syston Fruj^rt, 4o*e clorst tn the change expiry fltcir ftdings

mere rnsofiallv. Attnchcd is a letta we recti vbrl lust jtct from Si^iJi'TK'eni R. Sttrbco

Gookins of the JBc-Coi-Dd Crrotminlty School CmVitlm In Osgood, Inifenj'. Hl< words

convey the genuine exchemeat and sense of change thai has euvdo^ this small niral oomnnmity.

My \r.<yi pjid th^t of rry c^IH-gv^, Is to cr«"jr« (hat thl* crpwtunJty is e^'mtJed to cvtsy retool

child in cm st^te. TVe htow ftil tl>ece sHJls we iredcd in ctt work fttce today as ^xll as

tomorrow; we are oonnd'flt of cnr rearltr, and we know thai such an cfTort can be completed for

elements y grr^des for Hir price of little nore th»r one dity of school jrs jear. I tnily fed fliat wt

have devwoped the most outstariding educatiooal technology venture in America today.

Re^)ectf\iDy,

Arth'jr G Ilmsen, Ph-D.

Preddcnt Emeritus, Purdue Univeirity
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March 9, 1992

Hr. V-srvln Ballry
rretJLflfnt of the Bufl'^y Project
One Forth Cwpltol, eulte 925
Indlanapolit, IN 46204

Dear Mr. Ball»y!

The 0»c-Cen-t>*l Cotronunity School Corporation was honored to be
• •jjectea as • presenter «t the 1992 AASA convention in B«n t5l*go,

California. He reprfrBenteiS the Buddy Project lot Jac-Cen-Dal an3 the
State of Infliana. Our rr^Pentatlon was well received. K» flld not
realise how excited and enthu«ed wo had been about Buddy vntll after
ire hud the orr^rtunity to ebare our eHperiencea with peopl* frcoi

•crcBB tho United etatoc. tic • reflection. 1 would like to briefly
explain what Buddy has reant to our school corporation.

He are a email, rural echool district with a lo^f Boclocconomlc
population. Rntploymcnt with industry ie limited in our iitmediato
corrmunlty; our pattono enjot travel 20 to 50 rileC/ one May, for
•TPploywent . tinny of our families have rootn Ln fermlnfl. A certain
•egrrent of our pcpulntlon 1« traueit. Because of thle dlvor«e
prpulatloOf tJie Buddy Project hee not only been a r«wardin9
opportunity, but aleo a challenge.

^e a yen^ral atatement, we have a 75 percent graduatloo rate. He
have not h»sd enough time to determine hew Buddy will affect our
graduation rate in the f\3turB but our flret two years in the progran
h^ve provided atrong indlcptori that our graduation rate will
Irprovo. Our poBltlye contact with parents of fourth end fifth grade
• tud^ntt h'ss increased by over SO percent. Far«ntB rt* nov
ccntecting the echool to gsln infonr-itlco s>wut aciulrlng ahillt for
tht'rrelvee. The Buddy Froject hat provided oppcrtunltiea for
fe"«iliee in our echool corporation thit vete only dreawa two years
ago. How they ere reellti'»B, Tfe have etudrnte, teacher* and paranba
cr»'»^in!e»«t!rg vl« t«leoctnn>nloetlonn. The noope and bete for
learning h^t broadened and the leernlng procsBB ie no longer
coneidoted to be static; Inetnad It la creative, «xciting, and
teacher B realiee there are no boundariaB.

Tho project has not onjy provided ofportunltlee tor our etudentt And
p^rontt, but It alno hee etrengthened coopemtlve learning, peer
tutoring, and brought the beet out of our "Buddy" teacher*. Two
y-ere ego, otir fourth and fifth grede "Buddy" teachere woro Bomowhat
reluctant. !>ot only have they achle7ed 8t lavala that they thought
v«re In-poBclble, but th«y hmvrt wxcweded tha oorporation'a
erpectatlone. The prograi!) hM created a bond among faculty mex^ers
who have worked to iiipleniont tho program.

The Buddy Project irodt thlnge pottlble for our aehool corporation
that we only drtnmed about. Me watched wealtjilor echool dlatricts
a^velcp Innovative prcgrams, win grante, and build fecilitiet that
were only our "Bomedojn." Vc-i, we are pert of tho future. Wo hive
the technology, creative thinking, problara oolvlng, and enthu«ia«a
that ie deaperately needed in a public sohool anvlroiuBent.

1
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^• « tttult of the BueceBB of the Buady Jroj»ct, »»* hevt bt#n honortd
to hnv« Tlslts from state leglelotoro, bv6 t«Ft«e«ntfttlve froto

Ct7n7reermBn Le^ M»irllton'» efflc*. Furthtt, vn hav« bsen r»cognifctd
natlonallj by the AABA wid th« MSBA.

Tlie mo»t tlgnlCicftnt tjtmtnt ©f the Buiij Ftoject 1b what It ho>
flonf?, Ir Bolng, und vlll continue to 9o for students of our echpol
cotporatlon. Our echcol corjrsrfttlon If pronfl to ba a fart of thla

fto^jram. Ve Vnnw It le tar from perfect, but at th* §*»• tl»« v§ axa

ttn y»nrt eh«nd of our time xben ne loo): at taohno'logy in tchoolt
• Itnller to o\irf. JBC-Ctn-Drl looks forMsrd to 9 lony working
rrlBtionBli5p with the »\1(S(3y trojtct. W» eppreclate the eupport of

the project, corporate sponeorrr the Indlwia DtpartBtnt of EtSucation

and the Indiana Oeneral ^eB^^t!b3y. ^^ welcon* you or anyone to visit

oiTT tchool to ses for hloTclf the Itrpact that thla prograa has hafl on

our Btudents. In this cats aaeing la believing.

^. Ptvphfo Oooklns
. Buporlnttndont

Senntor BiNGAMAN. The committee stands adjourned.

tWhereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the committee was acljourned.]





TECHNOLOGY FOR EDUCATION ACT OF 1993

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1993

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Labor and Human Resources,

Albuquerque, NM
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m. APS Board

Room, Technical Vocational Institute, Albuquerque, NM, Senator

Bingaman presiding.

Opening Statement of Senator Bingaman

Senator Bingaman. Good morning, and welcome to today's hear-

ing on S. 1040, the Technology for Education Act of 1993. I beheve

that what you will see and hear today will make you a "believer"

in educational technology and motivate you, as it has me, to press

for creative ways to extend these innovative programs to each and
every child in America.
Our goal with this hearing is to captivate vour imagination—to

give you a taste of the endless possibihties through technology to

transform our Nation's classrooms into exciting laboratories for cre-

ative learning. We hope to peak your interest and stimulate your

appetite for innovative uses of technology for oxu- children, their

parents and teachers.

Last month, we held a similar hearing on education technology

in Washington, DC and the response was tremendous—both from

the witnesses and the audience. If we have done our job right, you
will walk away from this hearing with more questions than an-

swers—^more information than you can possibly process in these

two short hours.
Before we go further, I would like to thank Dr. Ted Martinez and

his staff here at the Technical Vocational Institute for hosting this

hearing and providing the technical support to enable us to coordi-

nate aU this electronic wizardry with us today. I would also like to

acknowledge similar efforts within the State to further technology

in the classroom. Mr. Carlos Atencio, Chairman of the New Mexico
Educational Technology Coordinating Council along with Mr. Kurt
Steinhaus, Director of the NM Department of Education, Edu-
cational Planning Services Department, members of the New Mex-
ico State Legislature and members of the ETCC has been \yorking

tirelessly to develop a State response to this Federal legislation and
to develop their document "A road Map to School Improvement" in

New Mexico. New Mexico is at the forefront of educational reform

and I am pleased that Mr. Atencio has graciously agreed to provide

written testimony for the record to document their efforts and their

plan.

(77)
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We have asked our first panel to focus on classroom success in

New Mexico through technology. Our panel of students, teachers,

administrators will give eye-witness accounts of how technology

has changed their hves and opened endless opportunities to explore

the world of learning.

The second panel will provide a hands-on demonstration of what
is currently available in model classrooms within our State borders.

Through"^e students and teachers we've asked here today, we will

witness what exciting opportunities our State can offer to other

schools across the Nation through technology.

We will see demonstrations of state-of-the-art equipment and
complementary software packages—^programs enabling teachers to

tailor the curriculum to the swiftly changing flow of information

and the individual needs of the students.

As you will witness today, creative uses of technology by skilled

teachers can change our outlook on education—^making teachers

and students partners in the quest for knowledge and the process

for learning. Our problem, however, is that too few of these exam-

ples exist in the classrooms across our Nation.

We could point the finger of blame to any number of factors; but

for whatever the reasons, our job at the Federal level should be to

ease the burden on the State and local schools and to provide lead-

ership and assistance in their efforts to reach the ambitious na-

tional education goals by the year 2000.

S. 1040 provides the vehicle—the means—to funnel this support

to the State and local level. Our bill is, by no means, the solution

to the serious problem of inequity in our school systems across

America. We believe, however, that we provide the first critical

step.

This bill provides a vision and strategy at the Federal level, with

funding to ease the effort by the State and local school districts to

provide equipment, teacher training, and technical support, as well

as incentives to develop the market for educational products—along

the lines of what you will see here today.

I want to thank you all for your attendance, and I look forward

to an excellent morning of discovery.

Senator Bingaman. Let's get started. I would like to bring up the

first panel of witnesses which include Benito Casados, Executive

Director of Educational Systems for the GALAXY Classroom

Project, Christina Esquibel, Chapter 1 Teacher, Tierra Amarilla El-

ementary School, Tierra Amarilla, NM; Donna Fullerton, Las

Cruces Take Home Computer Program, Partners in Learning Pro-

gram; Dora Galvez, Parent at Washington Elementary; Erika

Ewbank, Reading Teacher at Washington Elementary; and David

Caffey, Clovis Community College; accompanied by Mike Cham-
bers, San Jon.
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STATEMENTS OF BENITO CASADOS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS FOR THE GALAXY CLASSROOM
PROJECT; CHRISTINA ESQUIBEL, CHAPTER 1 TEACHER,
TIERRA AMARILLA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, TIERRA
AMARILLA, NM; DONNA FULLERTON, LAS CRUCES TAKE
HOME COMPUTER PROGRAM, PARTNERS IN LEARNING PRO-
GRAM; DORA GALVEZ, PARENT AT WASHINGTON ELEMEN-
TARY; BELINDA GALVEZ, STUDENT; ERIKA EWBANE, READ-
ING TEACHER AT WASHINGTON ELEMENTARY; AND DAVID
CAFFEY, CLOVIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE; ACCOMPANIED BY
MIKE CHAMBERS, SAN JON.

Mr. Casados. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the

Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources. My name is

Benito Casados. I am the Executive Director of Educational Sys-

tems for the GALAXY Classroom Project, the satellite education

network dedicated to dramatically improving elementary education.

It is my pleasure to be here today to testify before you regarding

what I bielieve this country can achieve for its youngest students

by tapping the power that technology holds for education. I want
to tell you briefly about such a program that is achieving real

breakthroughs in teaching and learning in 50 schools in this coun-

try and on in Mexico.
That program is GALAXY Classroom, an initiative of the GAL-

AXY Institute for Education, supported by Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany, the National Science Foundation, the Carnegie Corporation
of ^^ew York and the Southern California Weingart Foundation.
Through this program we hope to address the great needs and

provide services to an essential segment of American education

—

the elementary school.

Most of the Nation's elementary education classrooms are still in

the dark ages. Students are being taught the same ways and with
the same tools they were 50 years ago, with no opportunities to im-
derstand or relate to the world around them. Teachers are isolated

in their classrooms. Schools are isolated in their districts. The only

thing tiiat has changed aJaout elementary schools since I attended,

in fact, is the color of the blackboards. Now they are green.

I have had a number of recent opportunities to visit the elemen-
tary school I attended in the mountains of New Mexico. Let me tell

you what I found:
Little or no awareness of the power of technology as an instruc-

tional tool;

Some outdated Commodore computers, but no software to run
them;
A very traditional curriculum devoid of technology and lacking

relevance to the students everyday lives;

Teachers fatigued by the sameness of their teaching routine.

And that is not unusual.
Most elementary schools are not equipped with today's most com-

mon technolo^es—technologies that you and I have at our disposal

at home and m the office. Most teachers have not been exposed to

or trained to use technology and most school districts are so

strapped for funds, they cannot afford basic materials and text-

books, let alone computers, fax machines or satellite dishes.
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It is no wonder that we are turning out students who are not
prepared for work, who don't possess critical thinking skills and
who cannot compete in the technologically complex world that
awaits them.
While significant attention and funding has brought high tech-

nology and its resulting educational benefits to secondary schools

and higher education, the Nation's elementary schools have been
neglected and largely forgotten.

Yet we are keenly aware that if we are going to turn around stu-

dent achievement in this country, we have got to reach kids at an
early age, when they are amid learning attitudes about education.
If we miss them in their early education years—by the time they
reach fourth grade—or changes are we will have lost them forever.

All the money we pour into secondary and postsecondary edu-
cation is well and good, but it's like preaching to the choir. It

reaches the believers, the achievers, the students already in the
system. It doesn't do anything to bring more of our children into

school to stay or to get young children interested and engaged in

their own education.
The needs for educational technology are great.

Our classrooms need to be wired for voice, video and data. Our
teachers need to be trained on the effective use of technology. Cur-
riculum and technology need to be integrated to closely address the
needs and of our student populations.
And the promises technology holds for our youngest students are

even greater. Technology is a magnificent motivator and places stu-

dents in an active learning role. It offers access to education for all

students, some of whom live as I once did, in remote parts of this

country. And others who face the daily struggles of inner cities. As
with GALAXY Classroom, technology can be harnessed to help stu-

dents who are considered to be "educationally at risk."

It offers the opportimity for all students to achieve excellence

through high quality education. Technology can bring the very best
resources and the best teaching and leaning tools and techniques
into the classroom. And it can transport students in those class-

rooms into the world around them.
Technology creates lifetime learners and provides lifetime skills

that students with need in the information age of the 21st Century.
And technology is cost effective. Technology is a long-term invest-

ment in education for today's and tomorrow's students. The Direct
Broadcast Satellite receiver that will be at the heart of the GAL-
AXY Classroom, for example, is about $700. One eighth the cost of

today's traditional satellite receivers. By extending the information
highway to our Nation's elementary schools, we are paving the way
to real change and improvement in what our students will know,
be able to do and achieve for themselves and our Nation.

Let me tell you briefly about the GALAXY Classroom response
to those promises. The Galaxy Institute for Education, a nonprofit
entity is responsible for the operation of the program.
GALAXY Classroom is a major corporate response by Hughes

Aircraft Company, a company committed to making a difference in

early education. They are committed to creating a more skilled and
competitive work force. Hughes made a substantial corporate in-
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vestment of $12 million to create a system that brings the best

technological advances to improve elementary education.

That system is currently in operation in schools in East Los An-
geles; in Tierra Amarilla, Mew Mexico; Hickman, Kentucl^; Wash-
ington DC; Baltimore; the South Bronx; Holyoke, Massachusetts
and 13 other cities in the United States.

The GALAXY Classroom aims to reach over 10 million students
in 20,000 schools by the end of the decade. It combines the best in

technology with innovative and exciting curriculum that helps stu-

dents become active learners.

Our curriculum is available in English and Spanish, and our
telecasts are closed captioned. Using satellite, fax, video network
and computers, GALAXY successfully integrates very high quality

video dramas with hands-on activities and materials including lit-

erature books, science kits, teacher's guides, parent tapes. It's a
very conscious effort to bring the parents into the process of edu-
cation.

The GALAXY Classroom has created a global classroom by bring-

ing all these—bright now, these 38 schools into a little community
of its own. They communicate with each other; student to student;
teacher to teacher via this satellite based network.
GALAXY Classroom is succeeding beyond our wildest expecta-

tions. Even though we've only been in operation for one semester,
our preliminary evaluation results are very very very good.

Test scores show improvement. Teachers are reinvigorated and
reenergized about teaching. They're motivated and excited about
using technology as tools of the classroom.

Parents are aroused with new interest in what is happening in

their schools, in the children's classrooms and want to be involved
in education of their sons and daughters and, in many cases, their

grandchildren.
Children who would not read or write before the program are

now reading and writing prolifically. They have a new understand-
ing of the geography of our country just by communicating with
each other.

Attendance in some classrooms have increased dramatically. Just
the sheer expectation that that student may receive a fax from a
student across the coimtry has motivated them to be in that class-

room every single day of the semester.
Many problem children are no longer problems. They're becoming

real active participants in the process of their education. They are
beginning to perceive themselves with a positive self-esteem. And,
for the first time, they are beginning to experience the satisfaction

of learning.
I want to show you a little brief tape here that encapsulates the

idea of the GALAXY Classroom and what we have started and
what we hope to achieve as we implement this coimtry on a nation-
wide basis. Thank you very much.

Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much. How are we going to

do this tape?
Mr. Casados. It's set, and I think it's on the screen right there.

(Video tape shown.)
Mr. Casados. Do you have any questions, Senator? I would be

happy to answer them.
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Senator Bingaman. Why don't we go ahead. Did Christina want
to testify about how this has affected the way your school operates
or the way your classroom operates?
Mr. Casados. Exactly.

Senator Bingaman. Terrific.

Ms. EsQUlBEL. OK Thank you, Senator. My name is Christina
Esquibel, and I am a Chapter 1 teacher at Tierra Amarilla Elemen-
tary School in Tierra Amarilla, NM.

Senator Bingaman. Why don't you pull that microphone a little

bit closer, please.

Ms. EISQUIBEL. I truly appreciate this opportimity to tell you
about my school and, in this case, the GALAXY Classroom because
it's a lot of fun. And it's having a dramatic impact on Tierra
Amarilla's teachers and students.

I was bom and raised in Tierra Amarilla. I went out to school

at New Mexico State, and I went back to teach at where I was
taught. So Fm teaching with teachers that were my teachers. And
that's a lot of fun. I was the first member of my immediate family
to go to college also.

Our school serves our town and the neighboring communities of

Canjilon, Los Ojos, Ensenada, Cebolla, La Puente and Los Brazos.
Tierra Ainarilla and its neighbors are considered poor. We have a
hard time attracting new industry, and the parents of my students
receive Grovemment aid.

Many residents are county or State employees who work at the
county jail or courthouse or for the State Highway Department.
Some residents are ranchers. But, for the most part, rancning only
provides supplemental income.
Many of the area's high school student graduates leave the area

so that they can find jobs. I have considered myself lucky to have
a good job and one that I enjoy too.

Tierra Amarilla Elementary School has 140 student in grades K
through 5. Of these, 50 are Chapter 1 students which mean they
receive special remedial instruction ft-om me.

Federal funds such as Chapter 1 and Title 7 for bilingual edu-
cation are very important to us. Without the instruction these
funds provide, many of our students would be behind without much
of a chance of catching up. Last year 18 out of 30 of the 5th graders
were in my Chapter 1 class. So that's over half.

I think good educational technology can really make a difference

in educating Tierra Amarilla's students. Our scnool is poor and re-

mote, and few of our students get a chance to touch the world out-

side their community. And, for the occasional trip to Albuquerque,
that's about as far as they get.

Our school is—our experience with technology has been limited,

but is growine because of the GALAXY Classroom which came to

our school early this year.
Galaxy picked Tierra Amarilla as one of its 40 demonstration

sites. A lot of the sites are in big cities, but my school is one of a
handful of remote sites that are testing this new program.
We also receive language arts and science programs over a sat-

ellite network that ties all the 40 demonstration schools together.

When students see GALAXY'S telecast, teachers assign writing

exercises or experiments. Students share what they have leamea

I
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with their peers at sister schools by faxing lessons. Our sister

school is in San Pedro, California which is close to Los Angeles.

There are several other important things about GALAXY. One is

that it has bilingual programming in Spanish and Enghsh. That is

important to our community. It is also closed caption.

Second, GALAXY goes out of its way to reach children who are

considered to be at risk. In just a minute I'll tell you how it has

reached some of the outreach students in my own class.

It has themes tiiat students understand, themes that explore

peer pressure, fitting in and relationships with your neighbors. And
students really identify with these things.

Now here are some success stories of some students that we
have. Let me tell you about Jennifer. She is an 8 year old girl who
is new to our school. She came in from, I think, Santa Fe. And she

did not experience much success until she was exposed to the GAL-
AXY programing and computers. This httle girl loves computers.

At the young age of eight, Jennifer has had to take care of her-

self because her father is handicapped. She lives with her grand-

mother, and her grandmother is up in age.

In February, when Jennifer saw The House, one of GALAXYs
first language arts telecasts, she identified with the characters who
also have obstacles to overcome much like her own.

This program moved Jennifer to write and to draw both on paper

and on the computer. Nothing else we tried succeeded, nothing.

You should have seen Jennifers face when she learned that other

children experience problems, and you should have seen when she

experienced some success.

I think this is what education is all about. It's about finding how
we can turn our students into active learners and then helping

them on their way.
Felix—Oh, Felix was in my class. Jennifer was in my Tia's class.

Felix loves horses and four wheelers, anything dealing with the

outside. He is an extremely active boy who wants to always be out-

side. However, Felix's reading scores, they're real low, and his writ-

ing scores are even lower. He was willing to do anything but read

or write.

But, when he was introduced to GALAXY and our sister school

and the kids at the sister school, Felix suddenly took an interest

in writing letters to a little girl. She was kind of cute. And he's now
a reader and a writer for one of the first times. And he was wilUng

to do it on his own.
Last, Robert—Robert was a very unmotivated 4th grader. Robert

wouldn't do anything. He wouldn't Hsten. He just sat, and he did

nothing. But we introduced computers in the classroom.

Robert came out of his shell. He began to enjoy writing his own
little stories, making drawings. GALAXY helped him by giving him
an audience with the other children. And it took him out of the

classroom by giving him an opportunity to fax his work to our sis-

ter school in California. He soon made excellent maps and added

up to success for Robert, success he wouldn't have had otherwise.

He not only became an active learner, he succeeded in perform-

ing well in multidisciplinary tasks involving language arts and art

in geography. And he learned about modem technology. He had a
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wonderful imagination, but he wasn't putting it to use until he ac-

tually got his hands on the computer.
What I've seen is our children who have awaken and have many

obstacles to overcome. The GALAXY program motivates children to

read, write and discover by taking them out of textbooks and into

their environment. Tlieir environment then becomes global via the

satellite. It also encourages computer literacy in all students which
is important now days.
GALAXY has also made a big difference in mv professional life

and the hves of our teachers in the school. We nave learned how
technology can work for our students and our staff. We have been
exposed to new themes, new educational approaches and new mate-
rials. We have also been exposed to technology as a way of commu-
nicating with teachers whose concerns are similar to ours.

GALAXY has had a great approach to teacher training. It invites

the GALAXY teachers to special institutes in places like Los Ange-
les, Atlanta and San Jose and teaches them how to use curriculimi

and technology. In doing so, GALAXY gives teacher training a
whole new meaning.

I think my Tia Rose who lives with us—^who I live with and who
I teach with says it best, "For 15 years I've been a traditional

teacher using textbooks and extending skills the same way. GAL-
AXY though has opened a different new world to me." And I've

seen her just totally bloom, and it was neat.

I want to, again, thank the Chair, Mr. Senator, and the Commit-
tee for this opportunity. I'm glad I had the chance to tell you about
my school in GALAXY'^Classroom.

Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much. I think it's exciting

what you're doing there. I'll have some questions for both of you
after we get through with the other witnesses.

Why don't we hear from the Partners in Learning Program, the

Las Cruces Take Home Computer Program. Donna, do you want to

start?

Ms. FULLERTON. Thank you. Senator. Our proiect is very dif-

ferent. We are starting into our fifth year. The Take Home Project

started with 50 computers being sent home with families, and now
we're up to 200 computers. We serve 800 families approximately a
year.
We are not just targeting the Chapter 1 children. The purpose

of our program is really threefold. It serves, yes, the Chapter 1

child that's identified with special needs in math and reading. We
also focus on family involvement and commimity involvement.

A portion of the project was foimded a little over 5 years ago

with six business partners that came into partnership with the

public schools to begin this project.

I think it would be appropriate to begin with our video, and then

I'll—^This is an abbreviated version and focuses somewhat on the

partnership and a few details before we hear from them.
Senator Bingaman. Great. Let's watch the video.

(Video tape shown.)
Ms. FuLLERTON. A5 you can see from the video, we got off to a

wonderful start community-wise with our six partners. They origi-

nally came out and helped us pick the computers out and parent-

child training.
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These trainings turned out to be one of the best things that hap-

pened to us for families. We had the opportunity to relate to them
on a one-on-one basis. Our Haison sat down and talked.

They offered these workshops that were mentioned in the video.

It gave the chance for families to feel hke the school district is very

in tuned to tiiem and their needs. They feel very trusted to have
a computer in their home.
We know that our test scores are showing results. This is impor-

tant to us. But part of it that we cannot show is what's happening
with the family issues. There probably are many children that are

getting software at home. By the way, we send software for any
children in the family, K through 8, not just the Chapter 1 child.

We don't know how many of those children may never be Chapter
1 children because their achievement has been such that they don't

qualify for extra help.

We don't know how many families we have provided enough help

for that they're able to apply for jobs. We did have a parent come
up and tell me not long ago that his wife learned enough English

and math to get a job at Leggs because of his child's computer at

home.
So there are so many things that we can't actually measure. The

reports that you have really are reflecting what's measurable.
But the nonmeasurable things also include the fact that families

who are very uncomfortable, perhaps, in the educational setting

are becoming comfortable.

They are willing to come in and sit down and talk about it. They
are willing to tell us what they would like to see happen. And they

are willing to become a partner in what is happening.
It's a gradual change. But in our fourth year were seeing more

and more real acceptance to becoming part of the system.
I'd Uke to hear Belinda's comments now on how she feels about

having a computer at home.
Senator Bingaman. Why don't you tell us, Belinda, what your

thoughts are. Do you get to use the computer at home?
Ms. Belinda Galvez. Yes.

Senator Bingaman. What do you do with it?

Ms. Belinda Galvez. I do my math on it or English.

Senator Bingaman. Why don't you—I think the one—the micro-

phone that you're using is not the one that allows anyone back in

the back to hear, so why don't you pull that other one up instead,

if you can, and just talk into that. Tell us what grade you're in.

Ms. Belinda Galvez. I am in the 5th grade.

Senator Bingaman. You have some programs that help you with
math that you use on your computer?
Ms. Belinda Galvez. Yes.

Senator Bingaman. What kind of programs? What do you do in

the 5th grade in math? Multiplying and dividing and that sort of

thing?
Ms. Belinda Galvez. Yes.
Senator Bingaman. How do the programs help? Do they give you

practice or what?
Ms. Belinda Galvez. They, like, help me study so that way I

can do better in school.
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Senator Be^gaman. That's great. Do you use any other courses

besides math or is that the main one that you're using the com-
puter to help with?
Ms. Belinda Galvez. I use enrichment more.
Senator Bingaman. Enrichment? What is enrichment? Is

that
Ms. FuLLERTON. It is a variety of different activities that really

focus on problem solving in higher level skills.

Senator Bingaman. OK That's not video games, is it?

Ms. Belinda Galvez. No.
Senator Bingaman. That's what my son does. I try to get him to

use the computer. I always catch him playing video games on the

computer.
Well, that's great. Do you think it's been a good thing to have

it at home?
Ms. Belinda Galvez. Yes.

Ms. FuLLERTON. Do you have any brothers and sisters?

Ms. Belinda Galvez. Yes.

Senator Bingaman. How old are your brothers and sisters?

Ms. Belinda Galvez. My oldest sister is 26, and my brothers

—

one of my brothers is 23, and another one of my brothers is 19, and
my sister's 17, and my other brother is 11, and my youngest sister

is 4, and my other sister's 8.

Senator Bingaman. Which one of them uses it the most? Are
some of tiie others using the computer also?

Ms. Belinda Galvez. Well, my little sister uses it the most.

Senator Bingaman. The sister who's, what—the one who's 4?

Ms. Belinda Galvez. Yes.

Senator Bingaman. What does she do?
Ms. Belinda Galvez. Kindergarten math.
Senator Bingaman. Kindergarten math. That's great. That's ter-

rific. Thank you very much for being here and telling us about it.

Ms. FULLERTON. Belinda's an example and Dora also of the many
families who have come back to us with the idea that we really

really appreciate the idea to do this, and we like the idea that our
whole families are involved.

Another aspect of the family that we consider very important is

that when we do tiie parent-child trainings we have a chance to

really deal with the idea of really establishing good study habits

and finding alternative activities for kids.

Parents want to do these things, and they really appreciate that

we provide some resources to help introduce this habit. Many times
families are not really aware of the need for, perhaps, that kind of

support at home. And many have come back and said, "We've set

aside a regular study time because we have a computer at home,
and we did that."

They also like the idea that if they are not doing as well as

they'd like to see their children do at school that there are ways
to deal with it themselves and become involved.

So I think one of the directions that we are heading is to do more
and more emphasis on the family issues. Our families are under
tremendous pressure. Surviving in today's economy is a lot of times

more than we can cope with. They really need to feel that we're
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there for them too and that we're a team. And this concept is going

over more and more.
Dora, are you ready to share with us?

Senator BiNGAMAN. Can you pull that microphone up, Dora, close

there? Does it reach or not? Maybe the other one's got a longer

cord.

Ms. Dora Galvez. Good morning. My name is Dora Galvez, and
I'm a parent at Washington Elementary. I have been a parent from

more 5ian 20 years, so I'm still going to be there for a couple more.

I have eight children. And I have four graduates. And three of

them are going to New Mexico State. And one of them is going into

accounting, and two of them are going into engineering and tech-

nology I hope. They're very interested in doing that.

So I try and help my kids, take advantage of anything we have.

And I am a believer that there's money there. You just have to use

your brains to go get it if you learn all you want, all you can.

I think that nas helped me a lot. It has given me confidence in

seeing—when my 4 year old uses the computer, I see the shine in

her eyes. And I think it's so pretty and just—I'm very emotional.

I appreciate everything I have and everything that Donna and
everybody has done for me. And a lot of the families have enjoyed

having the computer at home. They have many things to say. They
just don't know how to say it. And I'm learning how to speak a lit-

tle bit more.
And the neighborhood—the children from the neighborhood they

all know that we have the computer, so they go and visit us a lot.

They say, "Let's go play outside." And my little girl tells them, "No.

Let's go use the computer." We're the important neighbors there

because we have the computer.
My 2 year old grandson likes to use it also. And I see that they

feel competent in going to the computer. And they tell me, "Here,

Mom, this is how you do it." We have a little engineer. He's 11.

And he says, "If it breaks, just call me." And this has given him
the confidence of knowing that he can use it. Anybody can use a

computer. And they told me how to do it.

So having it there—^having the computer at home and using it,

you know—like, they don't use it all day long, but they take turns.

They take turns using it. And, like I said, anybody that goes to my
house can use it.

Like I say, my 4 year old, she's learning how to write her ABCs
from seeing all this in the computer, and she can identify letters

and pictures from seeing this in the computer. Having this there

also helps a lot. And I think it's just being able to say I can do it.

If our children learn very young that, yes, they can do anything

they want, you know, that's good for them. They are able to do it

because they have the computer there, and they have access to it.

They can use it and touching it £md knowing that it's not going to

break just because they push a couple of numbers and that it's not

going to break and, yes, knowing I can do this.

And my children, they're very outspoken. She's just nervous. I

think that having this at home, you know, makes them feel that

I can do it, vou know, I can do it. All my kids are going to be doc-

tors when they grow up. And I say you can be anything you want
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thanks to Chapter 1. We have been very grateful for them. There
are many many parents that are very grateful.

And I wish there was more. We need more computers because
there are a lot of kids who would benefit from this. And I truly be-

lieve that we need more computers. I can say that it's given me a
lot of confidence. Just being here has proven to me that, yes, I can
do it.

Senator Bd^gaman. Thank you very much for telling us about
your experience with it. It soimds Hke a wonderful program.

Ms. FULLERTON. Thank you. Our teacher from the program is

also here to say a few words.
Senator Bengaman. All right.

Ms. EWBANK. Hi.

Senator Bingaman. Hi. I'm glad you're here.

Ms. EwBANK. I'm Erika Ewbank, and I'm the reading teacher at

Washington. And I just basically want to say that I thuik that the

Take Home Computer Program has really been wonderful, not only

with our students—although you can see a change. They feel more
self confident. They feel like they can perform successfully at

school—but our parents walk away with the same feeling.

You know, at least in our community, there aren't very many
computers in the homes. And there's also this fear surrounding
computers. It's technology: I can't do that. Ill break it.

And a lot of our parents are finding out that they can turn it on.

They can troubleshoot. And a lot of parents are learning English

from the programs. And we have had a few that have been inspired

to go on and complete their own education. And talk about serving

as role models for their own kids as far as education goes. So I'm

real impressed with it, and I'd like to see it continue.

Senator Bingaman. That's great. Thank you very much.
Donna, do you have anything else to go through here? Fll have

some questions after we get through with the other witnesses.

Ms. FuLLERTON. Thank you, Senator. I think what these people

say is the most important message we can send. I think the other

point I'd like to make with this is—I'm sure you're very aware of

our limitations and numbers of people we can serve through Chap-
ter 1, and we have extended these services to many more children

through the Take Home Project.

The buildings can be elected to serve either the greatest in need
students by serving them double; whether they're getting our lab

services or in-class services and the Take Home.
They can reach grade levels that they weren't able to reach at

all. Maybe they're serving 4th and 5th grades with just Take
Home, and those children would receive no services otherwise or

other children who are perhaps not on grade level, but not low
enough to ever qualify for help. And, when they are low enough,
we finally help them.

In many cases, we feel that a lot of those children are showing
up on our list as being a year or so behind. And, after having a
computer at home maybe twice, we're finding out that these chil-

dren are no longer showing up on Chapter 1 roles. So we're extend-

ing the Federal Law that we already have by the Take Home Pro-

gram.
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Senator Bingaman. All right Thank you very much. That's
great.

Our final witnesses on this panel are going to talk about Dis-

tance Learning and more specifically the way it's been imple-
mented over in the east side of the State.

David Caifey who is with Clovis Community College and Mike
Chambers of San Jon are here to talk about their efforts. Go ahead.
You might pull that microphone up also, if you could so that people
in the back of the room could hear you.
Mr. Caffey. Thank you. Senator Bingaman, we thank you very

much for your interest in and encouragement of Distance Learning
in Eastern New Mexico.

Clovis Community College is very pleased to participate with
member schools of the Eastern New Mexico Instructional Tele-
vision Consortium as provided or post secondary educational serv-

ices to the consortium.
The school districts that we work with are located in Clayton,

Roy, Mosquero, Logan, San Jon, Taos, Santa Rosa, Grady and Fort
Sumner.
Through the interactive fiber optic link provided by the Eastern

New Mexico Rural Telephone Cooperative and in cooperation with
these school districts, Clovis Commimity College offers courses to

high school students who are currently enrolled in their high school
for high school graduation credit and who are earning college credit

through Clovis Community College.

We also through our system support a pilot project with the New
Mexico Department of Labor which uses our free hours on the sys-

tem to provide client services, client intake and informational serv-

ices for the State Department of Labor.
That has also generated some interest on the part of the New

Mexico Department of Human Services to do a similar thing. And
another potential that we're exploring is offering graduate courses
in education to meet the in-service needs of teachers in the school
districts that are served by the system.
There's a new book just out this year called Miles from Nowhere,

Tales fi-om Americas Contemporary Frontier by David Duncan.
And in that book the author examines the unique experiences of

rural residence of counties with population density of less than two
persons per square mile which was the Census Bureau's 19 century
definition of a frontier area.

The author of this book identifies some 132 counties with a popu-
lation density of less than two persons per square mile in 15 states
in the Western U.S., and he calls those the contemporary frontier.

Six of those counties are in New Mexico, and four of those six

are in the six county area that is served by Eastern New Mexico
Instructional Television Consortium.
These are areas in which higher education facilities are never

likely to be available physicallv on-site, and they're also areas in

which the economies of scale often don't allow the local school dis-

tricts to offer the array of courses and some of the advanced
courses they would Hke to.

So the advent of the fiber optic hnk means that these areas can
have access to an abundance of new educational and technological
opportunities. Clovis Community College is still a Community Col-
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l^e. We don't have dormitories, and we don't recruit State wide or

regionally or nationally. We concentrate on our community.
But, with the availability of the fiber optic ITV network we can

define community more broadly to encompass the area served by
the nine school districts with wnich we work.

In education there is no such thing as a technology project only.

Any worthwhile innovation must be, first of all, an educational

project with a vaUd educational need; in our case, deliverv of post
secondary and high school enrichment programs to the rural

schools in Eastern New Mexico.
Second, it's a people project. It's hard enough to work together

with ten offices on the same campus. But, when people are working
together in a Community College, nine school districts and Eastern
New Mexico Rural Telephone Cooperative, it's important that the

people be able to work well togetner. And we've been able to do
that. So it's a people project.

And, third, it's a technology project in which we work together

to demonstrate that a new technological opportunity can be suc-

cessfully applied to an educational need. There are technical, orga-

nizational and public policy issues that must be addressed in order
for the ITV system to achieve its greatest potential benefits.

However, we're extremely gratSed and encouraged with the suc-

cess of the students who have been able to realize the benefits of

the project in its first 3 years of operation. And we look forward
to the growth and improvement of Distance Learning opportimities

in the hiture.

Did you want to go ahead and look at the video now?
Senator Bingaman. Whatever you—if you've got one that we

should see, let's do it.

Mr. Caffey. This is an excerpt of a 30 minute video that was
made by the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory of

Austin, Texas. It covers four rural Distance Learning Projects in

New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas. So this is the segment that is

about our Eastern New Mexico project.

(Video tape shown.)
Senator Bingaman. All right. Thank you very much.
Mike, did you want to add anything here?
Mr. Chambers. Thank you, Senator. I'd like to add a few things.

And what I might say is slightly repetitious. But, first of all, let

me bring you greetings from your friends over on the Llano
Estacado and appreciate the opportunity to visit with you again
about our project.

I'm here today to represent a group of nine superintendents and
nine local school districts who make up the consortium which
David referred to earlier known as the Eastern Plains Instructional

Television Consortium.
This council was created so it better could utilize the ITV system

in our communities. Initially this project was a pilot project funded
by the Eastern New Mexico Rural Telephone Cooperative which
David also mentioned.

Initially their interest was twofold; number one, to help piiblic

schools to do anything within their power to expand opportunities

for students, but also to help ensure that local communities are
able to keep their schools open which, as you well know, here in
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New Mexico sometimes meets the difference between a community
surviving and not surviving.

The State Legislature has since acted to fund the project by re-

paying the equipment cost for the three schools—or excuse me, for

the five schools tiiat were initially on the system and purchasing

equipment for four additional schools that are currently on the sys-

tem.
Our system is a complete two-way communication system which

operates via fiber optics telephone line. Our goal, as a council, has

been to provide as many expanded opportunities for students as we
possible can.

Secondary to that, there has been an attempt to utilize the sys-

tem to provide staff training for our teachers and also to provide

community services to members of our community.
We have been able to accomplish all of these to a large degree

and are always looking for more and better opportunities to do so.

The system was initially designed to allow for rural schools to be

able to provide instruction firom one rural site, originated firom one
site, and receiving instruction in several others.

Since then, the system has been expanded to allow Clovis Com-
munity College to provide college classes for our students during

the day, as well as college classes to community members during
the evening.

Currently, during this semester, Clovis Community College will

be offering four classes during the daytime and six classes in the

evening. All of which can be accessed by students and community
members without having to drive those 100 to 300 miles round trip

which would be entailed by the various communities.
In addition, as David mentioned, the council and the schools

have entered into an agreement with the Department of Labor and
the pilot project that was mentioned. Other projects which have
also been done include the State Mandated Child Abuse Training
for our teachers, the ACT/SAT preparation for students to help

them with those tests, firefighter training for community members,
coaches preparation classes for staff members and otner various

projects.

Future plans include study skills classes for students and also

look to increase the opportunities for college classes for students as

well.

The benefits of the system to small rural districts here in New
Mexico have been varied and many. One of the best examples was
last year and in several years past there was a movement in the

leadership of State Legislature to look at consolidating some of our

88 school districts into larger districts. And obviously we resisted

that to a large degree.

And the two most heavily cited reasons for doing so was saving
money and, second, to be able to provide opportimities for students

that they do not believe were being provided in small schools.

This project has helped us to answer that charge and to be able

to tell t5ie State legislators that we are doing those things for kids

and that we are offering those opportunities, not only the same op-

portunities that kids get in some of the larger schools, but even
more opportunities.
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Well actually have students graduating from San Jon School this

year with 30 hours of college credit which they have been able to

take completely free of charge. And, you know, that's over a year
or about a year of their are college instruction.

And all of these classes are basic collie classes which not only
offer some challenge and enrichment to those kids during their reg-

ular school time, but also will transfer to any university in the
State, and they'll be able to start their programs when they decide
to enroll in college. So it's been an excellent opportunity for serving
students.

I see three real basic needs right now with the program. No. 1,

somehow we—and David will allude to this—somehow we have got
to have some type of a commission that is going to regulate tne
laws concerning transmission of programs for educational program-
ming.

If we were to have to pay transmission costs on a regular fee

basis right now, this program would cost us well over a $100,000
a year. And we simply cannot do that. The fact that it's operating
now on a pilot basis now by ENMR is great, but we don't know how
long it's going to last. And somebody is going to have to deal with
those issues.

No. 2, we need a plan to address where and how best to present
the educational opportunities to not only students in Eastern New
Mexico, but all students. And I know that's a great desire on your
part. Senator Bingaman.
And third, sources of funding for maintenance and upkeep of the

existing equipment and also to improve the equipment as new ad-
vances are made.
Once again, I and the others of the EPITC and the newer stu-

dents that we represent stand in favor of this bill. Senator, and we
appreciate your concern and the efforts that you and the other

members of the committee are making toward this end. Thank you.

Senator BiNGAMAN. Thank you very much. We're running way
behind time. We've got another panel. Let me just ask each of the
groups here a question or two, and then we'll have to go to the sec-

ond panel.
On the GALAXY program, Fm very impressed with what I hear.

I'm also struck by your plans for expansion. You have a very ambi-
tious plan. You said you want to reach, what, ten million students?
Mr. Casados. Ten million students.
Senator Bingaman. By what year now?
Mr. Casados. By the end of this decade. Senator Bingaman. How

do you propose to expand it? For example, if I were a superintend-
ent in a small school district in New Mexico and wanted to partici-

pate, is it possible to apply to participate? Or how do you—^how do
we get more people to get the advantages that they're getting out
in Rio Arriba?
Mr. Casados. The way we envision this program being made

available to all schools is to charge a subscription. And that sub-

scription would be less than what we today pay for a traditional

textbook. So it would be—each student would pay approximately a
little under the price of a textbook. So it would be on an annual
basis that we would charge for the delivery of programs.
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Right now we are working the pricing structure. But we think
that as we expand and get a great number of schools involved that
the price will start dropping dramatically because of the scale of
which we can deliver the program on a nationwide base.
We are aiming to make it very very affordable and keep it veir

very high quaUty. It's really important that we maintain a high
quality and keep it very affordable.

Senator Bingaman. Is the broadcasting, in any way, interactive
or is it just a broadcast and they have materials that they have
been sent in anticipation of it? How does it work?
Mr. Casados. We have a different definition of interactive. The

television program itself is what we call network qusdity. For the
elementary student it has to be a very high quaUty programing.

It's like a story hne with characters that in that program we
have embedded all the instructional strategy that the classroom
teachers use. The interaction occurs after the program is viewed.
So interaction occurs by students interacting with the actors after-

wards, by students interacting with other students, by teachers
interacting with other teachers.
And, since we are broadcasting across time zones, we are not ex-

pecting for that one-on-one interaction. Our programs are not Uie
tradition Distance Learning programs where a teacher teaches over
the svstem. That we feel is not appropriate for the elementary
school program, for the elementary school student or the elemen-
tary school teacher.
The elementary school instruction has to be a tool for the ele-

mentary classroom teacher, and it cannot be—it's not appropriate,
we don t believe, that it be a teacher teaching over the tube.

Senator Bingaman. OK Did you want to add something?
Ms. EsQUiBEL. I think on October 14 we are having what we call

a launching, and that's where we invite—and our school's so
small—we invite statewide—and we're planning statewide, like the
Las Cnices schools, the administrators, whoever may be interested
to come and see how it actually works.
We're going to show you the hands on and how we do it and

show you—^introduce you to the GALAXY Program. And that way,
if you're interested, youll be able to buy into it.

Mr. Casados. We're launching a science program on October—we
start the broadcasting September 27th, but we're having the big
hoopla, I guess you could call it, on October the 17th.
Each school conducts its own open house and illustrates to the

commimity how the GALAXY Classroom Program works.
Senator Bingaman. All right. It soimds very exciting and ambi-

tious. I think it's great that you're planning to extend it as you are.
Mr. Casados. We think that the only way it's cost effective is to

do it on the scale that we want to do it. And it's a nationwide deliv-

ery system. The satellite gives you that capability.
And ultimately the system may be a hybrid system where we use

satellite delivery and local telephone systems to create that inter-

action that we think is very important.
Senator Bingaman. Thank you. Let me ask Donna something

about yoiir program, your Take Home Computer Program. If I were
a parent in your school district and was able to buy a computer for
our home and wanted to use the computer and have my child use
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the computer in order to enrich their instruction in school, are you
geared up to help me do that?

Ms. FuLLERTON. Most likely. Assuming that your computer is

compatible with our software, ves. We do, in some instances, just

sent software home in order to help.

Senator Bingaman. Is that mike on? I don't think it is. Can you
folks hear her back there? Well, maybe it is.

You say that you are geared up to do that and, in some cases,

send software home which supplements the textbook material and
assists any student, whether tiiey are participating in this particu-

lar Take Home Computer Program or not?

Ms. FuLLERTON. We really are not putting it out for all students

simply because we couldn't possibly keep up with the volume. I'd

say we're 99 percent within the Chapter 1 qualifying students

when we do that. Occasionally we have a special issue we address,

yes. Senator Bingaman. It seems as though even for the students

that are not Chapter 1 and for the parents of students that are not

Chapter 1 there might be a real interest in tiding to have their

children use the home computer to supplement the actions—the ac-

tivities going on in school.

I think this is one of the big issues that Chapter 1 faces all the

time is tihat we would very much hke to be supporting a larger pop-

ulation witji some of our efforts, and more and more we're seeing

the Federal Guidelines allowing us to do this.

Senator Bingaman. So, when we rewrite the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act next year, we ought to be sure that you
have that flexibility,

Ms. FULLERTON. We'd like that flexibility, yes. Right now the reg-

ulations allow us to use existing equipment and resources if it does

not displace a Chapter 1 child, and we do that when we can do it.

But, in this situation, the Feds really give us very Httle room to

say, *Tes, we can serve jy^our child when, in fact, it might take away
from a Chapter 1 child.

So we do it as we can. And we're appreciative of that oppor-

tunity. It wasn't even there 5 years ago. So we're much more flexi-

ble now. But, if we could have a little more room, perhaps we could

be a little more effective.

Senator Bingaman. Good. Glad to hear about it. All right. Let me
just ask, on your activities over at Eastern New Mexico, the points

you make about having a commission or an entity that regulates

transmission of programing so that you can do this on a cost effec-

tive basis I think is absolutely crucial. And we've talked to the

commission that Carl Atencio is heading up and have talked to US
West people and to various other telephone operators about how we
get that done. We're still working on that. I agree with you that

that is an absolute essential need.
Have you folks looked at using your system to broadcast into any

of the schools the programming that comes from out of the State

rather than everything that's originated there at Clovis Community
College?

I mean, for example, in South Carolina, they've got that national

network that they operate out of the South Carolina school system
that I think 20 something odd states have signed up to.
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Have you thought about using your system perhaps to broadcast
that kind of instruction too?

Mr. Chambers. Yes, Senator, we have. And, in fact, we have
looked into the possibility and have just now been made aware of

the possibilities of really picking up anjrthing that comes in on the
CU or KU band satellites and actually being able to take that in

at Clovis Community College and rebroadcast all of those programs
out to the various schools. And so that certainlv is feasible, and
that is one of the expanded opportunities that we re currently look-

ing at.

Senator Bingaman. That's great.

Mr. Caffey. Technically I think there's no problem with that. We
are advised that some of the same regulatory conditions that
hinder us otherwise currently would perhaps hinder us from that
sort of thing. But it's certainly technically feasible, and it would be
a shame if we were not able to take advantage of that at some
point.

Senator Bingaman. You know one of the things that you alluded
to, and I just want to finish my questions by emphasizing this: I

do think that there's no reason in the world why we couldn't do
what you're doing in terms of providing courses in all of our high
schools in New Mexico for students that want to take them in for-

eign language and advance placement courses.
And I go around the State and do student seminars every Feb-

ruaiy for high school students, and I always ask—at least I have
the last couple of years—^how many of these students have the op-
portimity to take advanced placement courses. Usually the only
kids that raise their hands are the kids from Albuquerque and the
kids from Roswell and the kids from Las Cruces, in Santa Fe to

Los Alamos. But you get out to the rural towns or communities,
and they don't have that opportunity.
Now, you're chan|;ing that in your districts. But we need to

change it in every high school in this State. And there's no reason
we can't. It's not a big deal—it's not rocket science anymore to get
these interactive advance placement courses beamed into tJiose

high schools, so that if there's one student or six students that
want to take them, they can.
Anyway I compliment all of you for the great programs you're in-

volved in. I think it's all very exciting. And I'm glad to see it hap-
pening here in New Mexico. I wish I had more time to ask ques-
tions of you, but we need to get on to these other three panelists.
Let me make two more annoimcements here as the second panel
comes up.
Let me introduce the second panel. We're going to have Jane

Brighton, teacher at New Mexico School for the Deaf. She is going
to demonstrate Media Literacy Project with two of her students,
Angelica DePaula—I guess three of their students, Kathy Valencia
ana Tom Tischler. We're also pleased to have Arden Coleston.
Arden is here interpreting for the deaf today. We appreciate his
help.

Then we're going have a demonstration of the Teachnet Bilingual
Education Program being used at Nob Hill Elementary School. And
Lucy Holloway from Josten's Learning will show us now that pro-
gram works. OK.
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Then we're going to conclude with a demonstration from the

Academy of Communications, Arts, and Technology at Santa Fe
High, Consuelom Gonzales, a teacher at the high school and her

students, Justin Lathrop, Frank Cox will provide oral comments
while Cameron Stoker manipulates the equipment.

Let me also just mention that two of our interns in our Albuquer-

que office this year also helped tremendously with getting this ef-

fort going here, and I want to pubHcly thank them: Elizabeth

Dewitt, back there standing up, and Chris Stone who's been over

here getting all this equipment working for us on these demonstra-

tions. I appreciate the good work.

I want to mention one other thing. For any of you as you leave

or after this is over with, we have been very fortunate today. The
Mobile Technology Vehicle which is operated by the Cooperative

Education Services here in New Mexico and is owned by all 88

school districts, as I understand, is out front and is available to

show you what they do. They take their technology all around the

State particularly to rural districts and acquaint the teachers and

students with what can be done with using technolo©^. It's the only

program of its kind in the country. We're very excited about it. And
we want everybody here to be aware of it and get them into your

school district if you haven't already.

Why don't we go ahead with the second panel. Thank you very

much for being on the first panel. I guess what we want to do is

start with the School for the Deaf, Media Literacy Project first and

then go to the Nob Hill Elementary School second and then, third,

to the Santa Fe High School.

OK Why don't we start. Is Jane Brighton here?

STATEMENTS OF JANE BRIGHTON, TEACHER, NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF, ON BEHALF OF THE MEDIA LIT-

ERACY PROJECT, ACCOMPANIED BY ANGEUCA DePAULA,
KATHY VALENCIA AND TOM TISCHLER, STUDENTS; ARDEN
COLESTON, INTERPRETER; LUCY HOLLOWAY, JOSTEN'S
LEARNING; AND CONSUELO GONZALES, TEACHER AT THE
ACADEMY OF COMMLTSICATIONS, ARTS, AND TECHNOLOGY
AT SANTA FE HIGH; ACCOMPANIED BY JUSTIN LATHROP,
FRANK COX, AND CAMERON STOKER, STUDENTS

Ms. Brighton. Hi.
, , •

Senator Bingaman. Hi. I can barely see you behind all the equip-

ment. Why don't you pull your microphone up there and tell me
what we need to know.
Ms. Brighton. Excuse me, Arden, do you want me to sign for

myself or do you want to interpret for me?
Mr. CoLESTON. I'll sign.

Ms. Brighton. That would be a little bit easier I guess. Thank
you for inviting us to the hearing. I'm Jane Brighton, a high school

teacher at the New Mexico School for the Deaf in Santa Fe. It s a

residential school that serves pre-school through grade 12. We
serve all students in the State that wish to attend.

Our school is not in session yet, but I persuaded three students

to come today: Kathy Valencia from Pecos, Angelica DePaula from

Santa Fe and Tom Tischler from Santa Fe. Kathy will be a Fresh-

man, and iGigelica and Tom will be sophomores this year.
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Fm one of 15 New Mexico teachers involved in a pilot project to

further Media Literacy. Hopefully the project will spread nation-

ally. I want to show you some of the ways that Media Literacy is

being achieved in other schools.

We define Media Literacy as the abihty to access, analyze, evalu-

ate and produce information through a variety of mass media forms

and technology.

And, first, I would like to talk a Uttle bit about accessing media.

For deaf people there must be several adaptations for them to ac-

cess media with sound component obviously. Some of them are ob-

vious like a sign language interpreter or a hearing aid.

I'd like to talk about how the deaf access video and television.

The main way is through captions or subtitles. And there are two
types of captions. The first type is open captioning, and that's been
in existence a long time. That's captioning that remains on the

video; for example, foreign language films that are subtitled.

And I would like to say something about the excellent program
that the United States Department of Education has had since

1958, very old tech program. It's an excellent program called Cap-
tion Films and Videos for the deaf. That's a collection of edu-

cational and entertainment films which are supplemented and up-

dated yearly.

And thej^re free of charge to any hearing impaired person who
wants tiiem or to schools for the deaf. And these videos and films

are kept in depositories throughout the United States. They're

readily available. It's just an excellent program.
And each educational film comes with a lesson guide. And every

year they publish a catalog of their materials. Tom.
Mr. TiscHLER. We'd like to show you films about reptiles. Some

of the reptiles are extinct now. But tiiere are five groups of reptiles

that are still alive today.

Ms. Brighton. This is just an example we're going to show you
for about a minute and a half, something from the Department of

Education. (Video tape shown.)
That was just an example of the very good open caption material

that's available. However, even more important is closed caption

television. It's just something that has revolutionalized the lives of

deaf people since the 1980s. So many programs are available now
in closed caption form.

In case people don't know closed caption materials, there's a cap-

tion that—there is a subtitle, but it can only be eHcited with spe-

cial decoder or a television that has that computer chip built in to

decode the caption.

And Congress has passed a law recently which mandates that all

televisions built after 1993, July 1993, will have the chip built in.

So everyone will have captions at no extra charge if they want to

see them by turning on the switch.

And incidentally the closed caption technology is going to be very

useful for people who are not deaf; for example, remedial reading

students, children who are learning to read. Perhaps there will be
captions in foreign languages of English films or from other lan-

guages too. So I think it's going to have a lot of impact on many
different groups.
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In case you don't know, if you want to know if a program is cap-

tioned or not, in your television guide, there will be the letters CC
or this little caption symbol. You've probably seen that.

And, if anyone is interested in borrowing a telecaption decoder,

the School for the Deaf will lend those to people who would like to

try out the technology.

So far I've talkea about how the deaf can access mass media
using special adaptation, but truly medial literate people should be
able to produce media as well. And we do that at scnool through
participating in News 101. That's the Emmy award winning pro-

gram of KRQE in Albuquerque in which students produce news
segments. We've been in that almost from the beginning, as has
Consuelom from Santa Fe High School.

We also write media into our curriculum as much as possible.

For example, last summer we had a video workshop during which
we studied Pecos Pueblo and its history. And Angelica and Tom
participated in that workshop.

First of all, we studied just conventional literacy, books, about
Pecos Pueblo and had lectures, and then we made some field trips

to the monument, and we video taped there.

And, then, in the fall, my Southwestern History class continued

the project, and we made a documentary, and we added our own
captions with special computer software that we have in the school

that was too cumbersome to bring today to demonstrate.
Angelica, would you like to say something?
Miss DePaula. I enjoyed the video taping at the Pueblo. And

also last year I had the opportunity to go to Grallaudet University

in DC for a special program. And we were able to learn about the

Native American culture. And also there's a video tape I'd like to

share with you. And it's a short video tape.

Ms. Brighton. It's is of the documentary that we made. It's 2

minutes. (Video tape shown.)
Those are some examples of the kinds of things we're doing. And

we want to thank you again very much for inviting us.

Senator Bingaman. It sounds very exciting for what you're doing.

I want to thank you for being here. I want to thank all the stu-

dents for coming especially when they're still on vacation. That
takes a little extra commitment.
Why don't we go ahead and hear about Nob Hill Elementarv

School Lucy Holloway who is with Josten's Learning, why dont
you describe what you re up to.

Ms. Holloway. My name is Lucy Holloway, and I do work for

Josten's Learning, but I haven't always. I used to teach for 8 years

utilizing Josten's technology in the classroom. Now I teach teachers

on how to integrate and implement successful technology programs
into their classroom.

I'm very excited to be here to demonstrate one of the programs
that is in over 10,000 labs across the United States. Some of the

New Mexico sites include Santa Fe, Roswell, Ruidoso, the Navajo
reservation, Albuquerque area. We have many sites here in New
Mexico.
This program, the Spanish Language Arts Bilingual Program, is

a new pro-am, and it's based on the national language acquisition

series. This program uses interactive stories as the oasis for stu-
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dents supporting their emerge of literacy in their nature language

of Spanish.
The students progress through units that expose them to stories

that are from ffispanic folk tales and l^ends as well as classical

and contemporary Hispanic authors. The letters and selections, as

well as the activities and offline activities, are based on Hispanic

culture and are not translations of English literature.

The SLA program provides a dynamic volition for a biling^ual

classroom. The program, as you look on the top here, is designed

to work in three stages.

In the first stage, there is emerging literacy being developed at

both the English and Spanish level.

In stage two, they continue their language development in their

primary language of Spanish while they begin to develop English

proficiency skills.

In stage three, they continue language development in a parallel

manner in both languages. We do not take away if they do not

speak English anymore. We're going to start teaching them how to

read English. We develop their language skills in both languages

through three stages.

This program of three different components: SLA which is the

Spanish Language Arts Program, the ELD which is the Enghsh
Language Development and ILA which is the Integrated Language
Arts which allows teachers of different classroom models to imple-

ment lessons that will best meet the needs of individual students

developing on where they are in their level of language develop-

ment.
If they are at stage two, they can begin using the ELD and the

ILA components. They can begin developing their English pro-

ficiency. If they're in stage one which means they are completelv

Spanish speakers, they can use units that are totally in Spanish

for them as they begin to develop their language development in

English.

-^ain, we do not take their native language away from them. We
develop it at the same time that we develop their English lan-

guage. We're going take a short view of one of the Spanish units.

In stage one, we have units that are all in Spanish, but the

themes that go across match the same themes that are in English.

If we look at theme two which is counting, there is also a unit

in the ELD component and a unit in the Integrated Language Arts

component that have the same theme.
So even though we're using different pieces of literature and dif-

ferent languages, we are working on the same theme throughout

the classroom. This allows the teacher to utilize the same theme
while working with individual student needs.

This is a list of activities. Again, this is the name of the lit-

erature piece being used in the Spanish Language Arts. It's Los
Elefantes. The skills being reinforced, as well as the language
skills, are counting and numbers.
When we go to the Language Develop Component, the same

skills are being developed. M they develop their English language,

they'll be using an English story that gives a separate literature

piece that still builds on the same theme.
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These units emphasize knowledge and experience. They are

interactive. They develop language that are natural. They are not

out of context. They are based on natural ways of speaking. And
they all work togetiier to build literacy.

The story we're going to look at very quickly is called Los

Elefantes. As you can teU, it is not a computerized voice. It is a re-

corded voice that is easily understood.

The students would log onto their computers, and they would

cUck on la hora de cuento which is story time. And, again, as well

as language development, this is also used in their math activities.

The computer allows the students to choose whether the com-

puter is going to read to them, it is going to read with them or let

the student read on their own. It depends on the student's level of

comfort at that point.

If they need the computer help, they will click on for the com-

puter to read to them. If they are totally confident in reading it on J

their own, they will click on letting themselves read while the com- I

puter just puts the words up there. 1

At any point in the story, the students can repeat and have the

computer read it over to them as many times as thev need. And
they can go back to the previous We're going to back out of the

story and just show a list of the activities in addition to the stories.

Again, all the activities come out of the context of the story.

The/re not being taught phonetic skills and isolation.

After they read the story, they go to a set of comprehensive ques-

tions which are interactive. The students don't just answer yes or

no to a question. So it says, "How many elephants are in the spi-

der's web? Mark the card with the number of how many elephants

there are."

So, if they give the incorrect answer, instead of just saymg no,

it reinforces language. Again, this is a language development pro-

gram. We are trying to develop language as well as the skills in-

volved in the math. So it's telling them in their language, rather

than just no, look carefully and count the elephants. Try again.

If they do not remember the story, they can go he answer. And,

again, tnese comprehensive questions is not just a test if they know j

the answer or don't know the answer. It's developing their Ian-

guage, and it becomes a learning activity within itself.

That's just a sample of two ofthe activities on the computer. The
computer is only one part or one component of the unit. There are

many online activities in Spanish and EngUsh. There are games
that directly tie into the unit.

One important aspect is the parent component. There is a news-

letter that goes with every single xinit that gives the parents infor-

mation about what the student is learning, at-home activities that

they could use to reinforce that skill, a bibliography of books if they

take their student to the Hbrary and a summary of the stories so

that they can talk to their students about that story.

This language arts program allows the teacher to implement

technology based on the need of the student depending on their

level of Kteracy. And it's a very important, I think, component of

bilingual education.
Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much. That's a very interest-

ing demonstration. Thank you.
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Our final demonstration is the Academy of Communications, Arts
and Technology at Santa Fe High. Consuelom, thank you for being
here.

Ms. Gonzales. Thank you. Fm really excited for being invited.

I think you'll enioy listening to the students. Fm representing a
team of four teachers that have developed ACAT, Academy of Com-
mimications, Arts and Technology.

Briefly, it's an interdisciplinary program that emphasizes student
learning because it's student centered, and students produce or ex-

plore academics through their own production of communicating
what they've learned.

It uses releaming techniques, a coalition of integral sizers which
emphasizes the fact that less is smart and students use their

minds well. And I think technology and production is a big part of
that and actually emphasize ana underline the things that are
used in this reform.
Mainly, through technology then, academics are learned and ex-

plored. I think that's the main point. Before I turn you over to my
students that will demonstrate some of the projects we do in class,

I want to emphasize that they do publish printed material as well,

that they broadcast and present. So the idea is that they plan it,

and they share what they learn with others.

If I could mention a couple of things: What can technology do for

the school? 60 percent of our students last year had lost credit in

high school due to none attendance in at least one class. Last year
our average attendance was 90 percent. And that—^you know, with
students we had coming in, that was quite impressive. The thing
is that not only are they here on summer vacation, they're there
nights and weekends because they really enjoy working with the
technology £ind producing and communicating and expressing
themselves with it in a creative way.
The other thing I'd like to mention is I think there's a real big

gap between public schools and colleges right now. Two of my
former students came to me this summer and said that they would
never have gotten through the freshman year in college without the
applied ana availability of Communications Technology that thev
had experienced in my classroom before. So I think we need to ad-
dress that gap as well.

It's not just for vocation and for the work force. Students also

need this technology and experience for college. So Fm going to

turn you over now to three students of mine, Justin, Frank and
Cameron. And I hope you enjoy.

Mr. Lathrop. Technology addresses the individual learning
styles and needs of different students and keeps them engaged.
Technology multiples the way the students receive information and
communicate ideas. Therefore, it increases success for all students
regardless of their personal learning limitations.
For instance, in the case of dyslexic people, it's unfair to judge

them based on their writing or reading ability. But, given tech-

nology, they have an arena to learn in by utilizing their creativity
without restrictions.

Traditionally all students have been limited by restrictions and
the difficulties of formal writing. While this is important, it also

—

the audio-visual realm gives them a format to express individual
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knowledge and to use their mind creatively. As well as that, it also

incorporates writing and reading skills.

Mr. Cox. While in a traditional classroom, the traditional class-

room offered me nothing but failure, and writing was taught to me
as nothing but a disabihty.

I was bored and uninterested in anything other than mv per-

sonal friends. But the introduction of technology in ACAT broad-

ened my abilities, and I was able to become a productive student.

If I haa been unable to go into ACAT and would have had to re-

main in the traditional classroom, I would have dropped out of

school for sure.

One example of technology keeping me interested in school is a
documentary that you will now see excerpts from. It was on Amer-

ican Indians. I found that I learned more by doing something than

actually reading or writing. And I also learned—I did use reading

and writing extensively.

I learned that students don't all learn the same. Some learn by

reading, writing, using their hands, seeing how things work. And
computers utilize all of these different skills and creates an activity

in which students can learn in a way best suited for them in their

different learning styles.

Mr. Lathrop. My experience in using technology as a learning

tool comes from broadcast production as well as doing documen-

taries for the class.

And in the ACAT we have used communications also as part of

our community service program. And, for example, I'm currently

working on a promotional video for Big Brothers, Big Sisters in

Santa Fe. And we also, as Ms. G mentioned, use technology to do

some desktop publishing. 11 teenagers in Santa Fe.

Some people in the program have also worked on public service

announcements on a variety of topics. Cameron is going to show

you one now that we did on drinking and driving. (Video tape

shown.)
Ms. Gonzales. Technology is great for problem solving skills be-

cause it never works right the first time.

Mr. Lathrop. This is one example of a pubhc service announce-

ment. In my work with communication and technology

Senator Bingaman. Did you run that public service announce-

ment on any of the TV channels?

Ms. Gonzales. Channel 13 showed it in one of their teenage pro-

ductions. It was Teens and Drinking last fall. It's shown on na-

tional TV, but we don't get to see it because I think it's between

2:00 and 4:00 in the morning.
Senator Bingaman. I'll start watching for it. I'm usually up at

those hours.
^ ,

Mr. Lathrop. Also, in my experience with communication tech-

nology, I have discovered that it incorporates traditional aspects of

learning as well such as reading and writing. But it also provides

a creative outlet for expressing my ideas and what I feel about

things.

In fact, in my video projects, I've had to do a lot more reading

and writing and thinking than I've ever had to do in my regular

classes.
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For example, in a journalistic broadcast piece I did—^it was in

News 101—it was on dropouts and the experience, the comprehen-
sive evaluation of schools as well as my own education. Cameron's
going to go show an excerpt from that now, (Video tape shown.)
Mr. Cox. Technology expands the classroom itself to include the

outside world, a multidimensional multimedia which our students
already live in and need to understand.
Students are brought up in a complex world where they are in-

troduced to people and influenced by people, television and music.
And, in a traditional classroom, they are not taught to analyze and
critically think about the effect of these things on our Hves. This
is a big mistake.
Because students are not taught to critically analyze what they

see, hear or read, they may get the impression that everything por-
trayed in the media is acceptable.

For example, the media portrayal of women furthers the notion
that they are nothing but sex objects and pets. Children see images
on MTV of half naked women chained or in cages. They may come
to think of this as normal and acceptable.
Mr. Lathrop. The media also tells us what we need. We are ma-

nipulated into believing that we will never be happy unless we use
Scope mouthwash, wear Michael Jordan basketbcdl shoes and drink
Diet Pepsi. More importantly, the media has the power to control
who we vote for in the elections because almost all the information
that we get about candidates comes from the media.
Applied communications technology in the classroom gives us the

tools to counteract the media influence and understand how it

works and empowers us to use it for our own expression.
Also the ACAT program is a part of New Mexico Media Literacy

Project. So this, what we've been talking about the last couple of
minutes, is part of media literacy. It is extremely important for

people to understand what they're seeing on TV. Frank.
Mr. Cox, Our third point we wanted to make is that technology

is fundamental in our society and, therefore, must be fundamental
in our schools. Computers already surround almost every aspect of
our lives, and there are new uses for it every day.
Already some technological fluency is needed to use even your

coffee maker or stereo. Most six-year olds can operate their VCRs
much beyond the ability of their parents. In the world today tiiey

are naturally exposed to these type of technologies. But wouldn't it

be wonderful if the school could take the natural ability of a 6 year
old that exceeds the parent's understanding of technology and
broaden it to his knowledge of the world around him.
Mr. Lathrop. The 21st century of computer and technological

fluency is going to be as important a skill to have as reading or

math.
As well as being increasingly important in our every day exist-

ence, computers are also becoming essential to participate in every
aspect of our economy. Everyone from delivery people to car me-
chanics to doctors and lawyers must be comfortable working with
computers just to do their jobs.

For our children to compete in the world of the future, they must
be technologically literate. And this will only be accomplished
through the schools.
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In the democratic society, knowledge is power. In today's world,

so much knowledge and power is tied up in communication tech-

nology. If we wish to remain truly democratic, everyone needs to

have equal access to it.

Ms. Gonzales. Aren't they great?

Senator Bingaman. They are great.

Ms. Gonzales. I think that I would like to close by addressing

an important question at this point which is where did ACAT get

the technology that we have? We begged and we borrowed.

For example, Cameron is going to show you some visuals right

now, while I keep talking, about an experience that we were able

to have last spring called the Electronic Cafe.

Basically it's what's going to happen with everyone in the next

year or two which is being able to send visual images through the

telephone lines. And this particularly is what we were using, even

cellular phones.
We were connected to the Community College people in Albu-

querque, and we were communicating from Santa Fe to Albuquer-

que instantaneously through telephone lines. It was really an excit-

ing event.
Where did we get the technology? Well, the Commimity College

loaned us their stuff. Sprint Cellular loaned us their cellular

phones. And Public Access helped us with cables and lines.

It was a great event. After the event was over, all the technology

was packed up and is now no longer at school which is the way a

lot of things happen.
As far as begging for a lot of technology, we've written grants on

our own and so on. Our school system cannot support the expense

of technology. And all the technology that ACAT has attained we've

gained it little by little over the last 4 years.

The first 2 years the students did all of their own fiind raising

and actually bought tiieir first computers from pizza sales, candy

saies and car washes. Tlie next year we were able to get some pri-

vate businesses to help us through donations.

Then, the third year we were really fortunate because of what we
had already done to get the attention of, you know, some otiier peo-

ple in terms of grant writing, and we were given a one-time-only

offer from Carl Perkins and were given enough of a grant to get

some start up technology. But now that grant is gone.

And what it did do is it made it available to us to expand our

program from 30 students to 100 and actually put together the

ACAT program.
Cameron, are you going to show, at this time, some of the thmgs

you can do with a video toaster? Do you want to go ahead and do

that, and I'll keep talking since we're kind of pressed for time.

You can get a multimedia display here. I'll keep talking at you,

and Cameron will show you some tricks with the computer here

One thing I'd like to say about Cameron is that this is his third

year in my class. We call him our high-tech genius. Everything

that he has learned he's learned hands on by himself.

And m be the first to say that my students know more than I

do. Probably in a period of about 2 months, if you give them the
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technology, they exceed the teacher's knowledge that fast. It's just

amazing.
Also I'd like to say that one of the other things that we're really

lucky about in ACAT is tJiat we do have the support of the commu-
nity. And I would like to say that businesses and corporations are

extremely receptive to helping as much as they can, although the

recession certainly made that not so much a monetary kind of help.

But they're always there to help as much as they possible can. Lit-

tle by httle we hope to be able to have enough work stations for

all of our students in ACAT and even increase our productivity.

And I think the community service aspect of our program—one

of the other tilings that we have students do is they go into ele-

mentary schools and they help elementary school students do their

own videos. And they do a lot of community service with yoimger
students.
And I think, as feelings and generosity in helping one another

expand more and more in the schools, that technology gives us a
great access and great way to be able to do those things.

I'd like to thank you for sponsoring Senate Bill 1040, Mr. Binga-

man. I think it shows that you are committed to education and to

our youth. And I wish you luck. Anything we can do for you, let

us know.
Senator Bingaman. OK Well, thank you very much for the dem-

onstration and the information, I appreciate it very much.
Let me ask one or two questions, and then the hearing will end

because we're way over time.

How many students do you have at Santa Fe High that are now
participating in your program?
Ms. Gonzales, We have 100 students full time and another 20

part time.

Senator Bingaman. When you say full time, what do you mean
by that?
Ms. Gonzales. A four-hour block. They receive the credits of

English, History, Social Science, Science, Commimication and Com-
munication Technology Lab.

Senator Bingaman. So they get credit for all of those courses, but
they learn that material through use and technology?
Ms. Gonzales. Yes, sir.

Senator Bingaman, Is yours the only program like that in the

State as far as you know?
Ms. Gonzales, Yes, it is, I would like to announce though that

it looks like we're expanding across the Nation. I presented ACAT
and how it uses communication technology to teach academics at

Harvard University 2 weeks ago.

Because of that presentation, I have one school system in New
Jersey that has already gotten approval to start ACAT. I have an-

other—^There's anotiier school system in California that just needs
some final okays from their school board, and they want to have
an ACAT.
And there are four other schools that the teacher groups were

there and taking it back to their districts to try to be able to begin

an ACAT too. So we're going nationwide. And we're also hoping in

New Mexico and certainly within our own school that we could ex-

pand.
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Technology is, of course, a limitation that a lot of schools have
to be able to just pick up this idea and run with it. Like I said,

it took 4 years of hundreds of hours of volunteer work and volun-
teer time for us to be able to gain access to the technology that we
have right now. And that's kind of intimidating for most people.

Senator Bingaman. Do the 100 students that you have in there

—

are those all the students that wanted to participate or are there
others that would be part of this if you could handle more?
Ms. Gonzales. I'm sorry to say uiat there is a waiting hst to be

enrolled in ACAT. It is a heterogenous program, so there is no cri-

teria. In other words, students who have failed in school before can
still be part of the program, as well as straight A students. And
our criteria is mainly random. And once we get to a point where
we have a balance, a heterogenous group of students who are re-

flective of our schools—a certain number of students that aren't

successful, a certain number that are, an ethnic balance and also

an age balance—then we revert to a lottery system, and we draw
names out of a hat because we want it to be random.

But, yes, we have a waiting Hst of students that would like to

enter the program, but we don't have the technology to do that. It

would be easy with the technology. We could just put together an-
other team of teachers.
Senator Bingaman. Let me thank all three of the demonstration

groups here. I think it's all been very useful. It show that there are
some exciting things going on with the use of technology in our
State.

I think the first panel was also very good showing that there are
some innovative programs, a variety of programs. Distance Learn-
ing, use of computers in the home, a variety of things that are en-
couraging.
We thought this was the right time to have this hearing because

it is the first week of school for much of the public school system
in New Mexico. And I know that even the schools that haven't
started yet are about to start.

But I do think that progress in this area is going to be similar
to progress in any other area in that it's going to be incremental.
There may be some significant steps we can take, and I hope that
our Legislation turns out to be one of those to sort of move us down
the road a significant distance.
And I hope also that we can work with the State to expand the

use of technology very substantially here in New Mexico. I think
we're positionea to do better in this area than virtually any other
State. We just need to get our act together. I think many of you
are already doing tJiat in individual schools, individual school dis-

tricts. We need to try to do it in a more comprehensive way
throughout the State.

But, again, let me thank you all. And we will conclude the hear-
ing with that. If there are people in the audience who have state-

ments that they would like to submit to be part of the record, if

they would get those to my office, we'd be glad to include those.

[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]
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Additional Material

Prepared SrATEi^ENT of Margaret Evans Gayle

This "Technology for Education Act of 1993" is the most important strategy, yet

presented, to help America reach the National Goals by providing all learners and
educators with equal access to up-to-date curriculum and media resources. This bill,

coupled with Senate BUI 626, 'Electronic Library Act of 1993," m« both critical to

addressing the access and equity issues for learning for all American citizens. Fed-

eral leadership and funding are essential to providing America's sdiools with the

basic modem literacy tools. Both of these bills address a comprehensive approadi

to the tedinology inmstructure with requirements for collaborative efforts among
education, business, and government. But, I have concerns that neither of the bills

are focused on the major problems in providing equal access to all learners. M^jor
problems related to access include: 1) non-existent telephone access in classrooms

and libraries; 2) the lack of an inexpensive user-friendlv standard "^uman interface"

(such as the Nintendo interface) that will run on all hardware platforms; 3) old

schools and public library facilities that will require mtgor re-wiring; 4) existing

rules, regulations, and ftinds that prohibit easy access to excellent educational mate-

rials that already exist (such as America on line) and equipment (such as modems,
CD Rom, and VCR's) and 5) existing local and state plans that have little funding

for implementation of quality multimedia and hardware now or for the future.

I believe that the most important role for federal leadership is to focus, like a

laser, on the design and development of—icon-driven "human interface" that is as

easy to use as a Nintendo game and to fund research and practices only for pro-

Sams that promote the national goals and standards. Training in technolofflr and
e design and development of qualitv curriculum and multimedia materials are

both critical to moving American schools into the 21st century, but the most impor-

tant issue to access and equity is to focus on a standard "interface." Local education

agencies, universities, libraries, and the private sector do not need more top-down

commissions, committees, and reflations to inhibit progress toward building this

infrastructure. They need motivation to go forward.

Participants at the recent National Academy of Sciences Convocation, held May
12-14, 1993, agree that we should focus our energies and collaborations on deliver-

ing access, as rapidly as possible, to all communities and schools. Furthermore, they

believe that we must find that "interface" that will provide all citizens with the op-

portunities to network and access information. If INTERNET becomes the standard,

the "common people" will never use it because of the difficulty of the technology.

So it is important that the research focus on an interface for INTERNET and other

networks that is as easy to use as an ATM machine.
Despite reports to the contrary, the private sector, not the government will build

and operate the new national information infrastructure. Telephone companies and
cable television operators, not the government, will deliver access into Anaerica's

homes to interactive entertainment, home shopping, and ultimately, they will pro-

vide more comprehensive educational initiatives.

TTie first hybrid networks, usingfiber optic cable, existing copper wire and coaxial

cable are being constructed now/The telephone, cable, computer, and other outside

suppliers are in a mad scramble to team up and build these alliances for the home
mareet. While all of these efforts are underway, there seems to be inertia in getting

schools to use current technologies, much less plan for emerging technolc^es. Chil-

dren, in the meantime, are demanding more and bujring more individual, interactive

video games.
-ptmtWe are approaching a new century in which we will turn away from MASS EDU-

CATION to an INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING PROCESS which will be driven bv
the student's own curiosity and learning needs. The individual learning process will

enable every person to build the skills essential to becoming a life-long learner.

Every child in America should have identical access to learning resources, regard-

less of diversity of culture and ability, even in the poor urban or remote rural areas.

The social implications are profound as we consider the potential of finally being

able to provi<^ equal access to quality public education for all of our citizens, as

promised by the dlonstitution.

John Dewey, nearly a hundred years ago, stated that in a democracy: "Every stu-

dent should learn to be his or her own scientist; that they have their own questions

that need to be answered." (Robert Westbrook, John Dewey and American Democ-
racy, Cornell Press, 1991)

In the past, education for the masses was tolerated because it was the only way
we could reach the illiterate. Today, we can give individual learners the interactive

tools to learn from many teachers and with a focus on individual needs. In today's
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classrooms, students compete for opportunities to learn; many of them lose in that
competitive struggle with the Bell Curve. Today's textbook should become a laptop
computer—given to evenr child, upon entering soiool, for use at school and at home.
In the long run it would be cheaper, because the family would then have a learning
madiine at home. As television, computers, and the telephone become one inter-

active machine for delivering multimedia, we will be able to turn the home into a
learning center with access tor education and training programs for the entire fam-
ily.

Adults could take literacy and workforce preparedness programs on the same ma-
chine. We continue to lose ground on aduft hteracy in this country, for the same
reasons that we are not makmg progress in the public schools. Changes in the glob-

al economy, society, work, andiainily have put most of the burden on public schools

for education and training. Public schools and the university training programs for

educational professionals are not able to catch up, much less keep up with the tech-

nology and current resources. Most training programs for professional educators are
obsolete in the curriculum and technology areas. While many of our teachers are
behind, our students are ahead in the use of technology.

JUST THE FACTS: THE NINTENDO GENERATION

It is diiBcult to comprehend that most kids in their homes today have more tech-

nology for entertainment, than they do for education in schools. Consider this, chil-

dren own 114.2 million Nintendo hardware systems: in America, 33% of the house-
holds; £md in Japan, 40% of the households.

In 1992, Nintendo sold 170 million cartridges for Nintendo worldwide, at an aver-
age cost of $40.00 a cartridge or for a total of $7 BiUion. In 1992, America's children
spent $4,7 bUhon (the biggest year yet) on Super Nintendo. American revenues
alone for Super Mario Bromers 3 were $500 Million. As a company, in addition, in

1991, Nintendo earned $1.5 million per employee. George Sheus new book, Game
Oven How Nintendo Zapped an Anierican Industry, Captured Your Dollars, and
Enslaved Your Children, published by Random House, 1993, describes this incred-

ible state of video games and the success of a century old company to understand
what engages diilc&en and to focus on selling them what they want. Why are we
so ignorant about delivering this kind of technology to the schools? There are other
indications of America's obsession with technology driven products and for inter-

action with multimedia: $4 Billion spent on video games; $12 Billion spent on video
rentals; $65 Billion spent on residentifd phone service; and $70 Billion spent on tele-

vision catalog shopping.
Forecasters predict a $3.5 Trillion worldwide interactive information industrv by

the year 2001, and video on demand with the potential for 500 channels to be nere
witmn the next few years. The time is now to set our priorities for bringing schools
into the 20th Century, maybe just in time for the 21st Century. We must locus our
energy on providing equal access to all learners, by using existing quality resources,

while builaing future networks and interactive multimedia programs.

TECHNOLOGY PRIORITIES FOR PUBUC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS—K-12

As indicated above, children have access to more computers than any other popu-
lation; Nintendo computers that entertain them and teach them problem solving
skills at home, but not in the schools. From the Sffs decade of the Pac-Man Genera-
tion to the present Nintendo Generation, children have created their own game edu-
cation culture. Children buy video game magazines to find the hidden resources in
the games; call their friends to check on clues; amd challenge their own potential

to move to higher levels within the games. Consider the potential of providing the
same in-expensive, easy-to-use intenace for computers in schools, cartridges with
{>rovocative curriculum, surrounded by relevant learning resources. This is the dial-

enge for leadership by local, state, and federal governments.
Federal and state leadership and funding are essential to providing America's

schools with the basic modem literacy tools. But, I have concerns that few of the
efforts are focused on the major problems of providing equal access to all learners.

Major problems related to access include: 1) lack of knowledge, by teachers, about
how to use technology in classrooms; 2) non-existent telephone access in classrooms
and libraries; 3) theTack of an inexpensive user-friendly standard "^uman interface"

(such as the Nintendo interface) uiat will run on all hardware platforms; 4) old

schools and public library facilities that will require major re-wiring; 5) existing

rules and regulations that prohibit easy access in-expensive, excellent educational
materials that already exist (such as America on Line) and eauipment, such as

modems, CD Rom, and VCR's; and 6) existing local and state plans that have no
funding for implementation or priorities of training for teachers.
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PRIORITIES that I believe should include:

1) mass education of teachers, parents, and students of existing quality pro-

grams; a. media resources and the potential of outstanding new programs and

services, including those listed below; b. training on user-friendly machines for

access to media resources—focused on teaching electronic access; and c. national

rlpHringhnuHfi for current resources and technologies,

2) development of a strategic technology plan for every school and district;

and
3) Media Centers with on-line services to the outstanding resources: a. Amer-

ica On Line, Services for students, teadiers, parents that include: Turner Edu-

cational Curriculum & Resources; National Geographic Curriculum & Re-

sources; Smithsonian Educational Resources; NEA Daily Report Card and other

studies and reports; all major education joumals; teadier and parent bulletin

boards; and access to INTERNET & OTHER ON-LINE Services, b. Add CDRom
and Video Libraries, as they are developed, for use by all students and teachers,

and c. Mass Media Literacy and Media Production Skills for all students.

4) Cable/Satellite Access—utilization of outstanding public and cable pro-

grams; a. Public Television Stations Educational Programming, b. Cable In The
Classroom, c. The Learning Channel, d. The Discovery Channel, and e. Turner

Education—CNN.
5) Computers—(old and new) for teaching K-12 writing and researdi skills;

a. word processing, b. using on-Une databases for research and problem solving,

c. Desktop Publishing for every classroom—one computer is great!

6) Computer Assisted Instruction—as funds become available; a. Josten's

Learning Systems, b. Broderbund Programs, c. The Learning Company, d. CAD
and Other Vocational Programs, e. Access to INTERNET—Exceptional for the

Science & Technology
(7) Telephones for Communication and Teleconferencing; a. Central site with-

in a school, b. For Classrooms, as funds become available, c. Use for Guest Ex-

perts, Voice Mail to Parents, and d. Distance Learning Access when combined

with Cable/Satellite.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The public debate must center around the need to use existing technology to pro-

vide teachers and students with the resources they need to keep their curriculum

up to date. The reform efforts, for the past decade, have done little to motivate par-

ents, teachers, and students to perform at hi^ levels. The system has to be ener-

gized with the modem tools of an information society.

Chris Whittle is now in doubt that he vrill be able to start-up some schools under

his Edison Rtxyect, but even if he does, his efforts will never provide free access to

the masses. The New American Schools Development Corporation has not been able

to fulfill the promises of implementing "break the mold designs;" the process was

too conventional, too limited to be successful, and they were unable to raise the

funds necessary for real innovation.

Many states such as North Carolina, Geoi^a, Texas, and others are trying to

build aUiances for putting tedmology into the schools. These efforts underway are

getting much publicity for the technology companies, universities, and people in-

volvecC but if we do not build tiiis infrastructure to support the national goals, qual-

ity curriculum, and access for all learners and their teachers, we will have failed

again in our efforts to improve public education dramatically.

We continue to debate spending more time in school and many districts are ex-

tending the school year. But isn't it ironic that we still have a majority of schools

that are not air conditioned and students are sent home by noon to avoid the after-

noon temperatures; temperatures that are not good for cluldren nor for computers.

When all is said and done, we continue to make more laws, to spend more money,

and to build plans that somehow never reach the majority of students or teachers.

In a country as rich as America, we should be able to give every student in America

a portable laptop computer with access to appropriate curriculum and resources. We
should give it to them in lieu of textbooks. It should be theirs to keep. We should

be able to do it today; tomorrow will be too late.
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Dear Margaret: I am writing to thank you for your participation in our May 10-

12 convocation, "Tleinventing Sdiools: The Technolo©^ is Now." The event appears
to have been an intellectual, organizational, and teSinological success and was in
the end, I think, more than we even hoped it would be. We brourfit under one roof
groups which should have much more dialogue about the future of information tech-
nology and education—students; game software makers; public officials; teadiers
and educators; venture capitalists; those concerned with government and private
sector extension of the networics; those concerned with equity for minorities; and re-

porters eager to learn more about education as well as technology.
Perhaps the most encouraging result of mixing the diverse groups at the convoca-

tion was that consensus emerged on several main themes: the technology is here
and mare accessible than many in the educational system think; increasingly, this

fact is appreciated by the young; interactive learning can and diould extend good
teacher-motivated classroom experience; it can promote learning while celebrating
the diversity of students, allowing them to advance at their own paces; the extensive
access that information technology provides can be very rewarding when coupled
with hands-on science; and, the teacher can and should play a large role in bringing
the outside and inside classroom worlds together. The value of having software with
content tied to the existing and emei^gent curriculum standards came out clearly,

as did the importance of reconceptualizing learning and school. Finally, we feel that
the convocation shed some light on one of today's important policy issues: ensuring
that the private and government roles in network oevelopment take into account
fuUy the urgent need to extend network access as rapidly as possible into all com-
munities and schools.

Your contribution was important in making the event a success. Your remarks ad-
dressed one of the key points of the convocation, that the children of today are a
different audience and tnat our national and local efforts have to realize that and
adapt. You were one of the most persuasive speakers in the entire two and one-half
day convocation. Having Joseph Smarr and his Nintendo as a backdrop was an inge-
nious exclamation point to your message.
We hope that every speaiker, every panelist, and every attendee is asking the bane

question we are asldng ourselves: What do all of us in our respective spheres do
next? From the begiiming of this effort I have said we would have to see about the
Academy's future role. It may be a restricted role, allowing others to carry on the
crusade. Or a more sizable role may emerge from fiie feedback we get over the next
few months. My successor, Bruce Alberts, will have to wrestle with this when he
becomes President, July 1.

Our inunediate obiective is to create the products of the convocation. We plan to

transform what we displayed, saw, and heard into an attractive report, a video, and
a CD-ROM, and to get these out across the country to teachers, administrators, gov-
enmient officials at various levels, and industry leaders. The first wave of materials
should be ready in the autumn; you will receive these as they are available. In the
meantime, we will send to you a final list of attendees at the convocation.
Once again, my sincere appreciation for your contribution to "Reinventing Schools:

The Technology is Now."
Yours sincerely,

Frank Press,
PresiJdent.

Prepared Statement of Kathkyn Harris Tuerina

Senator Bingaman and members of the Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resources, my name is Kathryn Harris Tijerina and I am an enrolled member of
the Comanche Tribe. I am submitting written testimony to you as the President of
the Institute of American Indian and Alaska Native Culture and Arts Development,
known to most as the Institute of American Indian Arts (lAIA).
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lAIA supports your commitment to creating a tedinologically literate dtizemy
and an internationally competitive work force demonstrated throu^ this bill. I af-

firm the bill's purposes:

to establish a comprehensive qrstem throu^ which appropriate technology-en-

hanced curriculum, instruction, and administrative support resources and serv-

ices are provided to schools throu^out the United States;

to establish this system in a way that supports the National Education Goals

and any national educational standards that may be developed.

In principle, the provisions of this bill are timely and most important to American

Indian and Alaska Native students and educators as well as the mainstream popu-

lations toward whom the bill is directed.

Two of the bill's stated objectives "to promote greater equality of educational op-

port\inity and instruction among school districts through the use of technology to

improve the academic achievements of all students, in general, and disadvantaged,

disfiled, and limited-English proficient students, in particular and to improve edu-

cational equality and opportunity by expanding ana improving technology in the

school, classroom, library, and home," are specifically relevant to the Institute. The
Institute has resources in place to assist in implementing these goals in American

Indian and Alaska Native communities. One of these resources is the National Cen-

ter for the Production of Native Images (Native Images), whose mission is to pre-

pare emerging American Indian and Alaska Native film producers to tell their cre-

ative stories in their own ways. The Center is the only national video training and
production center in the country maneiged by American Indians. Dedicated to pro-

viding technical support, training and programming about and for American Indians

and Alaska Natives, Native Images has a track record that has set a precedent in

working within these communities in the area of video and graphics.

Another of these resources is the Computer Services Department whose mandate
is the application of information technology to create opportunities to enrich instruc-

tional curriculum, to deliver student services, to manage the organization and to

provide access to programs and resources for the diverse clientele of the Institute.

Thus, I want to recommend that language be added to the bill creating a set-aside

for the American Indian and Alaska Native communities and colleges. Such a set-

aside should specify the Institute. lAIA has connections to more than 80 tribes

through our student body and faculty networks. Establishing the Institute as an im-

portant element of the set-aside will capitalize on the knowledge of American Indian

and Alaska Native cultural norms and values that are critical in achieving success-

ful implementation of the bUl's provision for Indian students.

TTie Institute also is an active member of the American Indian Hi^er Education

Consortium, a group including 27 tribai colleges. In addition, the Institute has es-

tablished several centers that can provide professional ejcpertise with developing

specific programs to address the neeos outlined in the bill.

First, the Institute can provide technical support and staff development to Amer-
ican Indian and Aladca Native schools by msseminating information on current

computer technology. For example, the Institute's access to computer networks such

as IndianNet, NativeNet, National Indian Policy Research Institute (NIPRD and the

Educational Native American Network (ENAN), provides a direct link to under-

graduate and graduate students on numerous campuses nationwide. These networks

have been designed to enhance the educational environment for American Indian

and Alaska Native students by:

supporting, expanding and improving the delivery of innovative technological

programs in the rural, geographically dispersed schools; and

promoting the basic "computer literacy" of administrators, teachers and stu-

dents, especially in the use of computers as telecommunication tools.

Second, the Institute also can provide facilities for classroom video production and
teleconferencing capabilities. The Institute's National Center for the Production of

Native Images already is working with various tribal communities to enhance the

use of video technology in American Indian and Alaska Native communities by pro-

viding training. These relationships can be expanded and the Institute is capable

of coordinating a collaborative effort in curriculum development that would be use-

ful to educators in all Native communities. The National Center for the Production

of Native Images currently is working to develop curriculum resources to accompany
its Peabody award-winning production, "Surviving Columbus." The Institute's Cen-

ter for Research and Cultural Exchange also has experience in curriculum develop-

ment and outreach to schools and various tribes across the country bttsed on infor-

mation it has gathered regarding Indian aesthetics and cultural values.
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Third, the Institute can help to bring about a nationwide discussion for American
Indians and Alaska Natives reg£irding uses and applications of various types of tedi-

nology. This discussion wUl include advocating for the concept of woridng vdth man-
ufacturers to promote standards to guide the development of compatible hardware
and software so that educational resources will be functionally transferable between
American Indian and Alaska Native conununities and nationwide educational com-
miinities. The Institute's role as coordinator of technology-enhanced, educational re-

sources will be to insure that technological development within the tribes is moving
toward effective utilization of computer and video technology that is reflective of na-
tionwide communication and con^mter architecture standards.

Finally, all of us at the Institute greatly appreciate the support you have provided
to us through tJie years. Your support has helped us move toward the establishment
of an autonomous campus that will be a demonstration site for many aspects of
higher education. We would like to return some of what we have been given by pro-
viding support to Indian Country as outlined here.

Thank you for this opportunity to share our views on this legislation.

Senator Bingaman. If any of you have ideas or comments or sug-
gestions for changes in our Legislation, we would be interested to

near that as welL So, again, tnank you very much for attending.
And thank all of you who worked hard to get this put together. The
hearing is concluded.

[Whereupon, the committee was adjourned.]
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